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SCRAP BOOK
BASKETBALL 1936-37
News stories in this book are 
from the Providence JOURNAL­
BULLETIN
Unless Otherwise Indicated
Back On the Job
Al McClellan, above, Providence College basketball coach, who 
has issued a call for candidates for the Friars’ team. Al is start­
ing his 10th campaign as the P. C. court director.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Clash With C. C. N. Y in
New York One of 
Features
Twenty-two games with some of 
the leading college basketball teame 
of the East, features the program 
announced today for the Providence 
College cage forces by John E. Far­
rell, graduate manager of athletics. 
The list closely parallels those of the 
past few years which have resulted 
in the Friars claiming an outstand­
ing place in the national basketball 
picture.
Besides the annual fixtures with 
Brown, Rhode Island State, Yale, 
Dartmouth, Spi'ingfield, and St. 
John’s of Brooklyn, the Friars will 
step further into big time basketball 
when they meet Nat Holman’s City 
College of New York outfit in the 
New York Hippodrome on Dec. 12, 
and then tackle a new foe in La Salle 
College at the Philadelphia arena on 
Jan. 30. These games will be high- 
1 lights in the out-of-town competition 
which also includes games with Pratt 
Institute, Army at West Point, Seton' 
Hall College, Villanova, and Dart­
mouth.
East winter the Friars came 
through with the State champion­
ship, but faltered in the series with; 
Springfield when Leo Davin was in­
jured and out of competition. The. 
team lost the Olympic trial game for 
this district to Springfield in a post 
I season tilt at the Harvard gymnas­
ium. But this is a new campaign, 
and .Coach Al McClellan, starting his 
I ninth season at the helm, looks for- 
■ ward to a very successful winter.
With a strong nucleus of veterans, 
Providence is well fortified for its 
campaign. The team will be cap­
tained by Leo Davin, big guard from 
New Haven, and will take the floor 
with a veteran array which includes 
Ben Smith, last year’s captain; Ed 
Bobinski, Jr.; Charlie Gallagher, 
- — -  t->   —- - 
I Joe uare'W, xvay oemveau, Jhred Coi- 
I line, Gus Hagstrom, Carl Angelica, 
Bill Spinnler, Bill Moge, and Leo 
Ploski.
Outstanding among the men up 
from last year's freshman group will 
be Elton Deuse, six foot four inch 
center; Bill Murphy, captain of the) 
yearlings, and a forward; Charlie 
McElroy, aggressive guard, and Bim 
Strasberg, high scoring forward. 
Practice started for the ’varsity and 
freshman squads at Harkins hall 
yesterday, with Coach McClellan in 
charge. The drills will continue 
daily, and the squad will be greatly 
augmented with the close of the foot­
ball season.
The schedule:
Dec. B—Stroudsburg. 9—Assumption. 12 
—City College at 'N: Y. Hippodrome, 17— 
Villanova.
Jan. 9—Assumption at Worcester. 12— 
Lowell Textile at Lowell, 13—Dartmouth 
at Hanover, 16—Rhode Island, 29—Villa­
nova at Villanova, 30—La Salle College at 
Philadelphia,/.
Feb. 6—St. Anselm at Manchester. 9— 
Lowell, 12—Pratt Institute at Brooklyn, 33 
—Army at West Point, 20—St. Anselm. 22 
—Springfield atSpringfield, 24—Yale at 
New Hav-en-,- -2Y—SpriJigfleld-.-
• March 5—St. John’s University at 
Brooklyn. 6—Seton Hall at Newark. 10— 
Rhode Island at Kingston, 13—Brown at 
Brown Gym.
Players reporting for ’varsity practice:
John Smith, Brockton, Mass.; Edward 
Bobinski, New Haven;’ Charles Gallagher, 
Newton, Mass.: Joe 'Carew. Medford, 
Mass.Fred Collins, New Milford, Conn.: 
William Murphy, Danbury, Conn.; Elton 
Deuse, Fall River; Paul Farley, Woon­
socket; John Crowley, Cumberland, and 
Charles McElroy, Providence.
Freshman players who reported were: 
Philip Assirian. Taunton, Mass.: Karol 
Dubiel, Thompsonville, Conn.; John .1. 
Cavanaugh, Woods Hole, Mass.; William 
J. Malley, Thompsopvllle. Conn.; J. Car­
roll/ Edgartown, Mass.; William Crowley,- 
Woonsocket.
Richard Mezejewski, Pittsfield. Mass.; 
Joseph Kwasinewski. New Milford. Conn.; 
Donald Albro, Newport; Salvatore Gugliel­
mo, Providence; John Silva, Pawtucket; 
Ellworth Sullivan, Providence; Harry 
.Speckman, Newport, and James C. Bag- 
ley, Brigston. Mass.
Friars Have





Scheduled to meet some of the 
outstanding basketball teams of the. 
East in the course of a well-balanced 
22-game court season t’-e Providence 
College ’Varsity s fuad opened prac-i 
tice yesterday in Harkins Hall in one! 
of the earliest starts the Friars have1 
ever made.
Coach Albert “Gen” McClellan met 
both his ’Varsity and-Freshmen can­
didates as he inaugurated his 10th 
season as the Friar court pilot with 
the announcement that "a 50-50 
break with the schedule we face will 
be a real achievement—they’re aren't 
many easy ores in the list!”
The first highlight on the Provi­
dence schedule will be the encounter 
with City College of New York in 
the New York Hippodrome on Dec. 
12. This contest will be the third 
on the list which opens at home on 
Dec. 5 against the Stroudsburg State 
Teachers from East Stroudsburg, Pa.
Providence will be one of the quin-! 
tets to open the season in the Hip­
podrome which will compete with 
Madison Square Garden, already an 
established college basketball centre* 
that draws thousands to see what was 
once not even considered to be a ma­
jor sport. Manhattan will meet! 
Brooklyn College in the second fea­
ture of a double bill in the Hippo­
drome the night the Friars play C. C i 
N. Y.
The State series will again include . 
two games with Rhode Island State,' 
home and home, and one with Brown 
at the Brown Gym which will close 
the season on March 13. The Provi­
dence schedule will wind up with an ' 
all-Rhode Island tinge, as Rhode Is­
land State and Brown will be the 
last two opponents in that order.
Another of the features of the ’36- 
’37 list will be the clash with the 
strong La Salle College five in the 
Philadelphia Arena on Jan. 30. In 
many of the big cities of the East, 
arenas are being rented to handle 
the large crowds which turn out for 
outstanding court games. Madison 
.Square Garden set the example and 
row Philadelphia and Boston, among 
others, are planning to hold impor­
tant basketball games in the large 
<mdoor plants. 
from New Haven; Charlie Gallagher New­
ton, Mass.; Joe Carew. Medford
Fred Collins, New Milford Conn.;’ William 
Murphy of Danbury, Conn.; Elton Diuse S 
Fall River. Freshman centre last year; Paul 
Farley Woonsocket; John Crowley of Cum­
berland. centre fielder on the Varsitv ba?e 
ball team, and Charles McElroy. Provldenie
The Freshman players who reported Were’- 
Philip Assiran, Taunton Mass ■ Karol Du 
biel. Thompsonville, Conn.; JohnJ. Caval 
naugh Woods Hole. Mass.; William J Mal­
ley, Thompsonville, Conn.; J. Carroll Vd 
gartown, Mass.; William Crowley, Woon- SOCKC L.
McClellan Inaugurates 10th 
Season as Coach of Friar 
Basketball Teams.
TaSalle-College will be the only 
newcomer to the list. City College 
will resume rivalry with the Friars 
after an interval of two years. Villa­
nova, upset by the Friars in theiri, 
only meeting last year, is down for 
a home-and-home series this season 
and according to reports will point 
for both games to avenge their 1935 
loss to Providence.
* « ®
Another team that will be gunning 
for the Friars is Springfield, which 
will be met twice again this year 
The teams split even last season 
each winning on its own floor but 
Springfield’ downed the Friars in a 
sectional test for the Olympic cham­
pionship.
The United States Military Acad- 
emy, which makes a practice of vary­
ing its opposition each year has 
nevertheless invited the Friars back 
for another engagement and the 
teams will clash at West Point oh 
Feb. 13. Yale’s place on the list! 
has been shifted from December to a 
February date which may enable the 
Friars to repeat their victory of last 
season.
Dartmouth. Lowell. St. Anselm 
and Assumption College of Worces­
ter are other New England rivals 
the Friars will play. Seton Hal] Col­
lege of South Orange. N. J., returns 
to the Friar schedule after several 
years’ absence.
At yesterday’s practice McClellan 
stressed condition, explained the 
new ruling and started the players 
working on fundamentals Ten ’Var­
sity candidates reported, includin'’ 
five players who saw regular service 
last year.
The Varsity players who reported were' 
John Smith. 1935 Friar captain ’Rm-k' 




East Stroudsburg, Team’s 
First Foe, Represented by 
Another Capable Quintet.
A mutual opponent will give som 
indication of the relative strength o 
4the current Springfield College am 
providence College basketbal 
|eams, which rated first and secom 
Respectively in New England cour 
'circles last season. That foe is th< 
East Stroudsburg quintet which in 
Vades New England this week.
1 With individual stars and playin{ 
the rugged type of game that is cus’ 
tomary among teams of Pennsylva. 
'nia, New York and the other Mid 
die Atlantic States the Teacher: 
from East Stroudsburg always pro­
vide stiff opposition for their foes 
and make a worthy opening oppo­
nent for any team.
Springfield will make its first 1936 
start against the Teachers at Spring­
field tomorrow night, and on Satur­
day night the Providence quintet 
Will open its season in Harkins Hall 
With the East Stroudsburg team. 
Though Springfield has lost George 
.Celia and “Butch” Hunt, two of the 
■aces on the Maroon team last year, 
■Coach Ed Hickox has a strong nu­
cleus for the coming season.
' Providence lost little through 
graduation and has its 1935 quintet 
back intact. Coach Albert McClel­
lan has had his squad drilling since 
■early November and has had a better 
^opportunity to work his reserves in 
practice games than he did a year 
ago. With the men who were with 
Ithe football squad now working out 
idaily the Friar squad is near the 




P. C. Basketball Team Meets 
Stroudsburg—Freshmen Play 
Olneyville Boys’ Club.
, LINEUPS AT HARKINS HALL
PROVIDENCE STROUDSBURG
COLLEGE TEACHERS '
Gallagher, I. f........t #.1. f., Davis
Carew, r. f,....,,,.........   ,,..r. f., Dubin
Bobinski, c...................................c„ Williams
Davin (C), 1.' g............1. g., Morgan: 
Smith, r. g........ ......................r. g., Reese:
Time of game—P. C. Freshmen vs. Olney- 
ville Boys’ Club at 7:30 o’clock; ’Varsity 
game at 9 o’clock.
Ranked second to Springfield Col­
lege in New England collegiate bas­
ketball circles last year, the Provi­
dence College quintet will be shoot­
ing at first place when the Friars 
open the 1936-37. campaign with a 
double-header in Harkins Hall to­
morrow night. '
The Friar Freshmen, including 
some of the leading schoolboy, play­
ers of southern New England, will 
meet the Olneyville Boys’ Club team, 
coached by Bill Kutneski, former 
Providence College sport star, in the 
first game of tomorrow night’s twin 
bill at 7:30 o’clock.
Providence College’s ’Varsity ar­
ray, intact from last year, will face 
the Stroudsburg State Teachers from ■ 
East _ Stroudsburg, Pa., in the main 
attraction tomorrow night, following 
the preliminary clash, Stroudsburg 
will come here from Springfield, 
where they are listed to meet Spring­
field College tonight.
Dr. A. Lester Crapser, ’Varsity 
coach at Stroudsburg, will start a 
team of four Seniors and one Junior, 
three of whom were first-stringers 
last year. Four of. this quintet 
played against Providence in their 
home-and-home series a year ago.
Btarting at forwards for Strouds-1 
burg will be Bill Davis and Co-Capt. i 
George Dubin, both in their third 
year of competition, and both mem­
bers of the strong Stroudsburg 1933- 
34 Freshman squad. Davis was a sub 
centre last season and was shifted to • 
■ forward at the middle of the cam- 
paign. Dubin is playing his second 
season as a regular at right forward.
< Ed Williams, the only Junior on 
the starting quintet, jumps centre, 
where he was a standout last season. 
He is six-feet-three in height and 
uses his stature to good advantage in 
! taking the ball off the backboard.
The Stroudsburg guards are Co- 
Capt. Bill Morgan and Jim Reese. 
Morgan is the lightest man on the 
squad, weighirig.only 145 pounds, but 
his speed is a feature of the Teach­
ers’ attack.
Coach Al McClellan has named Ed 
Bobinski, the Friars’ six-foot-three 
centre, as the only certain starter to­
morrow night. The favored pair to ; 
hold forth in the front court at the ; 
opening whistle are Charlie Galla­
gher and Joe Carew, forwards of all­
round ability. This duo is receiving 
plenty of competition from Leo Plos- 
ki and Gus Hagstrom, who are goal­
getting aces, but not the equal of 
Gallagher and Carew defensively.
The back court positions are being; 
sought by a trio of able performers. 
Capt. Leo Davin, ex-Capt. Ben 
Smith and Carl Angelica. Davin, an 
all-New England guard last year, 
and Smith, who received honorable 
mention in the all-New England se­
lections, have the edge for the guard 
assignments.
Rally Near End of First
Half Starts P. C. to Victory
Providence College inaugurated 
its basketball season in Harkins Hall 
last night with a 49 to 33 victory over 
the Stroudsburg Teachers College of 
East Stroudsburg, Pa. A late rally 
in the first half carried the Friars 
to a 27 to 15 advantage at half time 
but for the first 10 minutes of the 
game the teams were only a few 
points apart.
Stroudsburg scored first on two 
successful foul tosses by Ray Roche. 
Ed Bobinski netted the ball on an 
over-the-shoulder shot to tie the 
score at 2-2, and from that point the 
Friars held a slim lead until Joe 
Rogan’s foul again tied the count at 
5-5. At the end of 10 minutes of fast 
action the Friars led 9-7.
'With five minutes of the first half 
remaining the Friars’ play-making 
began to function smoothly and 
Providence went ahead 26 to 12 be- 
fore^ Stroudsburg scored again. Ed 
Bobinski, who was the game’s high 
scorer with 13 points, was out of ac­
tion for a few minutes of the first 
half when he suffered a slight cut on , 
his forehead. '!
Providence dominated the first 10 ’ 
minutes of the second half, scoring | 
15 points to Stroudsburg’s lone field 
goal, but the visitors narrowed thei 
Friars’ advantage by a late surge of’ 
Point-making. Providence used 14! 
Players, and in the second half, the 
regular combination was broken up 
frequently,
Ed Bobinski led the Friars in scor­
ing with five goals from the floor 
and three points on fouls. Fred Col­
lins, who entered the game early, put 
a needed punch into the Friars 
back-court. He was second high 
scorer for fhe Friars with seven 
P°lnts- Joe Rogan and Ed Gonsky 
were the high point-makers for the 
visitors with nine points apiece.
Gus Hagstrom, Capt. Leo •Tiavl'n, 
Joe Carew and Charlie Gallagher 
played prominent roles in the Friars! 
victory. Ray Bellivea’-s, the Friars’ 
quarterback who was injured in 
football, saw a few minutes of action 
and his goal just before the final 
whistle was loudly applauded.
Gaines played: ^ecember 5?193&
Ed Bobinski Leads Friar Of­
fensive; Freshman Team 
Also Wins.
Providence’s fast passing broke' 
down the Stroudsburg defence as the 
game progressed and the Friars were ! 
j never seriously threatened after the 
! first 10 minutes. But the Friars’ 
i defence was spotty at times, par- 
I ticularly in the second half, and 
Stroudsburg took advantage of the 
openings to score.
| In a preliminary game, the Prov- 
i idence College Freshmen made a 
successful start by turning back the 
| Olneyville Boys’ Club quintet, 36 to 
130. After the first few minutes of 
: play the Freshman never relin­
quished the lead. Olneyville staged a 
spectacular rally in the closing min- ■' 
utes but the effort came too late.
The summaries:
I STROUDSBURG COLLEGE (49) | TEACHERS (33)
G. F. P.l G. F P
Carew, If. 2 0 4 Rogan, If... 4 19 
1 5|Davis, If,... 1 0 2 
^allagher, If 2 o 4| Roche, rf... 1 2 4
?,rowLey’ V- * 1 * * * * * * *0 2 Gregorio, rf. 0 0 o
Murphy rf..o 1 laonsky, rf.. 4 1 9
Bobinski, c.. 5 3 13 Williams,«... 1 2 5
Dense, c.... 0 0 0 Homer, c.. .. 0 0 0
i 1 3 Morgan(C),lg 0. 2 2Collins, lg.. 3 1 7?iestrak, Ig. 0 0 0
Angelica, lg. 0 0 0 Reese, rg. . 1 1 3
. Ploski, lg... 1 1 3 Hauler, rg.... 0 0 0Davin (C), rg 2 15 > a ~ v v u
I McElroy, rg. 0 0 0
! Belliveau, rg 1 o 2
2,° ,9 491 Totals. ... 12 9 33 
20?minute Clark- Tlme-T™
P. O. FRESHMEN | OLNEYVILLE B. C 
(36) | (30)
G. F. P.| G F P '
Barnlnl, If.. 3 0 6 Riley, if.... o 1 i'
Leo. rf..... 3 2 8|Racinskl, If.. 0 0 0;
Paparella, rf 1 o 2|CDobyz’ki rf 2 1 s
Kwasn ski, c 4 1 9 MKutneski c 2 0 4
Alexan’r, lg. 2 0 4iDobyzinski, co 0 0>
Shattuck, lg 0 0 oiKaubiskl, lg. 8 0 lfi I
Sweeney, rg 3 0 slKwiat’ski, rg 0 0 0 I
Speckm'n, rg 0 1 UChryz’skl, rg 2 0 4
Totals ..16 4 36)' Totals ...14 ”230 
Referee—Donovan. Time—10-minute pe­riods. 1 ■
Gus Hagstron (No. 7) of Providence and Bill Davis of Strouds­
burg jump for ball on tap-off o n the foul line. Players are 
shown awaiting direction of ball. The Friars gained possession 
and kept play under Stroudsburg basket. The Friars won the 
game, played at Hawkins Hall last night, 49 to 33.




Freshmen Overcome Becker 49 
to 26; Davin, Carew, Bobin­
ski Score 35 Points.
Friar subs entered the game in the 
final stakes and continued to dom­
inate the play. The Friars defensive 
play was stronger in the second 
half and their fast offence swept 
through the visitors with ease. As-: 
sumption made a valiant stand but 
hadn’t the manpower to cope with 
their rtigged rivals. '
* « •
The individual efforts of Capt., 
peo Davin, Joe Carew, Ed Bobinski 
and Ben Smith'were features of the 
Friars victory, while some of the 
best defensive work was turned in 
by Smith, Davin, Fred Collins and 
Charlie Gallagher. Cyr and Lamp-
j ron were high scorers for the visit- 
| Ol'S.
j The Providence College Freshman 
j team again proved itself a quintet 
; of balanced players with teamwork 
displacing individual play.. Jimmy
i Leo was high scorer with 11 points 
with John Barnini, Paul Sweeney,
. Nick Alexander, Harry Speckman’ 
and Joe Mezejewski all performing 
well for the winners. Julie Blais and 
.Frankie Madaio led the #ecjg?r 6ut> 




, Failey, If.. 0 1 llCvr rf 14m
' Ploskf rf’ 1 n ? W-A’chori,' c, 1 1 3 
IX^rf J1 0° if’ 3° I I
Crowley, rf.. o 0 OLeMire’lF' oon 
DeSse® c..?. 0 0 ^Prech«“e. rg. o 0 0 
Murphy, c.. 1 0 2
Smith, lg. .. 3 0 6
Spinnler, lg. 0 0 o
Col]ins, lg... 2 0 4
! Davin, rg).. 5 2 121
McElroy, rg. 0 0 0
j Angelica, rg. 10 2
Total ... 26 7 59 ^otal .... 9 8 26
20^X^7er“dns!1Iy'Haushey’ j
P' C- FRESHMEN BECKER COLLEGE 
l49) (26)
T ,, «• K >. G. F. P.Leo If.... 5 1 11 Blais,. If.... 3 1 7
Guglielmo If o 0 0 Ryan, If.... 0 0 0
Sullivan, If. 0 0 0 Woodward, If 0 (1 o
Barnini, If. 4 1 9 Madaio, rf.. 4 1 9
Paparella, rf 1 o 2 Early, rf.... 0 0 0
Kwas’wski, c 2 1 5 Finnerty, rf. 0 0 0
Malley, c.. . 0 0 0| Genander. rf 0 0 0
. Me?e'wski,c. 0 1 l|Drem)uk, c.. 011
Sweeney, c, 4 0 8|Rossi, c..... 0 0 0
Shattuck, lg. 0 0 OIMazaki, c... 0 1 1
Speckman, lg 2 2 6|Goodkin. lg. 1 2 4
Begley, lg.. 0 0 0 Tlvnan, lg.. 0 1 1
Alex’der, rg. 3 1 7 Vangel. lg.. 1 1 3
Alex, rg....... 0 0 0
Ellsworth, rg 0 0 0
Total........21 7 49 Total........ 9 8 26
I Referee—Frolio, Time—Four 10-minute - 
. periods. 1
Games played: -December 9,1936
The Providence College basketball 
team subdued a fast Assumption Col- 
Mget^UIweJ’ 59 to 20- Jast bight in' 
Harkins Hall for its.fecond ebnsecu-, 
tive victory of the season. The Prov­
idence College Freshmen- handed 
Becker college a 49 to 26 setback in 
a preliminary game for their second 
triumph in a row.
Leo Davin, Joe Carew 
a 1 Ed Bobinski, who accounted for 
M points among them, the Friars' 
lrnpressive game against ins ketjh+Lnds’whose sPeedy play- 
into ept them close on the Friars 
fpr first 20 minutes. Provi­
dence held the visitors to six points 
in the second half.
'?!Pars started smoothly and 
® ... „ p eVl?n Points before the visi- 
a Znr able'to tally- Then Wil Cyr, 
ttot ™nd °fkfOTWard'looped in a long 
S nod v ?be visitors staged deter- 
Ut an anShmS toward the Friar bas- 
Thev manefJ°rt t0 CUt down the lead- 
nints of +lSed to come within three
♦ • ♦
wittTnSht then spurted ahead 
Davin and P?01?1 rally as Bobinski, £oaT The F °Ski dr°PPed in fieid 
became more’S height ^vantage 
stacle to Assumm-i an °b"progressed and th™ 1? 6 Fam® 
Cant Leon r the visitors tired, 
spectacular field“PV1°nR made some 
half ended to fcee?? l be^Ore tbe first 
running. 1 ep hls team m the
serd half its total up to 48 whnr°I ce5an was able to score h1^ AssumPt.ion 
The visitors lost the °nly- °ne point- captain, Leon La^ services of thpir 
sonal foul route fe Per‘
utes of the game? th 1 St five min_ j
Ray Belliveau of Friars Set for Pass
Play under Assumption basket near end of game shows Provi­
dence College player about to pass ball to Fred Collins (not 
shown in picture.) Collins took the pass and scored. Assumption 
players are Brassard (No. 11) and Aubuchon (No. 8). Dominican 
players are Ed Bobinski (No. 21) and Capt. Leo Davin (No. 22). 
Providence won the game, played at Harkins Hall last night, 59 
to 26.
Game played: December 9,1936
FRIARS WALLOP
ASSUMPTION FIVE
Register Second Straight 
Win, 59-26—Freshmen 
Also Collect
PROVIDENCE, Dec. 9—Showing 
a marked improvement all around, 
the Providence College basketball 
■ team subdued a fast Assumpton 
; College quintet, 59 to 26, last night 
in Harkins hall for its second con­
secutive victory of the season. The 
Providence freshmen handed Becker 
College a 49 to 26 setback in a pre­
liminary jame for their second tri- 
[ umph in a row.
■ Led by Capt. Davin, Joe Carew 
and Bobinski, who accounted for 35 
{ points among them, the Friars 
turned in an impressive game against 
the Greyhounds, whose playing kept 
them close on the Friars’ heels for 
the first 20 minutes.
Providence held the visitors to six 
points in the second half. 
PROVIDENCE COLI ASSUMPTION CoC 
Sis fls Pts sis Ils PtsCarew.If... 5 2 12 RAnb’ch’n.If 113
Hairstroni, If 1 1 3 Pelletier,lf.. 1 0 2
Farley.if... 0 1 1 C.vr.rt..........  3 4 10
Gallagher,rf 10 2 WAub’ch’n.e 1 1 o
Ploski.rf. .. 1 0 2 Brassard.'!?.. 0 J 1
Belliveau.rf 10 2 LLampron.l? 3 1 7
Crowle.v.rl.. 0 0 0 Lemiere.l?,.. 0 •> J
Bobinski.c. . 5 .1 11 Frechette,rg 0 0 0
Dense, e. ... 0 0 o
M'arphy.c... 10 2
Smith Jc... 3 0 6 
Spinirler.lsr. 0 0 0 
Collins.Is. . . 2 0 4Davin,rg.... 5 2 12
M’Elroy.rg. 0 0 0
Angelica,rg. 1 0 2|______ . ______
Totals....26 7 591 Totals..... 9 8 26
Referees—Kennelly and Haughey. Time 
i —20m. halves.
PROVIDENCE FR | BECKER COLLEGE 
gls fils pts B-ls fls pts
Leo, If.......... 5 111 Blais, If........ 3 0 6
Guglielmo.If 0 0 0 Ryan,If. .. . • 0 0 0
Sullivan,!f.. o 0 0 Woodward,rf. .0 0 >
Barnum,If.. 4Z 1 9 Madaid.rf... 4 1 9
Paparella.rf 10 2 Early,rf....... 0 0 0
Kw’s’kimc,c 2 1 5 Finnerty,rf.. 0 0 0
Malley.c.... 0 0 O Genander.c.. 0 0 1
Meieje.wski.c Oil Drembuk.c.. Oil 
Sweene.v.lg. 4 0 8 Rossi.c. .... 0 0 0
I Shattuck,lg 0 0 0 Mazaki.c.... °11
I Speckman,lg 2 2 0 Goodkin.lg., 12 4
j Begley.lg.... 0 0 0 ;Tiernan.lg.. Oil
i Alexander,rg 3- 1 7 Vangel,rg.. 1 1 3
Alex.rg..... O f) 
_______ . Ellsworth, rg 0 0 0 
Totals. ...21 < 491 Totals........ 9 8 26
Bostpn HERALD
- Associated Press Wirephoto This picture taken in the first half of the 
Providence College-C.C.N.Y. basketball game at the N.Y. Hippodrome last night shows Ben Smith, Friar guard, 
leaping for the ball just after Fliegel, City College centre, had missed a shot at the basket. The New York team won, 44-28. 
Capt. Leo Davin of Friars is shown between Smith and Fliegel. On the extreme right is Ed Bobinski.
City College Centre Misses a Goal
Dominicans Handed 44-28
Setback by C.C.N.Y. Team
(Special to the Providence Journal)
New York, N. Y., Dec. 12.—Flashy 
ing a smart* passing attack and a 
strong zone defence, the City College 
of New York basketball team de­
feated Providence College 44 to 28 
before 5000 fans at the Hippodrome 
tonight. C. C. N. Y. held a decided 
edge from start, leading 24 to 10 at 
the half.
The tall Friars were unable to 
match the speedy Holman eagers, 
who jumped into an early lead with 
Fliegel and Schneidman leading the 
way. Collins made the first Provi- 
1 dence basket after 14 minutes of play
Game played:
12,1956e c 6 mb e i
and after City had run up an 18-point 
lead.
Witli C. C. N. Y. reserves in action 
towards the end of the period, the
I Friars cut down their foes’ lead, and • 
\ early in the second canto pressed the
City eagers.
With Goldstein and Singer scoring 
on pivots under the hoop and on fast 
running plays, City College swept 
into a 34 to 16 lead before Holman 1 
sent his substitutes to action again. 
Play was hard and rough throughout 
the latter stage of the game.
C. C. N. Y (44) I PROVIDENCE (28) 
G F. P. G. P. P.
Goldstein, If 2 2 6 Gallagher, If. 0 0 0
R’s’nb’ger, If 0 2 2 Hagstrom, If. 1 1 3;
Cohen, rf... 1 2 4 Belliveau. If. o 1 1
Singer, rl... 2 2 6 Carew, rf. .. 0 2 2 I
Sands, rf... O 0 0 Aglica, rf... 1 1 3|
Fleigei, c... 5 1 11 Bobinski. c.. 1 2 4
Fishman, c..o 0 0 Davin,. Ig. ... 3 0 6
Sch’dman, lg 2 0 4 Ploski. lg.... 1 2 4
Lefkowitz, lgo 1 1 Smith, rg... 1 1 3
Katz. lg.... 3 2 B Collins, rg... 10 2
Kovner, rg. . o 1 1
Jarm'ln’k, rg 0 1 1
Totals .. 15 14 44 Totals 9 10.28 
Officials—Dave Tobey and Harry Nobel.
Winners, Flashing Strong






BRYANT QUINTET IN OPENER
Dominican Veterans Get Starting' 
Assignments Against Wildcats
Providence College will play its 
last home basketball games until 
,mid-January when the- Friar quin­
tets stage an attractive double-head­
er at the Rhode Island Auditorium 
'tomorrow night. The Providence 
’Varsity will tackle Villanova in the 
jmain game, while the Friar Fresh- 
;men will meet their intra-city rivals 
.from Bryant College in the prelimi­
nary game.
Villanova will come to the Arena 
from Manchester, N. H., where the 
Wildcats are scheduled to meet .the 
St. Anselm quintet this evening. In 
their opening game the Wildcats, 
edged by the strong Seton Hall | 
team 23 to .21, but last Friday night; 
made a fine show of power in trounc- I 
ing Western Maryland, 51 to 20.
Coach Al Severance, in his first 
year at the helm, has some very capa­
ble material. The team will meet 
stern opposition throughout its tour 
'into New England for the schedule 
also calls for a game with Spring­
field on Friday night. Severance will 
start a team of three sophs and two 
veterans.
Louis Dubino, six-foot-two so pho-
LINEUPS AT HARKINS HALL
PROVIDENCE VILLANOVA
Carew, If................................... If, Montgomery
Gallagher, rf.......... ........rf, Krutulis
Bobinskij c.................................. .  . . c. Dubino
Smith, ig........................................Ig, Brennan
Davin, rg..............   rg, McNally
P. C. FRESHMEN -BRYANT COLLEGE
Leo, If.................................... Ig, Dangielowicz
Barnin, rf.............................. ,. .....rf. Coady
Kwasnewski,  ........................ .c, McGoif
Alexander, lg...................................... Ig. Galin
Sweeney, rg...............................rg, Kubelle
more, will start at centre. In the 
front court will be Jim Montgomery, 
i another six-footer, and John Krutu­
lis, both excellent shots. The guard 
posts will be held by Don Brennan 
and Harry McNally, veterans who 
have fought their way to first team 
assignments over strong opposition 
from new recruits.
The Friars, in,tent upon victory 
after their drubbing at the hands of 
Nat Holman’s City College aces, will 
’take the-floor with Capt. Leo Davin 
- and Ben,.Smith at the guards, Ed 
1 Bobinski at centre and Joe Carew 
and Charlie Gallagher at forwards.
Starting for Friars Against Villanova
Ben Smith, veteran guard, on Providence College basketball 




McClellan Gives Ploski Place in 
Starting Lineup; Freshmen 
to Play Bryant.
Gallagher will probably wors ms 
way back into the starting quintet 
when the imposing list of January 
games comes up for decision. He 
was a mainstay of last year’s team.
Joe Carew, the Friars’ stellar for­
ward will start at right forward and 
Big Ed Bobinski will hold forth at 
centre. In the guard positions will be 
Ben Smith and Capt. Leo Davin.
With a speedy quintet in reserve 
McClellan will probably use more 
of his smaller' players tonight. 
Against the fast play of the City 
College team the small, fleet Friars 
were a better match for the Beavers ; 
than the tall, rugged first, team. The : 
reserves, who will be in line for 
plenty of action tonight are Gus 
Hagstrom, Fred Collins, Carl An­
gelica and Ray Belliveau.
The Villanova team, which Coach 
Al Severance will start against the 
Friars, has proved to be a stronger 
combination than Severance hoped 
for. The Wildcat coach was faced 
with the problem of filling important 
centre and forward posts when the 
season was in the practice stage and j 
it seems now that his material, was f 
made to order. j
With two veteran guards backed, 
by capable newcomers the Villanova 
team is strong defensively. Offen­
sively the Sophomore forwards and 
centre come through in impressive 
style. The starting lineup that Coach 
Severance has named to face the 
Friars comprises: Jim Montgomery 
and John Krutulis, forwards; Lou 
Dubino, centre, and Don Brennan 
and Harry McNally, guards.
LINEUPS AT AUDITORIUM
PROVIDENCE VILLANOVA
Pl0Ski if.................. ........If., Montgomery
Carew, rf. ..................rf., Krutohs ; 
Bobinski, . .................................  • • • c''RP„“b‘”“ I
io* .ls£-» BiennanD?vin (C)rg'. .................A- McNally .
Officials-J E. Winters. Springfield, ref­
eree; George Spellman, Holyoke, umpire. 
Time of game-9; 15 o'clock. BRYANT
freshmen college
Leo, If.....................................If- Dangielowicz
Kwasniewski, . ............. ..................c;> McGoff
Sweeney, Jg ............   ufe^ahn .
Alexander, rg......................  rg., KUbelle (C)
Referee—J. W. Kennelly, Chelsea. Time 
of game—8 o’clock.
The rivalry that has been built up 
on the baseball field between Provi­
dence College and Villanova will 
transfer its setting to he Rhode Is­
land Auditorium tonight, where the . 
Friar and Wildcat basketball teams 
will meet in the feature attraction of 
a double header.
Added to! the main event will be an 
encounter; between the Providence; 
College Ffeshman quintet and the | 
Bryant College team. These keen; 
intra-city rivals are expected to' 
stage a closely contested game, and 
the fact that both are undefeated will ', 
add to the interest of the meeting. ■
Coach Al McClellan will make one, 
change in his starting ’Varsity line-! 
up in an effort to inject speed into; 
his team. The shift will place Leo j 
Ploski, three-sport star, at left for­
ward in place of Charlie Gallagher, 
who has failed to come up. to. a sat­
isfactory standard in offensive work.
CENTRE ON THE FRIAR FIVE
Ed Bobinski will be at the centre post when the Friars entertain 
the Villanova quintet at the Auditorium tomorrow night.
Will Be in Friars’ Basketball Lineup Tonight
Providence College’s crack basketball team takes the floor against Villanova at the R. I. Auditorium tonight. A quartet of P. C. aces are 
pictured above, left to right, Charlie Gallagher, John Crowley, Al Hagstrom and Charles McElroy. . 
AS LATE FRIAR RALL Y
McNally’s Foul Shot Gives 
Team Last Minute Victory
Dominicans Rally in Second, 
Half; Wildcats Score 4th
Straight Triumph.
Harry McNally’s successful foul 
shot m the last minute gave the 
Villanova basketball team a 40 to 39 
-?^y °V!r Providence College in a 
T.ugh Tai?d exciting game at the 
6- and Auditorium last night.
Was the fourth straight ^on V11 anova in four starts this sea- 
K.^er P?aying indifferent basket­
ball in the first half, during which 
Z fT3 ran up an 18 10 13 lead' 
™e, T ,<rs se1tled down in. the sec- 
™d and gave Villanova sterner 
P Jtion. Providence’s rally in
lurnCthentidTinUteS C3me t0° 13te t0 
toTn^v0?,37 to 28 with five minutes 
Wildcats’tile Friars cut down the 
Smith S ead on field goals by Ben 
Krutuli and Pay Belliveau. John 
Gus H-? sc°red for Villanova and 
field “oawrom sank a spectacular
.shore to mjdcourt to bring the
maining. 36 Wlth one minute re-
The * * *
spelled vieMmportant point that 
scored from for the visitors was 
McNally blm.e foul iine by Harry 
as the fina> 1 llant Villanova guard, 
away. Thon ^?lnute began to tick 
roaring "Providence set the fans 
basket and r * Smith sank a foul 
field goal ?P. ’ Leo Bavin netted a 
with 10 second lng the score to 40“39 ing. unds of the game remain-
Villanova
ball during JUccessfully “froze” the 
sured a Wi'm ese 10 seconds and as- 
vi ct'ory.
i On the general run of. the game 
Villanova deserved the victory. Play­
ing steady basketball in the first 
half the visitors were several shades 
better than the Friars. Led by Harry 
McNally and Don Brennan the visi­
tors staged scoring spurts each time 
the Friars threatened.
In the second half, the Friars 
staged a determined rally that 
brought them on even terms with the 
Wildcats at 22-22 after nine minutes 
. had been played. Joe Carew sank a 
foul basket to put the Friars ahead 
23-22 but Villanova rallied on scores 
by John Krutulis and Jim Mont­
gomery to move ahead 27 to 23 at 
i the 10-minute mark.
* * »
A rally, led by McNally, sent Vil­
lanova into a commanding lead, 37 
to 28, during the next few minutes. 
■ Then Hay Belliveau entered the 
game and followed ujj Smith’s field 
goal with two more scores from the 
floor.
As was the case against City Col­
lege the Friars fleet-footed players 
made the best impression last night. 
The combination of Carew, Collins, 
Hagstrom, Smith and Bobinski gave 
ViJIanova all kinds of trouble in the 
second half and was on the floor 
when, the Friars went ahead of the 
visitors. 23 to 22.
Joe Carew was forced to the side­
lines on pergonal fouls eight minutes 
from the end and his loss was a de­
cided blow to the Friars’ victory 
chances./ Until then Carew had been 
all over the floor, playing a good de­
fensive game and scoring seven 
points, four of them on spinners from: 
the corner of the court.
The Wildcats’ accuracy on long 
■ shots enabled them to score from 
midcourt when the Providence de­
fence proved to be invulnerable at 
various stages of the game. McNally 
led the victors with 13 points and 
Brennan was . close behind with 10 
points. A dozen of these points were 
made on long tosses when the Friars 
left an opening for one of these 
Villanova aces.
* * t>
At the foul line the Friars made 
.good on seven of 12 attempts, while 
the. Wilcats sank eight out of 14 at­
tempts. Smith was most effective 
from the foul line for the Friars with 
three points. Krutulis and McNally 
likewise scored three points apiece 
on fouls for the visitors.
In a preliminary game the Provi­
dence College Freshmen defeated t 
Bryant College, 43 to 37. Barnini and 
Alexander were the scoring leaders 




(40) 139) m „
G. F. P. G. F.
Montg'rv, If 1 0 Ploski. If..-. J "
Krutulis, rf. 2 3 7 Hagstrom. If. 3 0 6
Hopkins, if. 0 0 OiCarew. rf... 3 1 '
Vigilante, rf 0 0 0 Gallagher, rt 0 0 0
Dubino, c.. 3 0 6 Belliveau, rf. 2 0 ’
Brennan. Ig. 4 2 iOlBobinski. c ■ 2 1 »
McNally, rg. 5 3 13;Davin <C>, Jg 2 0 4
Wan’her, rg. 1 0 2 Collins, lg... 1 ’ g
(Smith, rg..._2 Ji J
Total ... 16 8 401 Total ... 15
Referees—Winters and yeldmap. nine 
20-minute halves.
P. C. FRESHMAN .BRYANT COLLEGE 
(43) I <37)
G F P I Cr. I ■ V •
Leo, If.........  2' 3 7Coady. If.... 2 2
Barnini. rf.. 3 8 14IDangie’icz. '
Gugl’mo. rf.. 0 0 OBarritt, rf... 0 « '
Kwasn'ski, c. 0 4 ASore'c «•••• “ “ .
Paparella, c. 0 0 0 McGoff. c- ■ • 7. t n
Sweeney. Ig. 4 0 8 Jackson, e... y
Speckm'n, la. 0 0 OIGalin. Ig..’- 1 ” n
Alexand’r, rg. 4 2 lOIRok Ig .. .■ 0 « »iK’belle (Cl rg. 2 4 s 
Gearin, rg... 12 4
jBellman, rg. 0 0 0
Total .... 13 17 43j Totals. .. .12 13 37 




Reaching High For a Free Ball
Ed Bobmski of Providence-College (No. 21) and Harry McNally of Villanova (No. 8) shown jumping 
for possession of the ball during game at Auditorium last flight.' Joe Hopkins of Villanova (No. 28) is 
the other player shown in photo. McNally played a leading role as Villanova won 40 to 39.
Game played: January 9,1957January 9, 1957
DOMINICANS BEAT ASSUMPTION FIVE
Use Height to Good Advantage 
in Scoring 48 to 18 
Triumph.
■ (Special to the Providence Journal)
Worcester, Jan. 9—Using their 
height to good advantage, the Prov­
idence College basketball team 
defeated Assumption here tonight 
48 to 18. *
|. Giving the fans a classy exhibi- 
j tion of passing and play making, the 
' Friars rolled up a 23-9 lead in the 
first half, Carew setting the pace 
with 10 points. Carew, incidentally, 
was high scorer with 13. He saw 
little service in the last half, Coach 
Al McClellan using his reserves dur- 
I ing most of that period.
Assumption put up a spirited fight
■ but on their own narrow court their 
speed was almost useless. They
' could not sift through tthe Provi- 
! dence defence and were forced to 
make long range shots. They were 
held to eight field goals, five of which ■ 
Roger Aubuchpn collected.
The Friars, certain of victory, tried 
out a number of plays that they will 
use against Dartmouth and Rhode 
Island State next week. The Do­
minicans used 13 players in scoring 
their third victory in five'starts.
The swmmary:
PROVIDENCE! I ASSUMPTION (18) 
COLLEGE 1.48) I
G F. P.l Or- F- P.
Cnrfw If 5 3 13R.Aub'hon, If 5 0 10
Belliveau. If 1 2 ■* Cyr If . 1 0 2
I Gallagher, If 1 0 2 Pelletiere, If. 0 0 0
Sninnler, rf. Oil W.Aub hon. c 1 1 3
Deuse, c.... 0 0 0 Lampron. lg. 0 0 0
Bobinski. c. 2 0 4 Leimire. lg. 1 1 3
Collins, c. . 1 0 2 Frechette, rg 0 0 0
Davin, lg... 2 2 6 Bressard, rg. 0 0 0
Smith, lg... 3 0 6
Angelica, lg. 0 0 0
Ploski, rg.. 1 0 2
Hagstrom, rg 4 O 8 -
Murphy, rg. 0 0 0







Teams Forced To Go Over­
time-Going Rough 
Entire Distance
WpCVW.t VU XX1V XJXliMA*.
HANOVER, Jan. 13.—In a rough, 
high-scoring game which necessitated 
an extra period, Providence college 
defeated Dartmouth’s basketball 
team tonight in the Alumni gym, ' 
57-51, before 2,000 wildly-excited; 
spectators,
Dartmouth grabbed an early lead ' 
as a result of two fast baskets by ‘ 
Bill Thomas and John Dingle before 
the game was a minute old. Carew 
set the Friars in motion with a beau­
tiful set shot and soon tallied again 
from under the basket. Four straight; 
baskets by Dingle with a foul by 
Batchelder aided the Green to post 
a halftime lead of 29-22.
Providence scored first in the sec­
ond half as Belliveau tossed one in 
and Carew lifted the score to 29-26 
but the Green staved off this Provi­
dence rally, as. MacLeod sank a dif- 
. fl cult side shot.
The Providence team was not to be 
denied, however, firing a barrage of ! 
long set shots and paced by Carew I 
and Bobinski, the Friars cut the 
Dartmouth lead and caught them as 
the game enued with the score 47-47.
In the. overtime period bad Dart­
mouth passes enabled Providence .'to 
set up Carew who ran up three 
straight. The Green followers’ hopes 
were raised when MacLeod buttoned 
up a rack-in shot, but Hagstrom re­
taliated to put Providence ahead. 
Willie Thomas scored as the game 
ended.
The game was featured by the long 
deadly set shots of Carew and Din­
gle, who scored 20 and 10 points, re­
spectively. A near-riot developed in 
the final quarter as two Providence 
players bowled over Dudis under "The 
Dartmouth basket giving the game a 
touch of football.
^ame played: January 15,1937
0U>UUlO>y ■
Providence. Dartmouth.
G F Tp ! G F Tp '
Carew rf ... 9 2 20 Parachlni lg 0 0 0
Ploski if-.. ..3 0 6 Batch’der lg 3 2 8 (
Hagstrom It 3 0 6 MacLeod rg 3 2 8
Belliveau If 2 1 5 Dudis c .. . 2 2 6!
Bobinski c . . 3 4 10 Thomas rf . 3 4 10
Deuse c .... 0 0 0 Cottone rf . 2 1 n|
, Smith' rg .. . 0 0 0 Dingle If. . 5 0 10
Angelica rg . 0 0 0 Thomas If . 0 0 0
Davin lg .... 2 0 4 Reno If ... 1 2 4
. Collins lg ... 3 0 6 _______ ,
Totals ... 25 7 57 Totals . 19 13 SI
! Referee. John Murray, E. A. A.; um-
I pire,. A. Wilkins; time, 20-minute halves.
Bobinski Ties Score at 47 All




Three Field Goals by Carew
Help Turn Back Dartmouth
^Special to the Providence .Journal.) n 
f ?Jano4er. N. H., Jan. 13.—Provi­
nce college captured a thrilling 
avertin’ basketball game here to­
night iri vanquishing Dartmouth 57 
to 51 alfter tying the score at 47 
points tjs the regulation time) ran 
out. In the extra five-minute session 
ijoe Caqew. high-scoring Friarjfor- 
Iward. V>ssed three field Aoals 
I through; the locals’ hoop to clinch 
the verdict for the Rhode Islanders
Providence was slow slanting and i 
trailed Dartmouth throughout the 
jilire fijst half The locals went into 
’fA-ki1' lead at one time but bv
‘ S5-l,<: !l'’, s fre<h.yj >he Friars 
Iftimnii'd a fast pace which enabled 
< them to cut the lead to 29 to 22 as 
; the teams left the.floor at the inter.- 
I mission
Belliveau and Carew tossed in long 
; shots to c|ose the gap as the second 
I h,a!? gyt under way, and. with four 
| minutes of play gone, Collins cut 
Dartrmiuth’s lead to one point when 
he math? good on a field goal from 
the side of the court. At the'end ol 
1.0 minutes of spirited play the In- 
. dians had spurted into a 35 to 30 
lead and were apparently out in 
front for the night. However, Provi­
dent still had power left in its at­
tack and: with Hagstrom and Ploski 
finding the nets for four field goals’’ 
on tosses from near mid-floor.i 
climbed back mtn the game. Play 6 
....»”
became rough as drKwToITl
dose, and six minutes from the end I 
of the period Bobinski sent the Friars 
into the lead when he converted 
on a foul toss With seconds to go 
in the half Bobinsk) took a pass froin 
Belliveau while on the run and cfig»d 
a field goal on’a one-hand1 throw 
i. from under the hoop to tie th^ score1 
I:,t 1Z points,
Colhns mfcrcepted a pass as thejj 
overtime started, dribbled to the net! 
only .to miss, but Bobmski retrieved ra 
the rebound and dropped the ball " 
into the basket to put the Friars back 
into the lead. Then Carew went oh I 
his scoring spree to tally three field 




,, , G h p C. E P
r... y 2 2C Parachinl. ig o 0 0
Pinski. rf . . 3 0 6 Batch'der, Ig 3 2 8
Haes-rom. If 3 0 6 Mac! rod. rg 3 2 81
B' ..nrjg), if ■> 1 5'i)U(n. c 2 2#
Bolan.-ai. c. 3 4 10. Thorns*. rf.. 3 4 101
I'fiiji c. .. 0 0 OCottone rf 2 15
Srnltb, rg. 0 0 C Dingle ’g i. 5 0 10 !
Angelica, rg o 0 0 Thomas. If.. 0 o of
in ig . 2 (> i Reno, it.... 1 3 4 1
Collins. Ig . 3 0 6
--- Tcuos . ■ 25 7 57 Totals .. 19 13 51 ,
7 ■ - M irrnv F j A ,r
A Until.!. lime • 2C-r»ii>ute lishvi, k lgSt
CAREW RINGS UP
THREE IN A ROW
Boston GLOBE
Friars Beat the Green,
57-51, in Overtime
i -
Special Dispatch to the Globe 
HANOVER, N H, Jan 13-In a 
wild and wooly basket-ball game,.' 
featured by wrestling on the tap 
offs, a few mild fist fights, and sev-;! 
eral gestures from Coach Al Me- i 
Clellan of Providence, the Friars 
beat Dartmouth, 57-51, in an over­
time period tonight, duplicating 
their high scoring contest of last 
year.
Dartmouth led most of the way, 
; and capitalized by sinking 13. foul 
goals, but an inspired surge by 
Providence in the final minutes of 
play when Joe Carew ran wild, re­
sulted in a 47-47 tie, and then Carew 
took advantage of bad passes in the 
overtime to ring up three straight 
baskets for the game.
Started Mildly
The contest started mildly enough, 
> with John Dingle providing the sen- 
■ out as the game went along
;' .?e,came rou£her as Providence re- 
i orted to long and successful shoot- 
; mg. Once the Friars were within 
one point, and again pulled the 
Up ata similar margin, until 
finally a shot by Ploski tied the 
i game at 40—40. Bobinski’s foul put Providence ahead, and the officials 
had their hands full controlling the 
&ame, as the stands were in pande-
, Te, 'vas One serious pile-up 
I Xn of,whlch Moose Dudis and three 
!.Providence players came with 
(later Joe Batchelder became in- 
; volved with two Friar men 
: At this point Coach McClellan 
i oF° X F?°r With 3 few Secures 
I on the sidelines, and finally drew 
folding both hands 
oa er his head. In the overtime 
period both Thomas and Hagstrom 
missed fouls, and then Dartmouth 
started a series of wild tosses which 
were intercepted for goals. The 
summary:
providence Dartmouth ~ . Gls Els Pts GJs J.J, ptc
Carew rf.. 9 2 20 Parach’i Irn n n
-loski rf.. 3 0 6 Batch’d’r ]g 3 2 8
BelliveS If 2 ? 0 n’ a?od rg 2 2 ®;" 1 5 Dudis c.. . 2 2 6.Robinski c 3 4 10 Thomas rf. 3 4 10
c-- 2 0 0 Cottone rf 2 1 5
a™!*1?- TS- ■ 2 0 0 Dingle If. . 5 0 10
18 2 2 0 Thomas If 0 . 0 0cXUV- 3 8 tReno 1 J
Totals ..25 7 57 Totals •-19 13 51
a Murray, N. I. A. Umpire,A. Wilkms. Time, 20m halves.
Bobinski Tallies Winning
Points for Dominican Five
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Lowell, Mass., Jan. _ 14 — Three 
noints by Centre Ed Bob inski in the 
Fast two minutes gave Providence 
College a 28 to 25 victory over Low­
ell Textile here tonight.
The game was fast throughout and 
the lead changed often. The count 
was 25 all with two minutes to play 
when Bobinski, one of New Eng­
land’s high scorers last year, caged 
one from near the sidelines. With 
the count 27 to 25. a Lowell Textile 
nlaver was charged with fouling Bo­
binski and the New Haven junior 
made good on his shot.
It was the first setback of the sea­
son for the Textile team. It was the 
Friars’ third straight victory, As­
I sumption and Dartmouth having 
been previously conquered.
Coach General McClellan used two 
teams Leo Plbskl, Leo Davin and 
Gus Hagstrom caged importan field 
ooals in the course of the coniesn 
while Collins at guard excelled 
^ChaX^'Kelakos, Textile right 
guard, gave his best court exhitntmn 
in two years, sinking four field goa 
and three fouls for 11 points.
COLLEGE ^28) pl 51 g. F. P;
Hagstrom, If | g gX^s.V 0 \ °
Belliveau, If _ n’ksewicz, c. 2 0
Ploski, rf... 1 1 o 0 0
Carew, rf... 1 « Storey, lg--- 2 0 4
Bobinikt'c.' 2 3 7Kelakos, rg.. 4
Smith, lg... 0 0 0
Collins, lg-- 0 1 \
Davin, rg... 2 u a
Angelica, rgj. 1 _■> ----------
Hack. I
Game played: January 14, 1937
Setback First of Season for 





BY LOWELL TEX., 28-25
LOMeeiai dispatch to The Herald]
LOWELL, Jan. 14—The fast-trav­
eling Providence College basketball 
team met a tough customer in Low- 
nosedXnnt tonight and just
?„Osed ,out the MilImen in the last 
few minutes of play, 28 to 25. 
PROVIDENCE COL. LOWELL TEXTILE
Bobinsky.rf 2 ? ? s“rgW’ 2 0 ?
Harstrtn.lf 2 o 4Dvcec 2 n 1
Po sll??'11 i ? * Baesett.ii'.J. 2 2 6 :
Smith.rg?: o .. .« gGianans.rf. 0 0 0
Collins.rg.. 0 ■ 1 j
Davin. Ig... 2“ - 0 4
Angelica.Ig 1 1 3[
Totals... 11.. 6 2si Totals.. .10 '5 25 j
20m?fi>eriodsHaCk aUd Mitche11- Time—Two
"Eyes on the Basket" Is His Slogan
Gus Hagstrom, Providence College forward, shown as he sizes up the basket prior to shooting 
the ball, Hagstrom and his mates are preparing for their important encounter with Rhode Island 
State at the Auditorium tomorrow night.
They’ll Take the Floor Against Rams
Providence College has a most important date with Rhode Island State on the basketball court at the 
Auditorium tomorrow night. Above, Coach Al McClellan is instructing his charges how to' hold the 
ball. Left to right, Leo Ploski, Joe Carew, Ben Smith, Coach McClellan, Capt. Leo Davin, Ed Bobin-
 ski and Charlie Gallagher.
Dopesters Up a Tree 








Outcome of Auditorium 
Cage Classic Is Any­
one’s Guess
Providence College and Rhode 
Island State meet in basketball at 
the Auditorium tomorrow night and 
in the matter of 
picking the favor­
ite the fan who 
knows his book 
from cover to 
cover is no better 
off than the sweet 
young thing who 
thinks the zone 
defense has some­
thing to do with 
the building laws.
After careful 
consultation o f 
the cards, the 
crystal ball and 
the form sheets 
the better minds 
o f ■ basketball
hereabouts were able today to 
agree on only one prediction, that 
the game will draw the largest col­
lege hoop crowd Rhode Island has 
ever seen.
A hot feud for the past few sea­
sons, this year's Friar-Ram rivalry, 
involving the State championship, is 
more of a. scorcher than ever be­
cause of the chance that the cur­
rent "point-a-minute” operatives 
from Kingston may break the Friars' 
perennial s.way over Rhode Island 
college basketball.
The Rams’ prospects' of doing just 
that were bright immediately after 
last Saturday _ night’s game with 
Brown in which the Keaneymen 
speeded up their point-a-mir.iute clock 
to run up 72 points over a weary, > 
bewildered Bruin. ’ I
BAM STOCK DECLINES i
But now those who were inclined, 
after the Brown game, to go out on 
the limb for State have pulled back 
considerably as the result of the 
Rams’ recent 34-30 loss to Spring­
field, last year’s New England cham-. 
pion and a leading contender again/ 
this year.
Springfield, stronger in condition 
and reserve power than the Bruin, 
didn’t wilt under the Ram slam­
bang first-half attack. That game 
exploded the myth that Keaney’s 
present crew had reached a point 
where it couldn’t be beaten by any­
thing in its class range. Not even . 
a convincing decision over Maine 
last night was enough to restore the 
high rating the Rams had after the 
Brown game.
Still, none of the hoop intelli- 
genzia are going out on the limb for 
the Friars either, even thougi 
"Gen” McClellan’s pupils have ini' 
proved over their pre-Christma: 
showing and have taken the scalp1 
of Assumption, Dartmouth and 
Lowell Textile inside of a week.
P. C. MUST? BREAK FAST
The fans are waiting to see fo* 
themselves. They know that the 
team that stops the Rams will have 
to be a faster-breaking outfit than 
the Friar club which was slug-foo.” 
ed on the. break against Villanova in 
the Dominicans’ most recent laorne 
appearance, just, before the Christ' 
mas holidays.
Even the wide edge they have J® 
height and experience won't “e 
enough to pull the tall Friar vei^f 
■rans through tomorrow night, if M 
let those wild men from Kingst’J 
run them into the floor in the eam 
stages.
So it’s a toss-up of toss-ups, F? 
conflict between ‘the hard-runni11’' 
frequent-shooting Ram and 
(smooth-passing, experienced Fh4' 
The team that comes out of it 
■top is slated to be installed as j4. 
heavy .favorite for the State C'hF. 
pionship. The title feud shapes 
■as strictly a two-way fight now, dB 
after the Kingston debacle the t?/ 
Brown appears likely to finish in™ 
race is a distant third.
SIDE ANGLES
Tomorrow night’s game will ha',e.’ 
lot of interesting side angles, inc!'-1® 
ing the feud for individual lion’1; 
involving such Ram aces as Cm 
Jaworski and Johnny Messina, 4A 
the Friar stars, he.aded at pre64je 
by Joe Carew, always a remark4* t 
side shot and right now at the Pe<p 
■of his form. &8
And, of course, there’s always Tf 
prospects of a colorful side shoW.U 
on by that able pair of dramatJm 
■Messrs. Keaney of State and L? 
Clel'lan of the Friars, if either Jw 
or the other doesn’t like the cL' 
the officials are calling them. U- 
Keaney-'Mc’Clellan act nearly S'U! 
the show at the Auditorium X4*’’ 
last year. ®
The evening’s activities will 
at 8 o’clock with a Freshman 
between the rival colleges. The 'hj 
sit.v affair will go on the boaroi 
about 9:30, by which time $ 
Pieriks big sports plant is likelA 
be jammed to near capacity V 
Rhede Island’s largest, most va-jl 
basketball gathering, including 
dents and alumni of -both sch® 
Cousin George. Aunt Hattie and • 
kid who delivers your papers,.
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Rams Score First Victory
Over Friars in 16 Years
Crowd of 3800, Largest to 
Watch Basketball Game in
State, in Attendance. .
rush of the Friar as the count was 
tied at 41-all, with Davin’s timely 
shot from the side providing the ty­
ing points. State was off again on a 
rampage with a 48-43 lead, but Hag- 
strom’s successful capitalizing of a 
foul on Messina provided the point 
that tied the score at 48-all.
* * ♦
Then with eight minutes left to 
play, Rhode Island cut loose with 
some of the basket shooting wizardy 
that toppled Brown a week ago, and 
gradually pulled out for a clear-cut 
lead. Partington. Wright, Jaworski 
and Elliot figured in the final wild 
surge, all with timely shots from the 
floor. Partington with two long range 
shots figured most prominently in 
the final dash.
The game was marked by one orI 
two verbal exchanges of pleasan-I 
tries between the rival coaches. | 
Frank W. Keaney and Al “General” I 
McClellan, but pent-up feelings did­
n't completely boil over and the; 
work on the floor, while fast, aggres-1 
sive and exacting, was almost com-. 
pletely devoid of anything untoward. ■ 
Fouls mounted at a prodigious rate, ‘ 
but that was due to the nature of the 
fierce contesting for possession of the 
ball and contact was unavoidable. I
Frank Keaney, victorious coach 
remained on the floor long after the 
game was completed and accepted 
the congratulations of hundreds of 
State College followers.
Frank took time off to note that he 
was more than satisfied with the 
work of his team, that Providence 
College had a great team, loaded 
with superb players, and that he 
ranked the triumph as one of the 
best in the long line of State vic­
tories.
, . “It would have been a great game 
if Providence College had won,” 
Frank declared. “We' won, and I’m 
glad'we did. but the game saw two 
sets of boys battling their hearts out 
and there was some real basketball 
out there.”
The triumph moved State out to 
a clear lead in the intrastate series 
with victories over both Brown and 
P. C.
RHODE ISLAND (63) PROV. COLL. (54'
. G. F. P. G. F. P.
Messima, If. 3 4 10 Gallagher, If 3 1 7
Tashjian, rf 8 6 22 Hagstrom. If 1 1 3
Eliott, rf.... 1 0 2 Carew, rf. .. 2 1 5
Jaworski, c. 4 2 lOPloski. rf... 2 0 4
Partington, c 3 1 7 Bobinski. c.. 4 4 12
Wright, lg.. 1 0 2IDeuse. c ... 1 0 2
Fabricanturg 3 1 7 Davin, lg... 4 3 11
Tkaes. rg. ..0 0 0 Angelica, lg.. 3 0 6
McCarthy, rg 1 1 3 Smith, rg... 1 J 3
Collins, rg.. .011 
Belliveau, rg. 0 0 C
Total........ 24 15 63 Total .... 21 12 54
Referees—Winters and Feldman. Time— 
PROV. COLLEGE RHODE ISLAND
FRESHMEN (44) FRESHMEN (43)
G. F. P. G. F. P.
Lea. rv........ 2 0 4 Haufe. If. ... 4 5 13
Paparella, If 0 0 0 Dwianleau. If 0 0 0
Barnini. rf. . 4 1 9 Reinhalter. If 0 0 0
Kwasni’kl, c 4 5 13 Godowski. rf 6 2 14
Sweeney, lg 4 0 8'Petro. c, rg. 0 1 J
Shattuck, lg. 0 0 0 Greene, c... 2 } "
Speckman. lg 0 3 3 pace, lg.........3 J „
Alexander, rg 3 1 7 Mackie, lg- • ■ 0 J ,
Smith, lg. c. 0 1 1
Bloom, rg.. ■ 0 0 u
Robinson, rg 0 0 u
Loveitt, rg, c 1 _° J
Total ... .17 10 44 Total ... .16 11 43 
Referees—Hack and Sullivan. Time—20- 
©Inute periods.
The double bill provided one of the 
finest evening's of basketball enter­
tainment ever provided a Rhode Is­
land gallery. In many respects, the 
'freshman game was even more bit­
terly fought than the varsity. Part­
isan feelings among some of the con­
tenders almost overflowed a time or 
(two, and the deciding, shot fired by 
■Acting Capt. John Barnini came in 
ithe final moment of play to break 
State’s 43-42 lead by the Friar year­
lings’ 44-43 triumph.
* « *
The Providence College varsity 
was at its best in the initial min­
utes of the first half. Opening the 
scoring on Carew’s short side shot, 
the Friars pulled steadily ahead to 
14-5, 18-8 and 22-11 leads before the 
Ram ever really got the range. Then 
through the last half of the initial pe­
riod, Rhode Island steadily improved 
and finally pulled up on Fabricant’s 
shot from floor-centre to tie the 
count.
Coming back in the second half, 
(Rhode Island's margin of superiority 
was slow in forming, but it grew and 
grew once it did begin to show. 
Rhode Island moved out to a 39-35 
lead, then was caught under the mad
Rhode Island State Col 
lag® ™rsity basketball team gav 
overeprov'r|firSt basketball triump] 
, over Piovidence College in 16 vear
& 
' ifeTe S°
ball ga"°eW?n Rht0.Watch a basket 
Providence C„i?hode Island' Th( 
feated the Rhode V) F1leshmen de' 
year men 44 to 43 ??d State first
game. 43 in the preliminarj
Providence CMleeri?ative years 0; 
forged out twd X aSk®tball> State 
the season o7192n 9?n6SJ, 87 to 25 ir 
1921-22, but no st? and 35 to 19 ir 
ever finished -haS
since that data of the Friars
Rhode isiane/nt11 last night.
man-to-man d ’. Wlth an exacting I breaking^ d®*ence and. a fast 
i the hands S °th'passing o^nce in 
tipned team L Wonderfully condi- 
bell tolled th’e S?16 through as the 
on Fabricant’s1 .Se °f the initial half 
Re the score at shot to
through a str a,,31'a11- Thereafter, 
Ram was never h /econd half> the 
Conege pulled ,ma+ed' Providence 
I at 41-all and 4« anto,tle the score 
saw the Ram null but thereafter 
that left no Qne + aWay by a margin 
superiority on ^1°” as tb the team 
court. °n this evening and
dividing be- 
fence, with 0 man and zone de- 
llCe bi the complete zonematch the msH final half, couldn’t 
^"gston teanf setC? the flying 
In the final. s? SJ? ln the final half 
scored omy tirPm?utes’ Providence SV511 ^to thebaskets> and one of
™01 ,i,is
PWed one of’t?aO1 right forward
scored by ej . oe lsland points were test S', •‘’’ fe" “d p-c- i 
Best men to th? loaches used their
Games played: January 16, 1957
A Pass That Led to a Friar Score
Joe Carew of Providence College is shown just before he 
passed ball to Ben Smith (No. 24), who scored on set up shot 
during first half in game with Rhode Island State at Audito­
rium last night. Rhe island won 63 to 54.
TWO TILTS LISTED 
FOR FRIAR QUINTET
Meet Villanova Friday and La 
Salle College Saturday. 
Both Games Away.
The Providence College basketball 
team, which completed its recent 
road trip in a highly successful man­
ner, will tackle two more opponents 
away from home this week. On Fri­
day night, the Friars will play a re­
turn game with Villanova at Villa­
nova, Pa., and on Saturday night 
'.hey will meet La Salle College for 
■he first time in Philadelphia.
. In their first game with Villanova 
lere at the Auditorium the Friars 
ost by one point, 40-39.
At the pace the Friars have been 
ravelling a victory over Villanova 
^ould not be an unusual upset. On 
ts home floor the Wildcat quintet 
yill rule the favorite and the Friars 
will have to be at their peak to win
Victories over both Villanova and 
La Salle would serve to boosiythe 
Friars’ prestige considerably and 
further establish them as leading 
contenders for the New England 
title that was won by Springfield 
last season. La Salle is one of the 
leading teams in the East and in a re­
cent clash forced Long Island Uni­
versity into an overtime period be- 
■ fore, bowing.. 34-30.
Winners Spot Foes Early
Lead, Then Take Command
Game played;
January 29, 1937
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Villanova, Pa., Jan. 29.—Provi­
dence College lost a hard-fought bas­
ketball game to Villanova here to­
night before a crowd of 1500 fans, 
33-27, this being the second time this 
season that the Wildcats have 
humbled the Priars.
The game was rough in spots, 
Johnny Krutulis and Jim Montgom­
ery, Villanova’s sophomore for­
wards, both being ruled out on per­
sonal fouls. Montgomery had four i 
field goals and two fouls but the in- j
dividual scores went to Harry Mc­
Nally, who got loose for three field 
goals and seven out of eight foul 
tries. Gus Hagstrom, who relieved 
Charley Gallagher at forward, was 
the high scorer for the Friars with 
two field goals and four fouls, seven 
of the points being bunched during 
a second half rally.
Joe Carew also went good for the. 
New Englanders with seven points, 
while Ed Bobinski, rangy centre, had 
six.
Coach “Gen” McLellan kept shift­
ing his players in and out with the 
hope of wearing down the Wildcats, 
who were smaller but faster. Lou 
Dubino, Villanova sophomore cen­
tre, received a bad cut over his right 
eye in the closing minutes which re­
quired three stitches to close.
Close guarding prevented either 
team from scoring a field goal in the 
first five minutes, the Friars leading 
4-3 on foul tosses by Carew and Dav- 
in and Carew’s side field goal. Dav- ! 
in and Carew with two pointers' 
made it 8-3 after eight minutes, but ' 
after Montgomery tossed a foul, he 
followed it up with a long tom and 
the Wildcats were on the upgrade 
They rushed into an 18-10 half time 
lead and ran it up to 27-13 seven 
minutes after the last half opened. 
Then Hagstrom cut loose with his 
seven points in a row after Bob­
inski tossed a foul, cutting the fig­
ures to 30-22.
The Wildcats still had a spurt left, 
and paced by McNally, made three 
points in the last four minutes to 
the Friars’ three—a foul by Ploski 
and Bobinski’s second field goal.
The summary:
VILLANOVA (33) PROVIDENCE (27) 
G. F. P.l G. F P
Mont’gery r.f 4 2 10 Davin,l.g. ... 1 2 4
Hopkins,r.f.. 1 o 2 Angelica.l.g.. 0 ,1 1
i r n « 0Smith,r.g.,c. . 0 0 0Wann her,l.f o 0 0 Spinnler.r g. 0 0 0
Brennan,c.. 2 1 5Bobinski.c .. 2 2 6
2 1 1 Gallagher,l.f. 0 0 0
Vigila gte.r.g 0 2 2 Ploski,l.f.... 0 1 1
McKenna,r.g o 0 0 Carew r.f.... 237 
McNally,l.g. 3 7 13 Hagstrom,r.f. 2 4 8
33 Tota> •■■■ 7 13 27
Reie ^Z,Ben*E.In?ry- Umpire—Dan Red­
mond. Time of halves—20 minutes.
Game played: January 30, 1937
Dominicans Knot Score at 24 
All with Six Minutes 
Remaining.
(Special to the Providence .Journal)
Philadelphia, Jan. 30.—Once again 
Providence College put up a bristling 
game on its Southern basketball trip 
but lost to LaSalle College at the 
Explorers gymnasium tonight, 47-36, 
before a crowd of 1000 wild cheer­
ing fans.
The Friars could not hold Frank 
Hoerst and Stan Macel in check. The 
tall Sophomore forward had seven 
field goals and a foul for 15 points 
while Macel, 200-pound Freshman 
from Pittsburgh, matched this total 
with five baskets and the same num­
ber from the foul line. Coach “Gen” 
McClellan shook up his lineup by 
giving Gus Hagstrom a chance to 
show his skill at forward and 
switched Joe Carew to guard. Hag­
strom, who scored 10 points against 
Villanova in a losing game last night, 
registered 11 tonight, with five field 
goals and one foul.
Ben Smith also switched from
guard to centre and was. later re­
lieved by Deuse. Neither one could 
score. The usual method of Len Tan­
seer’s passers is to mold an opening 
half lead and then hold on tight dur­
ing the closing period, and tonight’s 
game was no change from that sys­
tem, except that after gaining a 21 
to 14 lead, they saw it melt away in 
the final quarter.
The Friars from Providence 
poured in a barrage of field goals 
that deadlocked the count at 24-24 
with Six minutes to go in the 
closing period. The Explorers, 
paced by Hoerst and Macel, 
swung along to another rally that 
; finally won the game.
Leo Ploski, who saw considerable 
action as a guard, collected nine foul 
tosses and also caged one field goal 
for It points.
The summary:
LASALLE (471 PROVIDENCE (36)
G. F. P. G F P
Hoerst, rf... 7 1 15 Davin, lg. . 113
L'gsderff. rf 0 0 0 Angelica, Icr’ 020 
K’chowili, If 2 3 7 Carew, rg... 2 1 5 
Carroll, If.. 1 1 3 Spinnler. rg. 10 2
Marcel, c.... 5 5 15 Smith, c. . 0 0 0
Burns, c ... 0 0 o Deuse, c.... 0 0 0
Kear, rg.... 0 0 0 Hagstrom, If 5 1 11
O’Tolle, rg. 0 0 0 Gallagher, rf 1 0 2
Bonner, Ig.. 1 1 ,3 Ploskf, rf... 1 9 11
M’Tear, rg. -1 2 41 1
Totals ... 17 13 47[ Totals 11 14 is 
Referee—J. Smith. Umpire—Lou SuJar man. Time of halves-20 minutes. Saf‘
Closing-Period Spurt Gives 
La Salle Margin Over Friars
Five games are scheduled for the 
Providence College ’Varsity and 
Freshman basketball teams during 
the ocming week. The ’Varsity will 
make its first home appearance since 
mid-January when it meets Lowell 
Textile at Harkins Hall on Tuesday 
night. In a prelim the same evening 
the undefeated Friar Freshmen will 
clash with the Bridgewater Teachers 
College quintet.
' The Friars will invade New York 
Friday and Saturday for games with 
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn and Army 
at West Point. Providence will be 
favored over the Pratt Institute quin­
tet but will be seeking its first vic­
I tory over the Army. Only a few 
points have separated the teams in 
their four clashes but the Friars have 
never been on the winning end
' against the Cadets.
The Providence Freshmen will 
travel to Worcester on Thursday 
night for a return game with the 
Becker College quintet. The Fresh­
men defeated the Becker players, 
49-26, here earlier in the season and. 
will be favored to annex another 
victory. In their four games this 
season the Freshman starting team 
has shared almost evenly in the 
point-making.
The P. C. Freshman scoring:
G. FG. F. Pts. 
John Barini, f......................... 4 14 38
Joe Kwasnewskl, . .................. 4 10 11 «
James Leo. f................................4 12 6 30
Paul Sweeney, g......................... 4 la 0 30
Nick Alexander, g..................... 4 12 4
Harry Speckman, g.................. 4 2 « 10
Ralph Psparella, f................. 4 « « ♦
Dick Mezejewskl, c................. 1 « i i
I Team average per game—43 points, op- 
i ponente’ average per game—34 points*
Friar Basketball Quintet
Lists Three Tilts This Week
X'
Meet Lowell, Pratt and Army 




LINEUPS AT MANCHESTER, N. H.
PROVIDENCE ST. ANSELM
Carew, If...................................if, Connerton I
Gallagher, rf.......................................rti Cullen j
Bobinski, c............. .. . c, Buxton'
'? .....................................Ig... ButchkaSmith, rg.......................................... rg, spirida
Officials—Boyle and MsGuiness.
Returning to action against New 
England competition the Providence 
College basketball team will meet 
St. Anselm College in the Manches­
ter Armory tonight. Like the Friars 
the Hawks have a veteran team led 
by Leo Connerton, former De La 
Salle Academy star, who has been 
the spearhead of the Saints court at­
tack for the past two seasons.
Last year the teams battled 
through two games, home and home, 
and the series was split. Providence 
won handily after a close first-half 
battle here, 51-31. but the Hawks re­
versed the decision at home in a 
thrilling contest by one point; 32-31. 
Coach Al McClellan will have 11 
players ready for duty tonight, in­
cluding Mike Harvel, Chicago senior; 
who has been playing high-grade 
ball in the P. C. Intro-Mural League 
the past few seasons. Harvey has 
been added to the ’Varsity sauad to 
strengthen the reserve material.
Game played: February 6, 1937
FRIARS TOP ST.




Dominicans’ Defence Tightens 
to Stave Off Threatening 
Last-Period Drive.
(Special to the Providence Journal) I
Manchester, N. H., Feb. 6—The 
Providence College varsity basket­
ball team swung back into the win 
column here tonight by defeating St. 
Anselm College, 49 to 45, in a fast and 
exciting game which was marked by 
the individual brilliance of Ed Bob- 
inski, Friar centre, who collected 19 
of the Rhode Islanders’ points and at 
the same time turned in a great de­
fensive game against Burton, lanky 
Hawk pivot man. The victory 
avenged an unexpected setback 
handed the Friars here last year.
Providence was away to a good, 
lead throughout the first half, and at 
intermission led by 10 points, but 
: the Hawks, paced by Leo Connerton, 
1 forced the issue all the way in the 
final stanza and made the Friars win 
| the hard way. The Providence lead 
was whittled down to three points 
with but five minutes to play, but 
well-tossed throws by Bobinski, 
Spinnler and Hagstrom enabled the 
McClellan men to pull out. ahead.
Employing a shifting zone defence, 
the Friars had Connerton well cov­
ered throughout the play. Although 
the former De La Salle star was held 
in scoring to four field goals, it was 
his dazzling and accurate pass work 
that made the game close. Time and 
again, Connerton riddled the Friar 
defence, shooting the ball deep 
under the hoop to Burton or Cullen 
[ who made good on layup shots. All 
but one field goal scored by the 
Hawks in the first half was the result 
of Connerton’s all round play. Play 
was close for the first 10 minutes of 
I the game and then the Friars pulled 
ahead, with Carew finding the nets 
from the side and Bobinski scoring | 
i frpm the foul line on well executed 
j pivots, Providence was out in front 
i 18 to 11 with five minutes to play in 
i the half, and at the rest period left 
the floor with a 30 to 20 advantage.
r-------- -
St. Anselm cut the lead to five 
points shortly after the start of the 
second half, and from then on the 
game was a close battle for points, 
with the Friars trying hard to ride 
ahead to a sizeable margin. With the 
count 41 to 38, Angelican racked up 
a shot from the front and a moment 
later Bobinski pivoted under the 
hoop, after taking a Ploski pass, and 
increased the lead by seven points- 
Connerton made good on a foul toss 
and then sent the large crowd into 
an uproar when he intercepted a 
Providence pass in mid-court and 
dribbled in for a score. Spinnle1' 
hoisted a one-hand shot from the 
corner of the court which dropped 
through, and then Hagstrom found 
the hoop on a running toss from the 
foul line. With two minutes to play’ 
Connerton broke loose down centre 
court and tallied, and after the fol' 
lowing tap passed to Burton for ah' 
other goal, before the Friars ie' 
gained possession of the ball.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (49) ST. ANSELM (45,?. 
G. F. P. G. V
Gallagher. If. o 0 0 Con’ton, If.. 4 *9
Hagstrom, If. 2 0 4 Burke, rf.. .. 4 J I
Carew, rf.... 3 6 12 Burton c... 2 ’ 1
Ploski. rf... 2 0 4 Spirida', lg... 0 ‘
Bel'veau, rf. 0 0 OlCullen, lg.... 7 
Bobinski, c. 8 3 19|Butchka, rg. 0 ' ;
Davin, lg.... 1 0 2|
Spinnler, lg. 1 0 2|
Smith, rg... 0 0 0|
Angelica, rg.. 3 0 61 /
— — —I iiTotals... 20 9 49| Totals ... I7 1 y|e- 
Referee — McGuiness. Umpire — ®
Time 20-minute periods. >
FRIARS AND TEXTILERS CLASHTONIGHT AT HARKINS HALL
Providence Freshmen and Bridge­
water Normal Meet in Prelim
Providence College will make its 
nrst appearance on its home floor 
in Harkins Hall since Dec. 9 when 
it meets the Lowell Textile basket­
ball team in the main game of a dou- 
bleheader tonight. In the prelimi- 
nary contest .the undefeated Provi­
dence College Freshmen will face the 
Bridgewater Norman quintet.
Lowell will be playing its second 
game in as many nights, having 
dropped a 38-28 decision to Brown 
at the Brown Gym last night. Provi­
dence eked out a 28-25 verdict over 
the Textile quintet at Lowell in 
January and will be favored to win.
The visitors will be without the 
services of Joe Douksewicz, high 
scoring centre, who did not make the 1 
trip with the squad. Charlie Kela- 
kos, who played a stellar game 
against the Friars at Lowell, will be 
in the starting lineup tonight
Ed Bobinski. the Friars’ centre, 
who turned in his best work of the
—--- :— ----- -----------------
„„„LIf'ELPS AT haRKINS HALL
PROVIDENCE LOWELL TEXTILE
Gallagher, If......  „
Carew, rf.........   Bassett
Bobinski. c.... ’’***•..................rC Hackett
Davin, lg...................................... •••c»
Smith, rg..........” * ’................... ... Maclanka
Preliminary game’at‘»%5’ 9lanarissity game at‘8 o’dock 3° ° clock' Var’
season against St. Anselm last Sat 
urday. will face Kelakos at centre 
tonight. Joe Carew and Charlie Gal 
lagher, forwards, and Capt. Leo 
Davin and Ben Smith, guards will 
complete the Friars starting array
Carl Angelica, Providence College guard, who is regarded as the 
best defensive player on the squad. He will play against Lowell 




Will Seek Second Straight 
Victory Over Textilers 
Tonight.
LINEUPS AT HARKINS HALL
PROVIDENCE LOWELL TEXTILE
Gallagher, If........ .............. . ............ If, Bassett
Carew, rf............................. rf, Hackett
Bobinski, c............... ........................ c, JKelakos
Davin, lg.................. .................. lg, Macianka
Smith, rg.. ....................................rg, Gianaris
Preliminary game at 7:30 o’clock. Var­
sity game at 8 o’clock.
Providence College will make its 
first appearance on its home floor 
in Harkins Hall since Dec. 9' when 
it meets the Lowell Textile basket­
ball team in the main game of a dou­
bleheader. In the preliminary con­
test the undefeated Providence Col­
lege Freshmen will face the Bridge­
water Normal quintet.
Lowell will be playing its second 
game in as many nights, having 
dropped a 38-28 decision to Brown 
at the Brown Gym last night. Provi­
dence eked out a 28-25 verdict over 
the Textile quintet at Lowell in 
January and will be favored to win.
The visitors will be without the 
services of Joe Douksewicz, high 
scoring centre, who did not make the 
trip with trie squad. Charlie Kela- 
kos, who played a stellar game 
against the Friars at Lowell, will be 
in the starting lineup tonight.
Ed Bobinski, the Friars’ centre, 
who turned in his best work of the 
season against St. Anselm last Sat­
urday, will face Kelakos at centrC" 
tonight. Joe Carew and Charlie Gal­
lagher, forwards, and Capt. Leo 
Davin and Ben Smith, guards, will 
complete the Friars starting array.
■ While Lowell was able to make 
good °n only six of its 16 foul shots 
tbe netted 12 of 18 chances.
Charlie Gallagher showed marked 
improvement in offensive play scor­
ing seven points for Providence. 
Douksezwicz had 10 points to rank 
as Lowell’s high man
Prov±,nce Co]Iege Freshmen 
won their fifth straight game in a 
decisive manner, defeating the 
Bridgewater Teachers College 57-28 
in the preliminary game. Joe Kwas­
niewski, Freshman centre, scored 14 
points to lead his.mates.in maintain- 
mg their undefeated record
John Barnini and Jimmy Leo for­
wards notched nine points apiece; 
Paul Sweeney made eight and Nick
^ames played: February 9,1937
Providence College Quintet
Trips Lowell Textile 50-26 Friars Hold Visitors 
ScorelessDuring 
First 8 MinutesWhile 
Scoring 17 Points
Alexander, seven, as the Freshmen 
displayed more of the teamwork that 
has resulted in five victories in five 
starts.
PK0^5?)ENCE I LOWELL textile 
G. F. P ^6)
Gallagher, If 3' 1 7 Basset! if <J' 
Angelica. If. 1 1 3 p?,?setJi 11 ■■ 2 ° * 
« 2 ? "V. J § 2
S?F °
S&jf’rg. 0 0 130GlaRarh, rg 0 6 6 
Smith, rg. . 0 3 3
Murphy, rg. 1 0 2
Referees—n? ,.TotaI ■ • • 10 ~6 26 minute periods yIe’Clark- Time-Two 20-
P. C. FRESHMEN I BRIDGEWATER
G F P teACHERS (23) 
Shattuck ‘if n3' a SDiNardo, If. “o’ P(i 
BegiJv it ' ° 0|Nash, If .... 1 0 2
Leo8 2 ? 2Lon8' rf.... 0 1 1.
o gaTy°Vf--30 1 I 
&Tc.c 2
Gaine?!®?18 3 1 ’Skahill,’ H o 0 0 
mt 1 s I f | 
Sweeney, rg, 4 0 8 S” 1 0 2
Speckman,rg 1 0 21
Total ... 24 9 57i Total . ~8rio®esteee~MacKay- Time-id-min8ute7 pe?
Rollmg up a 19-4 lead in 10 min 
utes of play the Providence Collegi 
basketball team handed Lowell Tex 
tile a 50-26 setback last night a 
Harkins Hall. The Friars heli 
Lowell scoreless during the firs 
eight minutes of the game while the1 
made 17 points.
. Providence was without the serv 
ices of Joe Carew, slim, high-scorinj 
forward, who is ill. Joe Douksze 
wicz, Lowell’s leading point-maker 
returned to the visitor’s lineup, put- 
, tmg in an appearance shortlv before 
the game.
* ♦ ♦
The Friars’ zone defence which 
shifted to man-to-man as Lowell 
Players moved into P. C. territory 
held the visitors scoring down to 10 
held goals, six in the first half and 
four in the second half. George 
Gianaris, Lowell guard, was the only- 
visitor able to register from the foul 
me, making ail six of his total from 
that spot.
During the opening five minutes 
Providence took a 10-0 lead as Low- 
e 1 players failed on repeated at­
tempts to score both from the floor 
and rOnl ‘r® foul line' Ed Bobinski 
scoring' Le° Davin led this Friar 
hi°h S?ree arjd went on t0 take 
1 noMtfTlng ?onors wjth 13 and 11 i points respectively 
'eJX L?Utes ?nd 15 seconds bad' 
Loweh f efOr\, John Hackett. sub' 
shoT 2Tard’ SCOTed on a short 
tors’ firS 6- SldS C°Urt f0r the visi" 
broke Inn Joe Doukszewicz,
lead a Tn Se11,ater in the first half to 
score to pTi l SUrge that brought the
:«™6wra(’?lS5|,‘h® ,1"r ■> 
came hnni 25'15 advantage, then 
in ths aCk and doubled their score 
Lowen StoiTn :Wle h01ding 
a Player on nP°mfe' Each team Iost 
game ^ersonal fouls late in the 
sewn min 2 Kelakos leavlng with BeXnTnT?8 raining and Ray 
later being forced out a minute
Bobinski Scores Second Friar Basket
Photo shows ball, shot by,Ed Bobinski, just before it entered 
basket in game between Providence College and Lowell Textile 
teams at Harkins Hall last night. This basket gave the Friars, 
who won 50 to 26, a 4 to 0 lead.
FRIAR FIVE SHY
TWO REGULARS
Carew, Ploski, III with Grip as 
Squad Takes Road; Plays 
Pratt Tonight.
LINEUPS AT BROOKLYN, N. Y.
PROV. COLLEGE PRATT INSTITUTE
Gallagher, I. f.............................. I. f., Mangani
Belliveau, r. f..................................r. L, Hardy
Bobinski.  ........................... ............c., Sherlock
i- S.................................................1. g.. Levin
Smith, r. . .............................. r. g., Havemeyer
I
The Providence College basketball 
team will meet Pratt Institute in 
Brooklyn tonight in the first game of 
a two-game trip that will carry the 
Friars to West Point tomorrow to 
play Army in an afternoon en­
counter.
Coach Al McClellan has been; 
forced to make two changes in his 
travelling squad because two of his 
regulars are ill. Joe Carew and Leo 
Ploski, forwards, are out of action 
with the grip. Their places will be 
taken by a pair of reserves, Bill: 
Spinnler and Bill Murphy.
Although Pratt Institute has a 
strong team, the Friars will be fa­
vored to win their third straight 
game. Ray Belliveau or Gus Hag- 
storm will start at forward, with' 
Charlie Gallagher. Ed Bobinski, 
centre, and Capt. Leo Davin and 
John Smith, guards, will complete 
the starting lineup.
The players who are making the 
trip are Carlo Angelica, Ray Belli­
veau, Ed Bobinski, Capt. Leo Davin, 
Elton Deuse, Charlie Gallagher, Gus 
Hagstrom, Bill Murphy, Bill Spinn­
ler, John Smith and Manager Ed Gill.
FRIARS WHIP PRATT
Dominican Five Takes 
Early Lead to Win 50-31
Losers Minus High-Scoring 
Player; Victory Eighth 
for Friars.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
New York, N. Y., Feb. 12.—Resum­
ing its basketball rivalry after a lapse 
of a year, the Providence College 
basketball team recorded its eighth 
victory in 13 games by halting Pratt 
Institute, 50 to 31, tonight on the 
Pratt floor. The Rhode Island five 
encountered smooth going largely 
because the Pratt high scorer, 
Johnny Mardy, was in the stands. 
He was declared ineligible last week 
because of scholastic difficulties. 
Mardy has led his team in every one 
of its triumphs and had been counted 
upon to stop the Friars.
When the two teams met two sea- [ 
sons back, Providence won by 31 to 
28, Johnny Reiser scoring 23 points 
for the losers at that time. But to­
night’s affair was a different story. 
Passing brilliantly and scoring on 
well-executed plays the invaders 
took an early lead and were never 
headed. After the first five minutes 
it turned out to be a one-sided clash.
Charlie Gallagher opened with a | 
goal and was followed by Ed Bobin­
ski. who broke loose for two field 
baskets in rapid succession. Gus 
Hagstrom made, the fourth basket 
and Providence held an 8 to 0 lead. 
Pratt was out of the running there 
and then. Leo Pantas came through 
with a goal to make it 8 to 2. but the 
Friars continued to score with rapid 
succession. At the half-way mark 
the count was 26 to 43.
The second half was a repetition 
of the/' first and what was forecast 
as a close game resolved into a 
walkaway. Repeated substitutes 
continued to hold the long lead. Capt. 
Leo Davin took scoring honors with 
a total of 15 points! seven of which 
were contributed in the first half. 
Bobinski accounted for nine, while 
Pantas was Pratt’s best scorer with 
eight.
It was the third setback in 10 
games for Pratt which previously 
had been impressing as one of the 
strongest of the smaller local teams.
The summary:
PROVIDENCE (50) I PRATT (31)
G. F. P.l G. F. P.
Hagstrom, If 1 1 3!Zuraw, If... 3 1 7
Harvey, If... 1 0 2jPantas. If... 408
Gal’gher, rf, 2 3 7|Mangani, rf. o 1 1
Deuse, rf.... 0 0 0! Sherlock, c. 2 2 6
Bobinski. c. 4 1 ,9 Levin, lg.... 2 I 5
Belliveau. c. 1 0 2 Hav’m’yer, .rg 1 2 4
Smith, lg. .. 2 0 4
Spindler, lg. 2 0 4
Davin, rg . . 6/3 15 
Murphy, rg. 2- 0 4
Total........ 21 8 50 Total.........12 7 31
Referee—Misar. Umpire—Brennan. Time 
of Halves—20 minutes.
^ame played: February 12,1997
FRIAR FIVE PLAYS
AT ARMY TODAY
LINEUPS AT WEST POINT 
PROVIDENCE ARMY
Gallagher, If.......................................................If, Brinker
Hagstrom, rf...................................... rf, Meyer
Bobinski, c........................ ..............e, Rogner
Davin, ig......................... lg. Samuel
Smith, rg. .......................................rg, Sullivan
Providence College will meet the 
Army basketball team at West Point 
this afternoon in one of the feature 
sport events on the Cadets’ week-end 
schedule. The Friars have not been 
able to defeat Army on the court and 
will rule as the underdogs.
Although he has had to change his 
lineup because of the illness of Joe 
Carew and Leo Ploski, who were un­
able to make the trip, Coach Al Mc­
Clellan hopes to break the Army 
“jinx”. In view of the close game 
played by almost the same Friar 
; team last year as will face the Cadets 
today McClellan believes the Friars 
chances are good.
Gus Hagstrom, who has been alter­
nating with jRay Belliveau in Carew’s 
forward post, will probably start 
against the JCgdets.. Charlie Galla­
gher will t/e at the other forward 
berth with gd Bobinski at centre and 




Weak Defence Hampers Friars 
as West Pointers Sweep 
to 48 to 34 Victory.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
West Point, N. Y., Feb. 13.—An 
Army basketball team, back in win­
ning forjn and playing in convinc­
ing fashion, this afternoon scored a 48 
to 34 victory over a Providence Col­
lege team, whose shooting was dead­
ly accurate, but which was ham­
pered by a poor defence.
The score was 9-0 in favor of the 
Cadets before Providence tallied, and 
the Pointers finished the half with 
a 14-point lead, having 30 to the 
Providence boys’ 16.
Providence made a sharp rally at 
the beginning of the final period, 
aided by some fine sharpshooting by 
Bobinski, who made 16 of the Rhode 
Island team’s 34 points.
The Cadets tightened up, however, 
and in the closing minutes of the 
game pulled away to a 16-point lead. 
Spinnler took a long desperate shot 
that gave Providence the final points 
of the. game as the whistle blew.
Bobinski, centre, equalled the total 




G. F. P. G. F. P.
Brinker, rf.. 7 2 16 Hogstrom, rf 2 1 5
Russell, rf.. 0 0 0 Douse, rf.... 0 0 0
Meyer, If... 1 1 3 Harney, rf.. 0 0 o
Pembleton, If 2 0 4 Gallagher, If 0 0 0
M’David, If. 2 0 4 Billeveau, If. 1 0 2
Dobson, If. .. 0 0 OBobinski, c.. 6 4 16
Higgins, If.. 0 0 0 Smith, rg.... 12 4
Rogner, c... 3 0 SISpinnler, rg. 113
Ryan, c........ 0 0 0 Davis, Ig.... 1 2 4
Samuel, rg.. 1 2 4 Murphy, lg.. 0 0 0
O'Shauser.rg Oil 
Wulfsberg, rg 0 0 0
Craig. Ig. ... 1 0 2
Patrick, lg.. 4 0 8
Totals ..21 6 48 Totals .. 12 10 34
i Time of halves—20 minutes. Referee— 
Pat Kennedy. Umpire—Tom Dognan.
Game played: February 15,1957
New York TIMES
WEST POINT FIVE SCORES
Vanquishes Providence, 48-34
The Cadet basketball men shower! 
improved form in their passing Ind 
tKoe7eturn0ttogthagai"St-Prov^ence 
io i eturn to ths winning column 
£r’TJ7°1I?d up a SO-iG lead in ?Ie 
noTlt ?a f and .matched its rival 
PRrinU°r P01?4 in the second.
who was high scorer for 
xtepn^8-’ foI.Iected thirteen of his 




Return Game Scheduled for 
Tonight-Freshmen Play 
Naval Station.
LINEUPS AT HARKINS HALL 
PROVIDENCE ST ANSELM
COLLEGE COLLEGE
Hagstrom, If ..............................If, Connerton
Gallagher rf .....................7......... rf, Cullen
Bobinski. c ..................................... c. Buxton
Davin, lg ..................................   , lg, Butchka
Smith, rg ............................rg. Burke
Time of game—9 o’clock. Officials— 
Boyle and McGuiness. Preliminary game— 
I P. C. Freshmen vs. Newport Naval Train- 
; ing Station at 7:30 o’clock. Referee—J. W. 
; Kennelly.
St. Anselm College’s basketball 
team, led by Leo Connerton, former 
Rhode Island schoolboy star, will in­
vade Harkins Hall tonight for a re­
turn game with the Providence Col­
lege quintet. The Providence Fresh­
men will meet the Newport Naval 
Training Station team in a prelim­
inary contest at 7:30 o’clock.
The Friars registered a 49-45 vic­
tory over the Hawks early in Febru­
ary at Manchester after being forced 
to travel at top speed through the 
entire game. Connerton directed the 
Hawk attack in that fray with well- 
timed floor work although he was 
held down to four goals.
Providence has not been defeated 
on the Harkins Hall court this seasor 
and will be striving to maintain this 
record. Coach Al McClellan plans tc 
start Gus Hagstrom at forward in 
place of Joe Carew, who has been 
out of action with the grippe. Carew 
will be in uniform tonight and may 
play some of the game.
Charlie Gallagher, forward, Ed 
Bobinski, centre, and Capt. Leo Dav­
in and John Smith, guards,, will hold 
down their regular starting posts. 
The visitors will have the height ad- 
i vantage at centre as Bobinski’s six- 
feet-three will be topped by Bill Bur­
ton’s six-feet-seven inches.______ _
SMITH STANDOUT
IN FRIAR VICTORY
Moved to Centre When Bobin­
ski Is Hurt, He Is Big Fac­
tor in 50-45 Game.
Spurred by the play of John "Ben” 
Smith, ambidextrous centre, the 
Providence College basketball team 
won its second victory of the season 
over St. Anselm, 50-45, last night at 
Harkins Hall in a game that reached
Games played: February 20,1937
SinuteTing ClimaX “ the Closing 
firqthhor?iars^easily -dominated the 
intermalf-Of 016 contest> and at the 
T°n had a 33'14 lead- Ed Bo- 
vere anfcu^ -Centre’ suffered a se- 
and lnjury early in the g^e
It .forced to discontinue play.
beXn wlleJed last night that he will 
porXn?1® t0 play in the Friars’ im- 
sSj?6 With Springfield at 
tomorrow afternoon.
DlaX f o a>?- shifted to centre in 
Fea tn X ®oblnski’ and Carlo Angel­
ica «°Vmith’s guard Post. Angel- 
cenfifXlt1hJand Capt’ Leo Davm’s ex- 
SaH+ al defensi-ve work held the 
and e 1U check during the first half 
ond halfred prominently in the sec-
♦ * •
tulX^l1111 gave the Briars a hard 
leading X ® S6C0?d half’ with Burke 
i ConnernX^-SC°^ng and Capt- Leo 
well-ttaX dlrectlng the attack with 
La SaS d PaSSIn& The former De 
eventag A ? wasa marked man all 
in the first halfS -t0 three points ond. 1 haIf and flve in the sec- 
Ca?eawdlsCtXrdfby the absence of Joe 
uniform but dfd a+rd\Who was in 
loss of Boh dtd n°t play- and the 
scorer fhomPsk1’ the Briars’ high 
in one of th^R8 ?evertheless turned rent seFfo^ .<best„games of the cur- 
scoring hon'n Ben. ®mith took high 
was ably w?b 12 Points, and
with liypotaXde<^b-? Gus Hagstrom 
10. Points and Leo Ploski with
i: * ♦
The second 20 minutes of plav were 
by far the best of the contest. St 
°utsc°red the Friars, 31-17 
but the advantage the home club had 
compiled m the first 20 minutes 
'Hawks to°° big 3 handicap f°r the 
Hawks to overcome. Outstanding in 
y BuX| sTSAthe1Play turned in 
y uurxe, St. Anselm right guard Ike 2” &
night. Sh SQOring honors of the 
defeated th? NCS C°Ilege Breshmen 
ing Station in WP°r1t NaVal Train~ 
43 to 24 Preliminary game,
The summaries'
PROVIDENCE i
COLLEGE (50)G F p COLLEGE (45) 
Hagstrom.lf s' f if. G. F. p. Crowley,If n A 1l|Connerton,lf. 3 2 8
Gallagfier.ri’ o g g CuILm, rf .. 2 0 
! Ploski,rf ., 4 wtpn.c ... 3 3 9Bobinski.c . 2 o ? R?d"d,°’!g ■ • 1 0 2
Murphy.o .. o 0 C Srf?fiS 0 0 0
Davin, ig ... 3 J ° Butchko.rg.. i i 3
Smith.rg ...6 0 Burke- rS • • 8 3 19
Spinnler.ig . x “ 
Angelica.rg. 2 o 4
Referees—Eilyie SMcGutop1S %■18 ~ 45 
20-minute halves.' Guineas. Time—Two
P.C. FRESHMEN I NEWPORT NAVAL
G. F. P <24> I
Shattuck, if. 0 1? • * 1 1 7 '
Mezejewski.lf o o 0 Mercie?’ ‘ ? 1 /
Barmni, If.. 1 o 4 th <J■®’ rf/ * • 1 1 hGalpert, rf.. o o r pH, "? rf- ■ 0 °Z
Paparella, rf 1 1 3 c'" 4 TK.W’ewski, 0 3 0 6 ® g.........2 ~ 1
Malley, c... 0 0 0 g....... 0 0 0
Seavotto, c. 0 0 0 RsZ'20, rg • ’' 0 4 4Sweeney Ig 4 ? 2rS... 0 0 C-
Speckman lg 2 0 4 Locust- rg''' 0 0 t 
Alexander rg 2 0 4 
Begley, rg. . 0 0 0






(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 22.—The 
Springfield College basketball team 
handed Providence College a 38 to 33 
setback in the first game of their 
series here today. The Maroons gar­
nered their winning margin in the 
second half, the teams being dead­
locked at 16-all in the first half. In a 
preliminary game the Friar Fresh­
men^ defeated Springfield Freshmen,
The contest was ragged, neither 
team displaying a sustained offen­
sive punch. Nels Phillips played his 
nest game of the season for the Ma­
roons, collecting 16 points to take 
high scoring honors. Most of Phil­
lips’s shots were from difficult an- 
nCapt- ,Dick Hebard and Roy i 
Nuttall caged timely baskets for the 
Maroons.
The Friars were forced to use a 
makeshift lineup as Ed Bobinski, 
regular centre, was unable to play 
because of a leg injury,
Carl Angelica started at right 
for the Dominicans, but he 
and three other players were ban- 
isned from the game before the fin­
ish on fouls.
Close, blocking by both teams re- 
i suited in many fouls being called. 
: Others ejected from the contest on : 
ouls _ besides Angelica were Leo 
Ploski of the Friars and Capt. He­
bard and Bill Lawler of the Ma- 
i roons.
The summary:
COTLEGF1^ I PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 138) COLLEGE (33)
WoVA11” !f°2 P3 P7
PhillinA'rf ’ 2 2 O'! Gallagher, If. 1 0 2 
Hebarrl ’ <• *' 2 ? 1£ Carew. rf... o 2 2 
Nuttan’?' "n n ?Smith- c.... 3 2 8Meyers’ ? 2 WCrowley. lg.. o 0 o
Lawler !'■ 1 2 4 ploski. lg .. 2 3 7Tracv r?-- 2 2 0 Davin, lg.. 3 1 7
y’ rg--- 0 0 o Angelica, rg. 0 0 0
Spinier, rg.. 0 0 o
Referees ' £ I2 38 Total" • ■ ■ - D 11 33 
ssfB? Winters- Time~ 
? FRESHMEN SPRINGFIELD COLL.
KESHMEN (34) FRESHMEN (32)
asSAji ? Ilgfefe ; j 
Sweeney, rg 1 o 2 mA/ Sf a 0 6
Speckm’n, rg3 M J Werner, Ag.’. 2 1 g
RefereeUji 4, 341 Total ....15 ~2 32 





Tosses in 16 Points to Help 
Conquer Providence, 
38-33
Game played: February 22,1937
sPrmgfield REPUBLICAN
“S"alIy referred t< ,lleld collet v “ber of the Spring- 
■u^ause of-the hi’SIy basketball teair 
aSd’ stole the h‘fb ranking- his mates 
Afternoon as +1 1 L show 'yesterdaj 
, Waned a 38_t “ Maroon hoopmei:
^evidence coPPOdefeat 011 a cripplec 
|®10ry. A crn°,?8e combine at the 
andarS battfe the°fi 1700 1?'ns saw tlK 
onlv + ® home f°rces toot! 
held started m toAleld when Spring- CW tatOthobck/in regular^, 
the Was ' the S^°nd half. Phil- 
the rest of L b]g gun, for When 
ferowmg the leathp®0'™ was blindlv 
the team m t?,atll,er around, he kept &s fe the game wfth
that wound nst so minutes of piay 
at 16 to 16. whh the teams even
It wasZ°a ® Befense Bothers
Sid eot °“ thednL§reat psychologi- 
team in P]ay of the Sprin»-- 
+L°binski sufllst half. With Ed- 
dav n® A'hselm>eIlllg' a broken leg 
ly senFt and P™y TSfne !ast satur- 
/ton’ ^VTLad 
Slk lfejUst had to do 
IXr UP -ith^s ganie, s he 
It w -iive-man zone de-
what ^.°Ve W1th nni\S face<3 this sur- seorin?1?®1 be done!ytoa vague idea of
' a rriMh lerritory rS..to Penetrate into 
^taekXe1^ hompleStPrtUp aoted “ 
°ht 2nd XMaroon h^ n,YUified a“
■ set shots ft® tt not for maPPed the M-, ® fl°m the L, f tlve Pretty 
outclassed011 Would haveS b°f PhilIiPs
. The zone u bee“ sadIy
,fromSGPXSg^°«tCaned buhetTk Spri“g'-
■ Sa
tan men in intiXted11^0 the 
Johnny SmftuCapt Loor, by such 
; Providence In the mT™ and
a around iike moving "“““while,, 
some nifty a champjonng+ the ball the Pace7thaf^S ^ddoi“8 
I"
Plans Work
But between the halves . Coach Ed 
| Hickox mapped out careful plans for 
sniping through the Friars’ zone and 
it wasn’t long after the final 20 
minutes of play started that Provi­
dence was forced to switch to man- 
for-man, so successful was the 
Maroon combine in scoring baskets. 
Some nifty combination plays start­
ing from either Lawler or Meyers 
meant points scored for Capt Dick 
Hebard, Roy Nuthall and Phillips and 
when the visitors switched to their 
usual defense, Spring-field kept its 
lead throughout.
It wasn’t good basketball at all in 
the first half. Scoring came slowly at 
first, too. A set shot from the side 
of the court started the scoring for 
Providence, Davin looping the ball 
through the nets from this point. 
Hebard put the Maroons in the scor­
ing column with a foul toss. Provi­
dence rolled the count to 7-2 before 
Phillips got set on a spot at the side 
of the court and registered Spring­
field’s first basket after 6’4 minutes 
of play.
The Friars called time out and on 
resumption of play increased their 
margin on Davin’s follow-up shot. 
This follow-up method helped the 
visitors a lot during the entire game. 
Phillips connected with another set 
shot from the side and then Hebard 
successfully followed up a Phillips 
miss to make the score closer, reading 
9 to 8 for the Friars. Leo Ploski’s 
foul, followed by another by Phillips’s 
side-court specialties put the teams 
on even terms at 10-alI.
Davin’s foul and Smith’s basket 
again put the visitors in the van, but 
the locals crept up bit by bit and 
finally tied it at 14-all and then 
Phillips’s fifth basket of the half gave ■ 
the Maroons its first lead at 16 to 14, 1 
shortly before the gun sounded. But 
Providence wouldn’t quit on the short •’ 
end, Alfred Hagstrom following up a I 
shot to tie the score at 16-all. i
Maroons Move Ahead
Joe Carew’s charity toss put Provi­
dence ahead for the last time as the 
final half got under way. Then came 
a nifty combination play from Law­
ler to Nuthall to Hebard, who scored. 
Another one from Meyers to Hebarc 
to Lawler to Nuthall brought another 
tally and when Hebard counted a fret 
try and Nuthall followed up a shot, 
the Springfield contingent -was out 
front 23 to 17, out front to stay, too.
Midway in the final 20 minutes 
Carl Angelica, Enfield (Ct.) boy, went 
out on four personals and at this 
time Providence switched to man for 
man. Hebard passed to Phillips for 
a score and the Maroons led, 31 to 23. 
Charlie Gallagher’s set shot and Plo­
ski’s long-distance zoomer mo­
mentarily put the Friars back in the 
running, but another fine combina­
tion play found Meyers on the scor­
ing end of Hebard’s pass.
Again Providence came up as Davin 
tallied a two-pointer and Smith 
registered a foul, but Meyers came 
in with a free toss, Nuthall tossed 
two and Phillips one of the -same 
variety and with less than two 
minutes to go this seven point margin 
was too much for the Friars.
In the preliminary game, a real 
thriller, the Providence college fresh­
men nosed out the Springfield year­
lings, 34 to 32. Les and Kwasniewski 
were high scorers' for the visitors 
while Bruce Munroe, former Tech 
boy, led Springfield with 15 markers. 
The scores: —
Springfield Providence is
B F Pt B F Pt
Nuthall If 3 4 10 Angelica rb 0 0 0
Wood If 0 0 0 Spinner rb 0 0 0
Phillips rf 7 2 16 Davin lb 3 1 <
Hebard c 2 4 8 Ploski lb 1 1 5
Nuthall e 0 0 0 Hagstrom lb 0 2 2
Lawler lb 0 0 0 Crowley lb 0 0 V
Tracy lb 0 0 0 Smith c .,2 8
Meyers rb 12 4 Hagstrom rf 2 1 jj.
Gallagher rf 1 0 2 
Ploski If 1 2 I
Carew It _0 J J
Totals 13 12 38 Totals 11 J,1 33
Referee, Parker. Umpire, Winters. Time, 
20-minute periods. T
Providence Frosh Splld, l<rosn
B F Pt B F Pt
Bainini Jf 2 0 4! Werner rb 2 1 •>
Papeilli If 0 0 () dark lb 0 0 0
Leo rf 5 0 1<i Redding c •-> 0 0 .
Kwasn'ski c 3 3 9 Luther, c 0 0 0 |
Alexander lb 1 0 2 Chase rf
Sweeney rb 1 0 2; Greene rf 0 0 o
Speckman rb 3 1 7^ Munroe If .7 1 10
Totals 15 4 34(-Totals 15 2 32
Referee, Dwyer. Umpire, Sullivan. Time, 
10-minute periods.
 Springfield Union Photos
lop left, Nels Phillips, Springfield forward and star of the contest (o n. extreme left), caging one of his many sidecourt set shots. George 
Meyers (No. 24), a teammate, is ready to take the ball off the backboard in case of a miss. That’s Capt. Leo Davin of Providence directly 
in front of Meyers. Top right, the opening tap, centers John Smith, left, and Capt. Dick Hebard, Springfield, jumping' for the ball. 
Bottom left, a Springfield player blocked out of the picture by Bill Lawler (No. 27), makes a basket. Bottom right, some of the action in 
the replica of the first basketball game ever played. N cte the peach basket and the uniforms of the contestants.
 (Republican staff photo)
Upper left: Capt Dick Hebard, just visible in the background, is off his feet as he scores a basket in the first half. Angelica of Providence,, 
No 15. is at the left. Upper right: The tapoff at the start of the game, showing hebard, No 30, high off his feet as he attempts to out-jump Smith, No 24, of Providence. Lower left: Snapped during the old-time game played between the halves showing the referee, with
derby, and two players. Note peach
basket used instead of regular nets. Lower right: The referee takes a spilt as he comes down the 
ladder after retrieving a ball lodged in basket.
Phillips Proves Hero
In Maroon’s Triumph
Unsung Forward Keeps Mates in Game With Five 
Baskets in First Half and Helps in Last Period 
Rally to Bring Team Win
1700 See Game,
While some 1700 fans looked on the ' 
Maroozns, fired with an over anxious J 
spirit, turned in one of the poorest : 
exhibitions of passing- that a Spring­
field team has turned in in many a
NELS PHILLIPS
moon. The Hill outfit’s hand-to-hand 
work was in a deplorable state of Af­
fairs during the first half, which 
wound up with the score knotted at 
16-all, but in the second Period it 
perked up enough to take over a 
lead at the outset and hold it for 
the remainder of the game.
The contest itself was rather rag­
ged neither team displaying anything 
in the line of a punch that was con- 
Vi Sprin'°’field can thank Nels Phillips 
for its victory. Pew times has the 
Maroon right forward been in the 
scoring limelight this season. As a 
matter of fact, he had been tabbed 
the hard luck shooter on the squad. 
But yesterday Nels acquitted himself 
nobly. He just couldn’t miss on his 
sidecourt set shots. As a result the 
Maroons collected 16 points from his 
position on seven scrimmage counts 
and two free tries. ..........
While Phillips was having a "night 
on” his mates blew hot and then cold. 
Roy Nuttall of Westfield and Capt. > 
Dick Hebard, however, connected for j 
some tosses when the going got hard, j
Last year when Providence visited -. 
the Armory court for the annual 
holiday attraction it was without the : 
services of Leo Davin, captain this 
season, who was out with injuries. 
This time Coach Al McClellan had 
to use another makeshift lineup be­
cause Ed Bobinski, regular center, 
suffered a broken leg , in the St. 
Anselm’s game over the week end. 
Ray Belliveau, a forward, also was on j 
the sidelines with a broken leg but 
he has not been available very much 
all through the campaign.
The Providence shift, gave Carl 
Angelica of Thompsonville the op­
portunity of playing in the Friar 
backcourt. Angelica and three other 
players, however, were banished be­
fore the final whistle on personal 
fouls, the result of extreme close 
blocking employed by both sides. Each 
team lost two players. Besides Angeli­
ca, who was the first to go to the 
showers, the Dominicans saw Leo 
Ploski sent to the bench. Capt. He­
bard and Bill Lawler, the latter a 
local boy, received their walking- 
papers on the Maroon squad.
None of the visiting players 
reached double figures in scoring, al­
beit Capt. Davin, .John Smith, who 
went to center in place of Bobinski, 
and Al Hagstrom played a good 
brand of basketball.
Whereas last year these two teams, 
with practically the same lineups, . 
whipped across a sterling exhibition-| 
of the cage game little finesse was | 
noted on the floor yesterday. And : 
the reason for it centers around the 
poor passing. Downright carelessness 
in its handling of the ball gave the 
Maroons a poor start and they didn t 
tie the score until Phillips connected 
for his third basket from the left 
side of the court at the 13-minute 
mark.
Hagstrom Connects
Springfield took over two leads be­
fore the end of the period but a bas­
ket by Hagstrom from under the 
hoop knotted the count for the third 
time just before the intersection.
Phillips was the fair-haired boy 
during those first 20 minutes of play. 
He sunk five baskets to keep his side 
in the running. Nuttall and Capt. He­
bard were the only other local play­
ers to count from the floor.
Game played: February 22,1957 °Prmgfield UNION
t#6Joe Carew made good B»?n^ 
free throw line to present the*  tlie 
with their third margin wnw j 
teams resumed action but . cK. 
1 made his second and last double jn 
er to hand the Maroons a 1^3 
that they never relinquished. 1 ted 
minutes the home forces had tW 
its lead to 31-23 and although^ 
Friars nudged within four po al)je 
the Hickoxmen, they were no rUll- 
to swing themselves into tn
11 For Springfield it was the J®nCc’? 
17th victory in 1.9 starts. ProvA^ 1» 
record now is eight triump ■ 
contests. . r
The two teams get togetliei 
Saturday night in Providence. ^1
Between the halves of “CM 
. game a replica of the ^ist jiiM-e 
ball game, which was played. 
city in 1892, was enacted. gg 
Bernert, cage historian, was {aM 
whistle, bedecked in statel^erS 
of that day, while the playe
u.. • - —— • I
sideburns, mustaches and 
uniforms. Peach baskets wei 
to shoot at. provide
In a preliminary the 1 » j
Freshman quintet nosed 0 gtif : 
Springfield yearlings, 34-«*  , 
maries: ,.s<ienc® f 1Springfield IroM $ *
B I? P 0 Ji ;
Nuttall. 1£ . 3 4 10 Angelica rb J J '
Wood, If .. 0 0 0 Spinier, D . 3 j
Phillips, rf . 7 2 16 Davin, > ... 1 « »
Hebard, c . 2 4 8 Ploski, » 0 j .
Nuttall, <? . 0 0 0 Crowley, 3 j
Meyers, lb . 1 2 4 Smith, o j , ■
Lawler, rb . 0 0 0 Ploski, 0 j ,
Tracy, rb .. 0 0 0 Carew, H lf ? )Hagstrom, .{ 1 x <
_______ Gallag^r, 0 >>
Totals ...131238 Totals
Score at half time Spr V 
Providence 16; referee, Park®> 
Winters;,time, 20-mmute haW . ?
Providence Spi« J j
B F P rb ' 0 (Barnini, ■ If 2- 0 4 Werner ,, . )
ICasnie’ki, c 3 3 ,9 Luther, - . • 0
Alexa’der, lb 1, 0 2 Chase, v .• U/
Sweeney, rb 1 0 2 Greene, lf
Speck’ an,. rb 3 1. • Muni 9 . j.
Totals ...15-434 Totals
Score at half time, JfecK-rw&
Springfield 17. Referee, P te
Sullivan. Time, four 10 m>»
YALE DEFEATS FRIARS 50-37
New w ° the Providence Journal.) 
Yale h»vT’ Conn” Feb‘ 24-~The 
Proviri ketba11 team bounced the 
game bPfCe Friars in a P°oriy P^yed 
Payn/ whu 1200 fans’ 50 to 37’ at the 
Thh ey gymnasium tonight,
victory! Eh team’s fifth straight
scor!n7?^lley again led the Blue 
from the frh field goals and two
with and f i! throw line' Bob Beck- 
Points aPie°chenny NortoP tallied nine 
thJbShgtst^’sJong sb°oting was 
offenceSof th® othlrwise P°or 
iof Eddie Rnh°V1^nce’ The absence 
vaderTthe early lead by the in- 
on basket uWlnners -lumped ahead 
Coming uS by Koiley and Beckwith, 
time intpr k stron® after the half 
slowly Teu iSSI°n f the Jale flve 
y rew away from Providence.
T . * * *
der inserter,6 game Coach Ken Loef- 
held Provid* 3 UtUte t6am that 
Joe Carp even‘a foul shotZ,HPnned 7e scoring with 
a long set tw03?1' Le° Davin sank 
Baskets bv r J few seconds later. 
with and Larr,° m Norton, Beck­
shots by Car>Z TvnJley' added to fOUl 
Put the Blue ^?le,s and- Beckwith 
(time. e ln the lead for the first 
Hagstrnm dtheCpH C0™er shot by A1 
spree with Kdi on a scoring 
and Beckwith ey-’ Doug McKellar 
to bring the J scoring almost at will 
scored fi]J and Hagstrom having 
d 80a’s for the visitors. S
In the closing minutes of the half 
Providence penetrated the Blues’ 
zone defence. Hagstrom dribbled ini 
to tally and was soon followed by,' 
Leo Ploski who shot from in close
Two foul shots by Ploski and one 
by Kelley brought the half time score 
to 21-17 in Yale’s favor.
Buddy Miles added two more 
points to the Blues’ total on a top 
off play three seconds after the sec­
ond half opened.
Beckwith sank a set shot, Norton 
added another and Carrol Frantz, 
brought the Blue score to 29 before'
the visiters tallied. Hagstrom, Plo- 
ski, and Davin dropped two pointers 
to put the Friars back in the scoring 
column.
Numerous off-sides and fouls were 
called by the officials which brought 
boos from the fans.
Numerous substitutions by “Gen­
eral” McClellan, Friars’ coach, could 
not stop the Blue attack, while the 
zone defence of the home team held.
In the dying minutes of the game 
Frantz, Duff and Kelley scored to 
bring the Yale total to 50.
The summary;
YALE PROVIDENCE
(50) COLLEGE <371G F P 1 ' •
Beckwith, If 4 1 9 Gallagher, if 1' Si'
Duff, If.. .. 2 0 4 Ploski, If.,..' 9 3 7
Kelley.- rf.. 5 2 12 Carew, rf... 0 1 1
Gilman, rf.. 0 0 0 Hagstrom, rf 6 0 12
Norton, c.... 4 1 9 Smith, c.... 2 0 4
Morton, c... 0 0 0 Deuse, c... n 0 n
Miles, ,lg... 2 3 7 Davin. Ig. * 3 1 7
Page, Ig.... 0 0 OSpinnler, lg.’ 2 0 4
Frantz, rg.. 2 1 5 Angelica, rg. 0 0 0
M’Kellar, rg 2 0 4 Murphy, rg.. 0 0 0
Totals .. 218 501 Totals ..16 5 37
, a?d Schroeder. Score athalf time, 21-17, in favor of Yale. Time— 
20-minute halves.
_ --------------------------------- _ __________<
Lrame played: February 24,1937
Bulldog Wins Fifth in Row
at Expense of P. C. Quintet
Yale Soon Overcomes Early 






Run Up 50-37 Win
BY FRANK KEYES
Playing without their ace center, Eddie Bobinski, former 
Hillhouse brilliant, a disorganized Providence, college court 
team proved easy prey last night for a not-too-impressive 
Yale team whose zone defense stood up well in a rough and 
poorly-played game. The final count was 50 to 37 with 1,000 
fans sitting in at the Payne Whitney gym. In the preliminary 
! contest Saybrook college walloped Jonathan Edwards, 27-10 
in an intra-college league frav. ...
It was sweet revenge for the Bull- •' 
dogs who were soundly trounced last 
year by Providence, 48-24 but as far 
as the spectators were concerned 
the only point of interest was the 
deadly long shooting of Gus 
strom, substitute Friar forward. Six 
times he swished the nets from a 
point far beyond the defense.
Larry Kelley was tied with Hag- 
strom for scoring honors at twelve 
each but the brunt of the Yale at­
tack was carried by Bob Beckwith, 
whose brilliant interceptions and 
accurate passes led to most of the 
Yale scores on quick breaks Piovi- 
dence used the man-to-man defense 
but played it loosely with frequent 
shifting of assignments that left EL 
shooters in the clear.
The visitors got off the- mark fast 
ond threw in three points hefore 
Miles opened the scoring for Yale 
with a free throw conversion. Me 
Keller’s basket gave Yale the lead 
for the first time at 8-7 and. they 
held this for the resit of the night
The squads. battled cJ°®el.y 
throughout She rest of the first half 
with Yale holding a 21-17 lead at 
the intermission.
Minus Eddie Bobinski, Friars Prove Easy, for 
Blue Shooters Before 1,000 at Payne Whit­
ney Amphitheatre; Hagstrom Otars. 
For Visitors.
Vale quickly drew away in the 
second half with only fine shooting 
by Hagstrom and Captain Leo Davin, 
former Hillhouse captain . who play­
ed before a home town audience for 
the last time in his collegiate career, 
keeping the Friars in the running.
At the halfway, mark Yale scored
■ even more frequently and soon held 
i a safe lead with Providence start­
ing to, give up their attempts to
I mofe the ball in close in favor of 
long shooting but for the most part 
these shots were wild.
With three minutes to play Coach 
Ken Loeffler began inserting subs 
who managed to bold the visitors 
on . even terms for the remainder of 
play.
It was the poorest performance of 
a Providence team here in many 
years and gave the impression that 
Eddie Bobinski is.a mighty impor­
tant. cog in their, machine- With 
Bobinski leading the way last year 
this sgme team doubled the Eli score 
yet, minus- him but with the other 
lour regulars in the lineup the team 
gave a poor show.
The lineup;
| ' Yale (50)
i G F Pts.
! Kelley, If ......................  5 :: 12
Gilman, if ........   0.0 3.
Beckwith, rf ................... 4 1 9
Duff, rf ...............  2 0 4
Norton, c ........................  4 1 9
Morton, c ........................ 0 0 0
. Miles fC.) Ig .................  2 3 7
■ Page, lg .......................... 0 0\ 0
Frantz, rg ................. 2 1 5
, McKellar, rg ..............:. 2 0 4
Totals .. . .......................21 8 50
Providence (37)
G F Pts. 
Gallagher, If .................  1 0 2
Ploski, If . ....................... 2 3 7
Carew, rf.,c ................... 0 1 . j
Hagstrom, rf ................. 6 0 12
Smith, c ........................ 2 0 4
Deuse, c ........................ 0 0 0
Davin (C.) lg ................. 3 1 7
Spinnler, lg .....................  2 0 4
Angelica, rg ................... 0 0 0
Murphy, rg ................... 0 0 0
Totals ............................16 4 37
Score at halftime, 21-17, Yale.
Referee, White; umpire, Schroeder. 
Time 20-minute halves.
Personal fouls—Yale, Kelley 2, 
Norton 2, Frantz. McKellar. Provi­
dence, Davin 3, Smith 2, Deuse 2, 
Ploski 2, Spinnler, Angelica, Murphy.
Free throws missed, Yale, Duff.. 
Norton, Morton, Frantz, Providence' 
Gallagher, Murphy.
Game played: February 24, 1937
To Face Friars Tonight On Court
William Lawler, left, and Capt. Dick Hebard of the Springfield College basketball forces, which are 
figured to give Providence plenty of worry about tonight at Harkins Hall where the shooters re- 




Gala Program Booked for 





ski returning- to the starting lineup, 
the Providence College ’varsity bas­
ketball team -will seek to score a 
win over the fast Springfield Col­
lege cagers at the Arena tomorrow 
night in what shapes up as one of 
the best court tilts of the current 
campaign. The Springfield team is 
tops in New England, with a record 
of 17 wins in 19 starts, and includes 
victory over both the Eriars and 
Rhode Island State in its string.
Defeated by five points at Spring­
field on Monday, Coach Ay McClel­
lan’s Friars will be out to avenge 
that setback and at the same time 
establish themselves as still a power 
to be considered in the awarding of 
New England Court laurels. A win 
over the Gymnasts would go a long 
way towards complicating the rat­
ing of the teams, and McClellan 
firmly believes that his charges are 
capable of upsetting the Springfield 
men on the local surface. In the 
past two years the teams have split 
in their series.
Much interest has been provoked 
in the planned staging of a short 
basketball game between the halves 
of the ’vasity game in which stud­
ents from Providence College will 
perform according to the rules and 
regulations that governed ’ the first 
basketball game. This novel idea 
was presented in Madison Square 
.Garden three weeks ago, and the 
novelty has proved a hilarious and 
yet interesting throwback on the de­
velopment of the now popular indoor 
court game. '
To top the fine evening’s enter­
tainment the Providence freshman 
team has lost but two games in 10 
starts, will face the fast Springfield 
College junior varsity in a prmim 
game starting at 7:30 o’clock. The 
freshmen won an exciting 34 to \ 
decision over the Springfield fresh­
men at the City of Homes last Mon-. 
day, and will be on edge to per­
form the feat against the Jayvees 
also.
With Ed Bobinski likely to get into 
the game, the Friars will go back 
into a lineup with Carlo Angelica 
teaming with Capt. Davin in the 
back court again, and Gus Hagstrom 
and Leo Ploski in the front court. 
During the absence of Bobinski, 
Smith has been jumping center, with 
Angelica taking his place at guard, 
and so effective has been the lat- 
1 ter’s work that Coach McClellan 
i plans to keep him in the starting 
: array.
With popular prices again in ef­
fect at the arena another capacity­
crowd such as attended the Rhode 
Island State games is expected to­
morrow night. The rivalry between 
the Friars and Spring-field is keen 
in all sports, and a win tomorrow 
night will be eagerly sought by each 
club. For Providence it will be a 
. decided step in recognition of New 
! England position as the season 
. wanes, while for Springfield a vic- 
i tory will definitely establish the 
Gymnasts as the best college outfit
t.bpCf its 18t)1 win of the eeason, 
leX h t,Paoe"6ettinS Springfield Col- 
idennaa^e,tba'11 team facee the Prov- 
Mmn 5° lege forces at the North 
shouMeLreet Arena tonight in what 
the one of the best games of
test l^yejt«eeason‘ The Prelim con- 
■gTthei for 7:30 p-m" brings t0" 
eombl Jhe Powerful Friar fresb.man ' 
leg£ inn’- and the Springfield Col- ; 
sity Hl? .,Yareity ‘earn. The var- ■ 
o’clock.1 W11 get etarted about 9 , 
W at, SPrin^?eld by a nar- i
contested"?.?? margin in a hotly ’ idence1 wi-ib uttle’ the Friars o£ Prov‘ 
series ? ■ Ve on ed^e to even the ! 
I Clellan t?night’ . and C°ach Al Mc- 
gation ?■, -Convinced that his aggre- 
a few high 16o1Capable of turning in 
anceJ r winning perform.
to UkeB n .Bob®61£i may be able 
night 6 Part ln ' the encounter to-
wuhRlR R STAR MAT play
Ben SmithT61?1 °Ut o£ the iineup 
centre of k T year fi captain and 
Will move ini T"1 tW° yeare ag0> 
Carl AnXi 1 pivot P061. with 
the baeif a doing the honors in 
outstandine0^’- Angelica was the 
SprmgfliT Friar ' m the test at 
deJen«ive ' tand hie fine Ground 
comment of ayn WOn the favorable 
tbe lineup lip1 Otherwise
Ha«etrom a„dUT be “ltact with Gus 
A’ar<le, XiW Leo Ploski at the for- 
; Ueual guard TP-’ ■ Le° Davin at his 
I sPringfield TItion'
opponent it udae outclassed every 
®a«tern and p .met except North- 
?ulled an Rutgere- The Huskies 
bymnasts, andP®°'tedKSUrpriS€ on the 
5®1 wonaerapd ,Goacb Ed Hickox is 
encounter. Am.hle lade lo6t that 
l?g teams of l\ereAone of the rank- 
fbree-poim- f.the East, eked out a 
DeCND>ei''t m at Springfield ’a«st 
t A nXhyTY GAME CARDED 
tonight when Tv a!eo carded, for 
dents Wjli S? Plcked groups of stu- 
basketbau atag.® a demonstration of 
go°d old da, 11 was played in the 
61de aM TT with nine men on a 
minute 0£ a®tlon packed into everv 
for T th6S/ea? ba,skete win
°°
5“5,C 





Scores Two Field Goals in 
Final Minute as Team Beats 
Springfield 39-35.
■J
Two successive field goals by 
-Charlie . Gallagher, Friar right for­
ward, in the last minute of play en­
abled the -Providence College bas­
ketball team to hand Springfield Col­
lege, leading New England quintet, 
its third setback in 20 games last 
night at the Rhode Island Auditorium 
before a slim crowd. The score was 
39 to 35.
The Friars were in front 22 to 11 at 
half time as Joe Carew led a swift 
attack in the first 20 minutes during 
which Providence easily outplayed 
the visitors. Not every Friar man­
oeuvre clicked in smooth fashion but 
the visitors found the Friars defence,. 
Capt. Leo Davin and Carlo Angelica: 
presiding, almost airtight.
Springfield found its scoring eye’ 
in the. second half and gradually nar­
rowed the Friars lead on accurate! 
shooting by Hebard, Meyers and 
Nuttall. With the visitors definitely: 
dominating the scoring, the crowd; 
was in a high state of excitement; 
as Roy Nuttall tied the score with 
little more than one minute of play 
remaining. j
Gallagher had entered the game, 
when four minutes of the contest 
were left. The Friars had missed on 
a number of shots since Gus Hag-i 
strom had netted the 34th and 35th 
points with six and one-half minutes 
to go. Springfield was trying hard 
to pass the Friars and both teams 
were finding difficulty in maintain­
ing their calm.
It fell to Gallagher to play the 
“hero” role and he responded in good 
fashion. The ball came to him from 
a tap in Springfield territory and ne 
wheeled and dribbled in close to the 
basket to sink the ball. Seconds later 
the ball came to him on a long pass 
from Hagstrom and Gallagher defi­
nitely assured victory by sinking an­
other close shot.
Joe Carew, who played the • best 
offensive game for the Friars, had 
the misfortune to fall in the second 
half and break a bone in his hand. 
The Friars lost half of their “stone­
wall” defence early in the second 
half when Carlo Angelica, who 
played a top-rate game, went out on 
four personal fouls. Springfield lost j 
its scoring ace, Capt. Dick Hebard,.; 
midway in the second period and j 
found this loss a big handicap in 
their closing surge.
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE (39) SPRINGFIELD (35)
* G F P G F P
Carew If.. 5 3 13 Phillips, If. .12 4
■ Gallagher, If 2 0 4 Wood, If.... 1 0 2
Hagstrom rf 4 0 8 Nuttall, rf.. 3 2 8
Ploski rf... 1 1 3 Hebard, c... 4 2 10
Smith, c.... 3 1 71 Hettier, c.... 1 0 2
Davin, Ig.... 0 0 0 Meyers, lg... 2 0 4
Murphy, Ig..O 0 0 Tracy, lg.... 0 1 11
Angelica, lg. 0 1 1 Lawler, rg... 2 0 4:
Spinnler, rg. 1 1 3 Knox, rg.... 0 0 0




FRESHMEN (45) JAYVEES (28)
» G. F. P. G. F. P.
Barnini. If. 2 0 4 Jackson, ff. 2 2 6
Paparelia. If 2 0 4 Bieber, If... 1 1 3
Malley, If- 0 0 Ogatt. rf....... 2 3 7
T.eo rf .. ■ • 6 1 13 Pero, rf.... 1 3 5
Galbert rf. 1 0 2 Eilers, c.... 1 0 2
Scovatto, rf. 0 0 0 Mattoon, c.. 0 0 0
Kwasn’skl, c 2 3 7 Clark, lg..... 1 0 2
Begley c... 0 0 0 Heinlen, Ig.. 0 0 0
Alexander, lg 2 2 6 Wicker, rg.. 0 0 0
Shattuck, lg 0 0 0 Purvis, rg... 1 1 3
Mezej'ski, lg 0 0 0
Sweeney, rg 4 0 8
Speckman, rg 0 11 _______
Total ... .19 *7  451 Total .... 9 10 28 
Referee—J- W. Kennelly. Time—Four 10- 
minute periods^__
Game played: February 27, 1957
Joe Carew, Providence College forward, lias just missed a try for 
a basket and Ben Smith, No. 24 of P. C., and Hettier, No. 28 of 
Springfield, are snown fighting for possession of the ball in the 
first half of their game at the Rhode Island Auditorium last night. 
Providence College won the game 39-35.
Providence Evens Its
Series With Maroons
Joe Carew Big Gun in Lineup as Friars Hand Local 
College Third Defeat of Season
--------------------------------
Providence, R. I., Feb. 27—Providence college evened its series with 
Springfield college’s baSketeers at the arena here tonight before a 
capacity crowd when Charles Gallagher tossed in two baskets in the 
last minute of play to. break a 35-all deadlock and give the Friars the 
game by 39 to'35. Tt was.the third defeat for the visitors in 20 games, 
this year. The visitors fought a brilliant uphill battle in the last half, 
after trailing 22 to 11 at the middle mark, and two quick baskets b;y
Roy Nuthall put the teams on even 
.terms. One of these was a shot from 
under afid the other from the center of I 
the court.. . -
Friars Lead at Half
.The Friars-were-in front; 22 to 11, 
at- half time as Joe Carew, led a swift 
attack , in the first 20 minutes during 
which. Providence easily outplayed the 
: visitors. _ Not every Friar maneuver 
■ clicked in smooth fashion but the 
! visitors found the Friars’ defense, 
Capt Leo Davin and Carlo Angelica . 
presiding, almost airtight.
Springfield found its scoring eye 
i in the second half and gradually nar­
rowed the Friars’ lead on accurate 
! shooting by Hebard, Meyers and Nut- 
J tall._ With the visitors definitely 
dominating _ the scoring, the crowd 
: was in a high state of excitement as 
Roy Nuttall tied the score with lit­
tle more than one minute of play re­
maining.
Gallagher had entered the game 
. when four minutes of the contest 
were left.. The Friars had missed on 
a number of shots since Gus . Hag­
strom had netted the. 3'4th and 35th 
points' with. 6% .' minutes to go. 
Springfield was trying hard to- pass 
i the Friars and both teams were find- 
l ing great difficulty in maintaining 
; their ealrh.
It -fell to Gallakher ' to play the 
; “hero” role and he responded in good 
-fashion. The ball came to him from 
i a tap, in Springfield territory and he 
, wheeled and dribbled in close t'o the 
basket to sink the ball. Seconds later 
the ball came to him; on a long pass 
from. Hagstrom and Gallagher defi­
nitely assured victory by sinking an­
other close shot.
Joe Carew, who played the best 
offensive game of the night, for thej
Friars, had the misfortune to fall if 
the second half and break a bone ii 
his hand. The Friars lost half o. 
their “stonewall” defense early in th< 
second half when Carlo Angelica 
who played a top-rate game, went 
out on four . personal fouls. Spring­
field lost its scoring ace, Capt Dick 
Hebard, midway in the second period 
and found this loss a big handicap 
in their closing surge. The score: —
Providence College Springfield
B F Pt B F Pt
Hagstrom. rf 4 0 8! Meyers, lg 2 0 4
Ploski, rf 1 1 3| Tracy, lg Oil
Carew, If 5 3 13| Knox, lg 0 0 0
Gallagher, If 2 0 4| Lawjgr, rg 2 0 4
Smith, c 3 1 7| Hebard, c 4 2 10
Angelica, rg 0 1 1| Hettier, c 10 2
Spinner, rg 11 31 Phillips, If 12 4 
Davin, lg 0 0 0|Wood, If 10 2
Murphy, lg 0 0 0| Nuthall, rf 3 2 8
Totals 16 7 301 Totals 14 7 35
Referees, Parker and Winter. Time, two 
20-miriute halves.
Providence Frosh Springfield Javees
B F.Pt B F Pt
Leo, rf 6 1 13 Clark, lg 10 2
Galper, rf 10 2 Heinlen, lg 0 0 0
Scovatto, rf 0 0 0 Wicker, rg 0 0 0
Bafnini, If 2 0 4 Purvis, rg 113
Paparella, If 2 0 4 Eilers, c 10 2
Malley. If 0 0 0 Mattoon, c 0 0 0
Kwas'ski, c 2 3 7 Jackson, If 2 2 6
Begley, c 0 0 0 Bieher, If 11 -3
Sweeney, rg 4 0 8 Hatt, rf 2 3 7
Speckman, rg 0 1 1 Pero, rf 13. .c
Alexander, lg 2 2 6
Shattuck, lg 0 0 0
MeB’ski, lg .0 0 0
Totals 19 7 45 Totals 9 10 21
Referee, J. W. Kennelly. Time, four 10- 
minute periods.




Meets St. John’s and Seton 
Hall Over Week-end; McGee 
Plans Workouts.
With its second game with Rhode 
Island State only 10 days away the 
Providence College basketball team 
will face the Redmen of St. John’s 
University at Brooklyn, N. Y., and! 
the Seton Hall College quintet at! 
East Orange. N. J., on the coining 
week-end. The Providence College 
Freshmen will play the Newport 
Naval Training Station tomorrow 
night in their only game of the week.
The Friars will conclude their 
j regular season on March 13 with the 
I annual doubleheader with the 
■ Brown University teams in the 
I Brown Gym. As soon as weather 
and ground conditions will permit 
Head Coach Joe McGee will move 
his football squad outdoors for a 
spring practice session of from three 
to four weeks.
A favorable turn in the weather 
will also be the signal for Coach Jack 
Egan to launch his baseball pro­
gram. The baseball plavers have 
been seen more frequently on the 
sidelines at the daily basketball 
practices, and the urge to begin 
tossing the ball around has been 
growing since the showing of the 
baseball picture and the talks on 
baseball bv Bob Quinn of the Boston 
Bees and Jack Egan of the Friars.
Hagstrom Scores 22 Points
but Friars Lose 44 to 37
St. John’s Team Holds Early 
Acquired Lead in Brook­
lyn Game.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 5—Al­
though Gus Hagstrom scored 22 
points, the Providence College bas­
ketball team was handed a 44 to 37 
setback by St. John’s College here 
tonight.
Providence, kept within close dis­
tance of the Redmen throughout. The 
I only time the Friars held the lead 
was during the first minute, when 
Ben Smith opened the socring.
St. John’s soon took an 8 to .3 lead, 
but the Friars rallied, and five min­
utes before the end of the first half 
trailed by only twjp points, 13 to 11. 
St. John’s began td.blick again and it 
took a 24 to 14 advantage at half­
time.
Hagstrom’s scoring kept the Fri­
ars in the battle during the second
half. Ten minutes from the end they 
trailed by only six points, 38 to 32, 
but the Redmen staged the stronger
The Friars will play Seton Hall 
College in East Orange, N. J., to­
morrow night.
The summary:
ST. JOHN’S (44) PROVIDENCE (37) 
G. F. P. vx. r. r.
Bush If ...5 2 12 Ploski, If.... 0 3 3
Ward If.... 0 0 0 Gallagher, If 0 1 1
Shanley, rf.. 3 0 6| Hagstrom, rf.10 2 22
Polzer, rf... 0 0 0 Smith, c.... 0
Palmer c.. 4 5 13 Deuse, c... • J ~ y
Dolgofl c. . 0 0 0 Aneglica lg. 3 0 6
Gorman lg. 4 1 9 Murphy, lg.. 0 0 0Morn'inelloflg 0 0 0 Davin, rg... 1 1 3
T lovd rg 2 0 4 Spinnler. rg. Oi l
Amorosof rg._0 _0 _0 Farley, rg. . _0 _0 _O
Totals ...18 8 44l Totals ...14 9 37
Referees—Walsh and Murray*
Jame played: March 5,1957




P. C. Basketball Team Stages 
Belated Rally but Drops 
Game 45-35.
!
(Special to the Providence Journal) J
Orange, N. J., March 6.—With a 
' last-half uprising falling short of its 
mark, the Friars of Providence Col­
lege bowed to Seton Hall, 45 to 35, 
here tonight.
Paced by Ed Sadowski, freshman 
i sensation, the Pirates jumped to a 
quick lead, and held it throughout. 
The six-foot, six-inch centre, in ad­
dition to controlling the tap, was the 
spearhead of the homesters’ offence, 
scoring 18 points.
At one point in the first half, the 
Pirates had a 25-8 lead, but the Fri­
ars put on a spurt in the final few 
minutes to score six points in quick 
succession on shots by Deuse, Farley i 
■Slid Spinnler.
Seton Hall started fast after inter­
mission! and with only a few minutes 
left to play had 20 points advantage. 
Here Providence seemed to find its 
shooting eyes and swept the home- 
' sters off their feet with a great pass­
ing game. The final gun stopped the 
impending rally.
The summary:
SETON HALL (45) | PROVIDENCE (35) 
G. F. P. G. F. P.
lafelfce, rf.. 4 1 9 Hagstrom, rf. 2 0 4
Onorato, rf. 0 0 0 Ploski, If.... 3 0 6
Parpan, If... 1 2 4 Gallagher If. 2 2 6
Reynolds, If.. 1 o 2 Smith, c.... 1 0 2
Sadowski, c.. 6 0 12 Deuse. c.... 3 0 6
DeLosa, c...O 0 0 Angelica, lg. 0 3 3
'■ Zayeck, rg.. 5 1 11 Murphy. Ig.. 0 0 0
Madden, rg. 0 0 0 Davin, rg. . . 1 3 5
Coyle, rg... 1 1 3 Farley, rg... Oil
McNally, lg. 1 o 2 Spinnler, rg. 0 2 2
Maurer, lg. .000 
Finnerty, lg. 0 1 1
Pursell, lg.. 0 1 1
Totals ...19 7 45 Totals ...12 1135
Kingston Game Wednesday
May Decide State Crown
By MICHAEL J. THOMAS
College basketball will reach 
journey’s end in Rhode Island this I 
week with two games involving a'l 
three major college teams.
Providence College will compete 
in both contests, opposing Rhode Is-1 
land State at Kingston Wednesday) 
and Brown at Brown Gymnasium 
Saturday.
Chief interest centres in the cham­
pionship game between Providence 
and State. The Rams, who have
won all three of their contests in the 
State title series, already are as­
sured of lat least a tie for the crown.
If the Eriars beat the Rams in; 
their return tilt, they will beconie 
deadlocked for the title, assum’ng 
of course, that the Friars defeat 
Brown in their finale. The Bears, 
beaten twice by the Rams, are def-; 
initely out of the running.
It has been learned that all poss:- 
bilities of the Rams and the Fria’S 
playing a third game, in case they 
tie for the crown, have vanished.
♦ ♦ ♦
Frank Keaney. State athletic direc-' 
tor and basketball coach, said last 
night that State, under no condition, 
would play a third game.
“We already will have played 21 
games, three over the limit allowed 
us by the faculty, and that makes it 
impossible for us to extend our 
schedule.” said Keaney.
“The faculty made a special ruling 
to allow us to play 21 games this 
season because of the formation of 
the New England Conference, rf 
which we are a member,” added 
Keaney.
Keaneyi who will leave on Friday 
for Chicago to attend the National 
Basketball Coaches’ Association 
meeting, believes that the game with 
'the Friars will result in a close score. 
Keaney highly regards the ability 
of the Friars.
♦ ♦ ♦
“Providence has a fine team, one 
that will force us to play at top speed 
I over the route,” he said.
“I will not make a prediction as 
to the outcome, but I will say that 
we welcome the opportunity to play 
Providence, and I look forward to a 
keen battle between what appears 
as two fairly evenly matched teams.”
Rhode Island, which defeated the 
Friars 63 to 54 in their first clash at ' 
the Auditorium, will enter the game 
1 a slight favorite to win. The Rams, 
who have won their last 13 starts and 
18 of 20 games, will have the strong­
est claim for the New England 
championship if they topple the Fri­
ars again.
Sport Reaches Journey’s End 
with This Week’s Games.
Bears Meet P. C.
Their record is far superior to that 
of the Friars, who have lost 10. of 
their 20 starts, but the Friars are 
stronger than their record would in­
dicate. Providence’s veteran team 
has failed to measure up to expec­
tations. but it may be said of the 
Friars that with few exceptions they 
have played high calibre basketball.
* * *
At times the Dominicans have 
played championship basketball, as 
was the case in their game with 
Springfield College. Some of their 
defeats may be traced to a difficult 
schedule of games, most of which 
were played away from home. The 
home floor advantage is an important 
factor in basketball, generally re­
garded as equivalent to 10 points.
The Friars are determined to even 
the score with the Rams and im­
provement in their play is expected. 
Victory will atone for some of their 
setbacks. As a matter of fact, the 
“season” depends upon the outcome 
of the game.
Providence has the advantage in 
heights and experience. Most of the 
: Friar regulars have been teammates 
' for three seasons, but the Rams, 
. playing as a unit for the first time, 
i have shown better teamwork. At 
: least that was the case in their first 
i clash.i ♦ * *
The Friars are weak “finishers,” 
I while the Rams have won most of 
their contests with late offensive 
drives. In their first clash, the Friars | 
decisively outplayed the Rams dur-' 
ing the early stages and appeared 
headed toward an easy victory, but 
they weakened in the stretch, while 
the Rams closed strongly. Weak 
finishes also have cost the Friars 
other games.
— - * , TVX—Z11-11  . • .» — .
Coacn Ai mgvieuan oi tne i'riau 
has intimated that he may reC® 
Fred Collins for duty against ' 
Rams. Providence has been w<La , 
ened by the loss of Joe Carew, P < 
Belliveau and Ed Bobinski. three 
the leading members on the s9u3 .' 
Collins dropped basketball ng}, 
mid-season to conserve his en®. jS 
for baseball, but unless Bobins* ’ 
ready for service against the 
he possibly will be drafted- 
plays both centre and guard. (|1S
Bobinski’s injury necessitated 
shift of Ben Smith from guaili 
centre. Carl Angelica replaced 
at guard. Gus Hagstrom is p'3L- 
at forward in place of Carew, te‘fjes 
ing up with Leo Ploski and C‘13 
Gallagher.
* * * . jfeKeaney will rely on the sa®“ (e’5 
players who have comprised 
best team in years. Jack Messi®3 js, 
Ed Tashjian will be tils' f°1,"' jji>’ 
Chet Jaworski, centre, and 
Wright and Morris Fabricant, jaS!
Sophomore Jaworski’s pM (Je 
been one of the highlights 
season in New England. 
who has tallied 297 points in 
has virtually clinched the Ne'v jacK 
land scoring championship- eJrs 
Messina, with 265 points, ^yia3 
assured of second place and ceof 
with 239 points, has a' good ch3 
taking third place. State jjes3 
established another record 1 
players capture the first ,thre 
tions in the New England 
race. -jt W
Defeat from the Friars "'jjii'3’! 
costly to the Rams, insofar a® rjF' 
deprive them of undispute , 
to .the State and New Engl3'3 jjj iL 
tional titles, but even defeat 
alter their rank as one of jCc 
colorful and ablest New Engd 
lege teams of all time.
« « » J
Although the Bears s^°j''s 
improvement against Rh° 
: State, the Friars are heavy 1‘ 
, to win their game for the 
lege championship. . g L
Brown followers, f belieV\ji>r £ 
their team will still show furj()g 
provement, are not conce gKj 
game to the Friars. There J 
erable interest in the conte 
usual capacity crowd is e^P 
attend.
KEANEYMEN MUST WIN ONE
SAME TO CAPTURE CROWN
Bobinski May Play with
Dominicans in Second
Game with Springfield 
Here Saturday
BY JOE NUTTER
+i,?b°de IsIand State College con- 
tho fll Jn^rily alons on her way to 
k,=. L- I? 1P,ew England Conference 
ltvkofbM tiUe by defeatin§ Univer- 
ni«ht o^aine’ 64'38- at Orono las‘ 
wUh-' triumPh left the Rams 
i with six-.consecutive triumphs in the 
Conference race. Rhode Island meets 
Kino!t°ndoPlaCe Connecticut team at 
Dlace Saturday- and the fourth- 
at Dn^SW HamPshlre team tonight 
ud the ram; befOTe actuaIly chalking 
PP the Conference title triumph. The 
warn must win one of the two games 
°ay01d a Possible tie with Connecti­
cut for first honors.
Sorinfc C°llege fel1 before 
thP nSfi^ d’ 38‘33- at Springfield, and 
<?nri„’«C- freshmen defeated the 
Springfield first year team, 34-32. 
Rr^artn}°Utb freshmen defeated the 
resbmen ’n the Alumni Day 
44-24 10n al: ^be ®rown Gymnasium,
| rams maintain 
scoring average
r, Jm!.Ode frtand State maintained her 
ho d ;an(ta-half-a-minute drive in 
Bparc- 11 e upPer hand on the Maine 
tatm-e. 3 way. Some 3000 spec- 
sharnsh3^ the wizardry of the Ram 
dothUfi0ters as three invaders hit 
nointo Sgures- Messina gathered 19 
Chet t Tashi‘an 17, and . Eliot, 10. 
and hJaW?rski was closely covered 
noint= d t? be cohtent with seven 
scorele.and Partlngton was ’held 
Fabricant T11§ht gOt four 
Rogers Of m r’ and McCar.thy, three.
i Maine was high scorer1 
with 10 points. Rhode Island Stat, 
led, 35 to 12, at the half.
The N. E. Conference standing: 
W. L. pc 
Rhode Island State.......... 6 o i
Connecticut State.............. 5 2 7i<
Maine .................................. 3 4 '49c
• New Hampshire...................2 4 ’33-
^Northeastern ...................... 1 7 *12j
♦ * ♦
Spring field rose to defensive 
heights in holding the Friars to 
the comparatively low score, but 
the game was listless as neither 
team could maintain a consistent 
offensive drive. The teams were 
deadlocked at 16-aII in the first 
half, but Springfield pulled 
steadily away in the second half. 
The Friars’ revamped lineup 
proved a decided handicap in 
meeting a fine Indian team. Four 
players were lost to the two 
teams on fouls, including Carlo 
Angelica and Leo Ploski of P. C., 
and Capt. Hebard and Bill Law-' 
ler of the Maroons.
* * *
Nels Phillips of Springfield scored 
16 points,'Nuttall, 10; and Hebard 
eight. For P. C„ Hagstrom. Davin,’ 
and Ploski scored seven points each 
and Ben Smith tallied eight for high 
honors for the invading forces Gal­
lagher and Carew got ■ two each. 
Leo with 10 points, was high scorer 
for the Friar freshmen.
BOBINSKI MAY 
i PLAY SATURDAY
The report from St. Joseph’s Hos­
pital this morning was to the effect 
that Ed Bobinski's ankle ■ is not 
broken. Hopes are held that he will 
be in the Friar lineup against 
Springfield at the Auditorium Sat­
urday. ---A. 4, *
Score Tied 38-38 When
P. C. Converts Four Tries
^ame played.:
narch 10,1957
BY F. C. MATZEK '
Displaying an utter dlsf^.ard t°g ar 
R. I. State's attempt to clf^%°/I a ’ f0 
highly successful season With anoth- 
er victory, an underdog 
College quintet, paced byCaga’to; bl 
Leo Davin, upset the Bai.. 2 r fr 
38 before a record gathering 01 
1123 fans on State’s’home court at; vi 
Kingston last night. kl
The ’Varsity triumph by the Fri- 
ars followed a 37-35 victory regis­
tered by the Providence treshmen ri
over the State yearlings n the pie
liminary and brought a ^ean sweep u 
of the evening’s .laurels to the court . 
forces from Smith Hill. _ . k
The victory for the big Domini- l
setback at the hands of the Rarm f
and nut the Friars in line to claim t
a tie for the State intercollegiate 
basketball title. They play Brown 
on Saturday night in the seasons 
finale for both clubs.
♦ * *
Last night’s defeat was a bitter 
pill for the high-flying Keaneymen 
to take. It cut a victory string at 
13 straight and virtually popped the 
Rams into second place in its battle 
for the mythical New England crown, 
although it left State with a sea-' 
sorfs mark of 18 triumphs and three, 
losses Springfield has an identical 
record, but claims an edge on the 
Kingston quintet because of a vic­
tory over the latter. , .
There were a few individual 
honors left for the Rams after the 
i! Friars had taken the main prize, but 
the edge wah dulled^Chet Jaworski, 
aCeH°. thdmKgascorer boosted his sel 
13Ud mml toioi points to shatter 
the ali-time^State record set by Jack 
Xancis Martin with 294 last winter. 
The Ram centre and forward also 
captured high scoring honors of the 
gaStatXt'teammscoring total for the' 
season just missed the 1300-mark set 
by the Rams as their goa at the out­
set of the season. Last night s 38 
points, added to 1157 compiled in 20 
previous games brought the season s 
mtal to 1195. which nonetheless sur 
nasses by a wide margin the previ­
ous all-time high of 918 set a year
I aS0, * * *
nr, 
“Dd,‘"S«eS r;
tingent in the forefront as the Provi­
dence scoring leader-with 11pom s- 
—the Friars turned in an exception X neat performance m finishing 
faster than their rivals. _
nonors with the Fna^- ‘ 
dain were a brace of reserve brilli 
nts Gallagher and Collins. Their 
oremost contributions to the game 
were four baskets from the foul line 
equally distributed between efo, that ag 
roke a 38-38 .deadlock two minutes. .- ,,th;
om the end...01 the game and .pro-, 
vided the Friars with their margin of c0 
ictory. Both were instrumental in an
eeping the Friars in the ball game at 
before that brilliant finish, too. ;fo
Angelica, another of the Friar .ar- th 
av of star reserves, also played an ar 
important part in the Dominican tri- 
mph. Moving into the rear court jn 
in place of Davin, who relieved P os- d( 
ki at a forward berth, Angelica, eE 
hooped four shots from the floor and > b( Srom the foul line for an eve-! k 
ning’s total of nine points, a mark tl 
that was bettered by. Davin alone of k 
his Friar mates. tl
Keen defensive work likewise 
played an important part in the 
Friar success. State had compar - a 
tivelv few chances at set-up shots, so & 
close were the Rams guarded when y 
they got within scoring distance Al- , 
together the Friars connected with 
16 out of 69 shots from the floor and } 
10 out of 14 from the foul line, while 
StS eounled on 13 orf of 7= ». a ‘ 
goal tries and on but 12 out of 23 tree < 
th Wright started the Rams out in 1 
■■ .front with a field goal as the,SalH 
started but Ploski soon evened it up . 
with a double-decker and Davin put 
> toe v^tors in front with a foul shot. 
‘ .Ploski tied- the count,at 5^1.1 a mo- : 
t ment later, and Davin led another
Friar rally at the halfway mark to 
deuce the tal'iy at 8-all.
Messina, Jaworski and Tashjian 
then stormed out ahead to pick up ; 
k nine successive points and a 17 to 8 
r. lead within a few minutes of the end 10 ! of the half. Friar reserves .entered
ie the game at that point and with Har­
vey Angeli, .1 and Gallagher scoring 
ie- fulled up to 15-17 at halftime, 
et Continuing the same pace> and 
.1- with the same lineup that finished 
38 the first half the Friars jumped out 
20 ahead on two field goals by Colling 
fs as the final period opened. Dav n 
u> boosted it to 20-17 before Jaworski 
A- cut in with one point on a foul, 
lar Davin and Angelica then bumped it 
un to 25-18 but Jaworski cut in 
Zito this time with four points.
s But s*  £°SiSW
as from "the floor while Angelica, was 
zin contributing one field goal and the 
on- Friars were in front 31-22 A coun- 
M- ter rally led by Fabricant j M 
ints- Wright. JaX±s sent StSe out in 
tog' ?ron?34-33 within five minutes of the 
1 end of the battle.
Angelica put the Friars in front 
ain at 35-34 and Smith added to 
' at margin with three more points. 
’■But once again Fabricant headed 
ounter rally and with Tashjian as 
 able helper deadlocked the count 
t 38-38. But a foul against Tashjian 
(followed and Gallagher fidgeted on 
’■the foul line as Coach Keaney. the 
rbiters and -official scorers argued ; 
the legality of Partington’s re-entry ; 
i to the game at that point. The 
: elay didn’t dim the Friar stars 
agle-eye. however, and he snared, 
oth of his free throws. Collins fol- ■ 
lowed with another brace of free 
throws and the game was over shor -; 
ly after he had boosted the count to 
the final high of 42 for toe Friars as .
' against 38 for the Rams.# * *
The prelim was a busy and rugged 
ffair in which the Friar, yearlings - 
set the pattern for their ’Varsity 
mates by pulling out from a 19-1 ( 
deficit at halftime. Barnini, Leo and 
Kwasniewski were the Dominican 
leaders. Petro, Godowski and Lov- 
eitt were the Ramlet leaders.
One mishap marred the prelim 
contest, Alexander, one of the Friar 
yearling regulars being forced out 
of action with a dislocated elbow m 
■ the fourth period.
The summaries:
PROVIDENCE (42), | R. I. STATE (381 p 
Hagstrom,if. 2 0 4|Messlna. If.. 4 ? 7 
Gallagher, If 0 3 3| Tashjian. rf. 3 x (l 
Ploski, rf.. 2 0 4 Elliott, rf... 0 14|
1 Deuse c... 0 0 0 Jaworski, c. If i ° 4glrvey. c. . 1 0 2 Wright, lg,. 2 0 *
Smith, lg, c. 1 1 Sl.Fabricaht., rg 3 J 2
1 Collins, lg... 2 2 6| Part’on. rg. c 1 “ 05 Davin, rg, rt 4 3 HiMcCartiiy, rg 0
j Angelica, rg 4 _1 _9| — — 38
1 Total ...16 10 421 Total 43 
Referees—Winters and Feldman.
’ . Two 20-minute periods. ctaTE
PROVIDENCE I R: I- 
g ’40 (37) p 40 J?. 7-
Kwas’ski, If O' 7 7!Godowskt K 2 ’ 0
d Spechman. If 0 0 0|Duranleau, If 0 0 ,0 :
, Barnini, rf. 4 3 lUSmit1,. if. • ■ x 0 ?
 paparella, rf 0 0 01 Haute, rf. d 0
it Leo c......... 5 1 11 Petro, c... - “ 0 j1S Scavatto, c.. 0 0 0 Relnh ter. ® j 2 "
Sweeney..lg- 2 0 4-Loveitt. lg- 0 0 »
n Begiev, lg... 0 0 0 Green, [g .- V 1 •>
Alexan’er, rg 1 2 4 Bloom, ’g
lj. Galpert. fg.jO _« _£ -- A 35
it Totals. ?. .12 13,3T Totals ■ ■ ’'Tinie-
Referee-Hack/and Sullivan.
Ln four 10-minute periods.
Fabricant Scores for the Rams
But the efforts 
of Fabricant and his State College basketball mates weren’t quite good enough to offset 
a final counter spurt by the Providence College varsity at Kingston last night and the Friars upset the 
Rams 42 to 38. Collins, No. 11, was one of the Friar heroes. Two foul throws by him, coupled with
two more by Gallagher, close tothe end of the game gave providence its winning margin.
FRIARS TRIP STATE 42-38,
MR. KEANEY ISN’T PLEASED
Just as Providence College went ahead of Rhode Island State 
in their basketball game at Kingston last night, Coach Frank 
Keaney of the Rams raised his fist and lifted his voice. The 
Friars were not scared however, for they stayed ahead and won
Games played: March 10, 1937
Friars Crush Rams
Hopes for Claim to
New England Court Crown
P.C. WHS KINGSTON GAME
BEFORE CAPACITY CROWD
Fouls Give Friars 42-38
Edge. — Jaworski Ends
Season with 301 Points
to Set Record
But in the main, this embattled 
Friar team kept the playing tempo 
on even keel all the way, the de­
fence was tight, and the scoring 
punch was provided in the final mo­
ments when it was most needed. 
While Leo Davin was the outstand­
ing man for the Friar cause, a 
couple teeth-shattering long tom 
; shots by “Lefty Tom” Collins did 
' plenty to put the Friar in the run­
ning. And the second most effective 
man for the Friar cause was Carlo 
Angelica.
Rhode Island pulled out to a 17-8 
: lead in the initial half, only to 
falter in the stretch and stand still 




Coming back, Providence used 
shots by Collins, Davin and Angelica' 
to pull out to a 31-22 lead. Then P.| 
C. led, 33-30, 38-34 and 38-37, before- 
■ Rhode Island finally pulled up to tie 
the score at 38-all.
• ♦ ♦
rte t^Proy?deJcee
S^a.snn ^he greaind- u .°^e§e team qil£inMcr>efwN1Sht °f the‘ 
ing p *° nship honU N!w England 
A>O1^.42P38 °LaJlght- 
th$ j>a 0ttsge j?r / Provi-
—  ----- — ------- ; - -s
season with a total of 301 points, or 
seven more than J. F. Martin’s all- 
time record. John Messina closed 
his career with 269 for this year, and 
Ed Tashjian collected 237 for the 
year, a mark that left him 11 short 
of Pringle’s third place position in 
the New England standing. And the 
attendance figures of 1823 established 
an all-time high for the Kingston 
Gymnasium.
* * ♦
■ But Providence College won 
the game. Al McClellan en­
trusted a liberal portion of the 
play to a group of reserves who 
teamed up with big Leo Davin to 
display a brand of basketball 
that surpassed anything shown 
j in recent weeks. The Friars had 
I a smooth-passing game that was 
i used effectively to stem the reck­
less pace of the Ram. And 
Rhode Island definitely had j 
passed her peak. She missed 11 
fouls, failed on enough setups to 
have won the game, and found 
her passing game cut off by the 
driving, ever-alert Friar stal­
warts.
^ar m* en Seated'
The m® the Sweep 37‘35> to !
aratert . gJn of .
two ga2lctor and vannlnts that seP- 
rnargin ef just about quished in the fourgln diffeXTe Se!’od out £ 
>it ;8X ProXbee tWeen 
tour fri, game on +k nce won tn &
•’**■>««
SEas<>N wtCNDs. Just to !^IT® 3°1
Oere ai-p ,, EeeP the 
enutne°ate°f iheitem^ straiSht 
>a»ie. », r^ted as r~„Otn,s that might I ?"«u*  <&>£ I 
1 Sames. '®as°n with 18 J uer m°st'
That tie came witn uuw ».-~ 
utes left to play, and the fight 
to come tsp the hill from behind 
had taken a tremendous amount 
of energy and strength out of the 
Ram players. With the score tied, 
Ed Tashjian had his fourth foul 
called and was bowed out as Gal­
lagher sunk both points for the 
40-38 advantage.
* ♦ 41
Then, with both teams fighting des­
perately, Fabricant was called on a 
i foul and Collins added two more 
i points, and the Friar was out ahead, 
: 42-38. With 35 seconds left to play, 
Rhode Island called time out, and 
then in a final desperate effort tried 
j to pull up. But Providence held the 
I ball and even threatened more than 
Rhode Island, and a moment later the t 
gun boomed out he Providence con­
quest and the break of Rhode Island’s 
long winning streak.
Providence College’s superior 
height was a vital factor in deter­
mining the game. Coach Frank Kea- 
ney used his reserves sparingly, Al 
McClellan used his through, extend­
ed periods of time. And it is to the 
credit of the Friar reserves that they 
did not fail in the crtiical stage of 
the game. While Providence had no 
unit, of five men capable of matching 
the driving pace of the home fire, the 
Friar had enough men so that five 
did not have to make that effort.
GAME IS KEPT
WELL IN HAND
The varsity game was kept well in 
;hand by Officials Winters and Feld- 
Iman, but Sullivan and Hack let the 
I Freshman game get out of. hand on 
several occasions. The partisan feel­
ings of the contender's overflowed; 
on one or two instances, and that 
game generally was rough and in­
adequately handled. Alexander, 
Friar freshman star, got a dislocated 
elbow during the closing stages of 
the preliminary game.
♦ ♦ *
The crowd was so great that it 
hampered the play of the teams. 
A line of fans 150 yards long -had 
formed outside the gymnasium 
during the afternoon, but the 
doors were not opened until 5:00 
o’clock. The Rhode Island stu­
dents took over the balcony in 
short order and by 6:00 o’clock, 
all available space in the seats 
downstairs had been taken.
» * ♦
The doors were closed to all but 
! ticket-holders a few minutes after 
i six as State troopers took over the: 
■ handling of the crowd. Late ticket-1 
holders were seated in chairs around [ 
the court, the ends were lined with, 
standees and figuratively and liter-: 
ally speaking, there wasn’t any space. 
left in the hall.
Jaworski scored 14 points, Tash­
jian eight, Fabricant, six; Wright, 
‘four; Messina, four; and Partington, 
two. Davin got 11 for the Friars, An­
gelica, nine; Hagstrom and Ploski, 
four each; Gallagher, three; Harvey, 





Player. Type of Shot Island. College.
Wright, long1 tom .................... 2 0
Ploski, short side............................. 2 2
Davin, foul on Tashjian................ 2 3
Jaworski, foul on Deuse.................. 3 3
Jaworski, foul on Davin (tech.).. 4 
Messina, foul on Davin ............ .. 5 3
Ploski, long side............................... 5 5
Jaworski, long front........................ 1 5
Jaworski, foul on Smith .............  8 5
Davin, short side ......................... 8 7
Davin, foul on Fabricant.............. 8 8
Messina, foul on Hagstrom.......... 9 8
j Jaworski, long tom ...................... 11 8
I Messina, shirt side . .................... 13 8
Tashjian, short front ..................15 8
Tash’ian. short front.....................17 8
Harvey, long tom ........................17 10
I Angelca, tip-in ... 17 12
I Gallagher, foul on Wright .......... 17 13
1 Angelica, short front ..................17 15
SECOND HALF
Collins, long tom ................ .....17 17
Collins, long tom ..........................17 19
Jaworski, foul on Harvey .,>...18
Davin, foul on Jaworski...........18 20
Davin, short front ........................ 18 22
Angelica, tip-in ........................... 18 2'4 i
. Angelica, foul on Messina............. 18 25
Jaworski, foul on Angelica.......... 19 25
Jaworski, foul on Angelica........... 20 25
Jaworski, tip-in ......................... 22 25
Davin, short side ....................... 22 27
Hagstrom, long tom.................   22 29
Davin, long front........................... 22 31
Wright, set-up ............................... 24 31
Fabricant, set-up ....................... 26 31
Partington, set-up ..................... 28 31
Jaworski, foul on Ploski.............  29 31
Jaworski, foul on Ploski...............  30 31
Hagstrom, long tom ...................  30 33
Fabricant, set-up ....................... 32 33
Tashjian, long side.................  34 33
Angelica, short side ................... 34 35
Smith, foul on Partington........... 34 3(5
Smith, set-up ...............................  34 38
Fabricant, set-up........................... 36 38
Tashjian, foul on Angelica.......... 37 38
Tashjian, foul on Angelica...........  38 38
• Gallagher, foul on Tashjian.........  38 39
Gallagher, foul on Tashjian.........  38 40
Collins, foul on Fabricant........... 38 41
Collins, foul on Fabricant...........  38 42
Final ..............................   38 42

Friars, Bruins Close R. I.
Collegiate Court Season
V I 'I  Tuun. HIM   »■ 1     
Tomorrow Night
Dominican Head Mentor
Likely to Start Top
Array Against Coach
Kahler’s Team
BY F. C. MATZEK
The- intercollegiate basketball sea­
son in Rhode Island comes to an end 
tomorrow night at Brown gym, 
where the Brown Bears and Provi­
dence College Friars collide in a 
State series test that climaxes the 
season for both contingents. Yearling 
representatives of both schools are 
scheduled to meet in the prelim, as 
they, too, close out their 1936-’37 
campaigns.
Rated as a probable favorite over 
the Bears even during the early sea­
son, the Friars boosted their own 
stock tremendously Wednesday night 
at Kingston when they went to town 
against the formidable R. I. State 
Rams*  Providence’s victory .at 42-38 
•°P that occasion squared their sea­
son’s account with the Rams and put 
the Friars in a position where they 
may at least claim a half-interest in 
the unofficial State basketball title.
♦ ♦ ♦
P. C. RULES AS FAVORITE
IN GAME AT BROWN GYM
On the basis of percentage 
points, the Friars won’t have a 
chance of overhauling the 
Keaneymen in the State series 
because the Rams have played 
and beaten Brown twice, a feat 
that the Friars will be unable to 
duplicate inasmuch as only one 
test with the Bruins is on this 
season’s schedule. But the Friars, 
with one game won and one lost 
in tilts with the Rams, still will 
have a talking point in title dis­
cussions if they crowd past the 
Bears tomorrow.
* ♦ ♦
But that may take a bit of doing. 
After a mediocre early season the 
Dominicans finally found themselves 
against the Rams and clicked in regal 
fashion. Brown,, too, has had only a 
modicum of success on the courts this 
winter and that, as it did in the case 
Of the Friars, may presage a top- 
nbtchperformancebih this forthcom- 
T^angagej^Sn?/'
The Bears have a finer hoop con­
tingent than their record of wins and 
losses would indicate. Potentially 
the Kahler-coached aggregation is 
practically, as strong as the McClel­
lan clan. But the Bears undoubtedly 
will have to prove that assertion 
through victory before the Friar 
players or cohorts will accept it as a 
f.-dih. Arid it won’t be an easy mat- 
■ ter for the Bears to prove it.# * * ■
It appears likely that the Do­
minican head mentor will start 
his top array of Hagstrom and 
Ploski, forwards; Deuse, centre;
LINEUPS AT BROWN GYM
’Varsity Game <
BROWN. * PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 
Kennedy. I. . .........................'• f-> ? sP)0Ski
Morcum, r. ................................. r- >•>
Chichester, . .............................. • «•>
Clements, 1. g.......................... >■ S-.
Truman, r. g..................uavOfficials—Feldman and Winters. 
Freshman Game.
BROWN. PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
Kelly, 1. ............................. >• f., K'va™‘e;^i
Mullen, r. I................................r- Barn.1"‘
Blount, . .................................... . ..........„c-- Le°
Glatfdter, 1. g.............  >•
Kaczowka, r. g............................... S’’ Galpel
Off cials—McKay and Schumann,
Freshman game starts at 7:30; Varsity 
game at 8:30.
and Smith and Davin, guards. 
But it also is likely that shifts 
will be made in that lineup early 
in the fray. The changes in the 
State game that sent Davin up 
to a forward post along with 
Gallagher; Collins and Angelica 
into the back court and Harvey 
in at centre proved to be Provi­
dence’s strongest combination. 
Gallagher and Collins were the 
Friar opportunists in that game. 
Their foul scores in the closing 
minutes of the test gave Provi­
dence its winning margin of four 
points. ♦ ♦ ♦
Brown’s starting array probably i 
will find Kennedy and Morcum in 
the fore court, Chichester at' centre 
and Clements and Truman at the 
guard positions. Larkowich at cen­
tre, Burbank and Petrone at for­
ward posts and Sharkey at guard 
are Bruin reserves who are fairly 
certain to see a lot of action.
FRIARS TOP BEARS 33-32
Gallagher’'s Last Minute 
Foul Shot Wins for Friars
CwLM!?HAEL J‘ THOMAS 
baske^ari ®al!agher made the final 
Provided slJVhat he will toss for 
for it a J, College a winning one 
minute J , foul shot in the Anal 
Friars tn ?lay that enabled the 
an actin,/‘Utscore Brown 33 to 32 in 
fore a his?HiaCked game Played be- 
Br°wn JJy partisan crowd at the 
t Action ^lnas?um Iast night. 
the game ril sl?w at the start- but 
near.riot -developed into a wild, 
Porters of W and at end- SUP' 
F°uPs about tv,h teams gathered in 
»>g a refere-^e gymnasium discuss- 
an important ^®?®1011 that Piayed 
C66dings_ Part in the late pro-
P°rters claii7^lsion that Brown sup­game. Claimed cost their team the
trail * 
S?e> the Beafs^ough “ost °f the 
d?y ave mim,L?1Z:orked a spirited 
2fiC+rease theh rtLbe!ore the end to 
th<?° 25' Thev nnCe to one Point, 
basket* ay towards0thPUen t0 -swing 
0, M and dnrt« the Providence 
Kep Kenn § °ne scrimmage 
spotted his +7 nnedy of the Bears 
instep ^fused to alto,Re£ree Jol“
°WingK-S^Xi! 
ShE n?ands the ■
wl refe°eethaenJGars bushed toward 
hoXTw. offiXTd with ™
Pennedv ’ * *y two “mutes,
shots +„ ,y scored 
then foutle the scot-116 of the foul 
rUgged6l0wed ,aVe0^ at 26-all and 
City nJ,1 action “mutes of the W ttS * jtory <*  th| 
!pectatoZ°uW wi&hlP series. 
nd the L°h both sidf01 the bal1’ 
Sc°riiw. I aW beJJides screeched 
then thp °ne takin ° ^ternate in
’W pitch. s he excite-
Bears Protest Referee’s De­
cision in Last Half; Mor- 
com High Scorer.
: 1U©m v _ .
Asked following the game for an 
official ruling on the disputed play, 
| Winters said that he believed Ken- 
I nedy intended to fire a shot when he 
: was bumped by Gus Hagstrom. He 
added that the ball flew away from 
Kennedy towards Morcom as a re­
sult of the impact, and that insofar 
as Kennedy was fouled before he in- 
‘ tended to shoot, his only alternative 
was to call a foul on Hagstrom. He 
claimed that Morcom’s shot was in­
cidental insofar as the play was con- 
( cerned.
Brown made a gallant attempt to 
score its first victory over the Friars 
in years during the final minutes and 
nearly succeeded. It twice took a 
two-point lead, and seven seconds 
before the end, it still had a chance 
to tie the score at 33-all. A foul 
was called on the Friars at this stage, 
but Paul Clements missed his try for 
the point.
Soon after the protested play Ken­
nedy scored a foul shot to tie the 
count at 26-all, Hagstrom caged a 
long tom to put the Friars ahead 28 
to 26, but Kennedy countered on a 
similar shot for the Bears to tie the 
score again.
Kennedy took a pass from Morcom 
soon afterwards and scored to put the 
Bears ahead 30 to 28 three minutes 
from the end. Ben Smith then coun­
tered with a side shot, one of the 
most spectacular of the game, to knot 
the score at 30-all.
Ninety seconds from the end, 
Brown regained the lead, 32 to 30, 
George Larkowich taking a pass 
from Morcom and scoring on a set­
up shot. But Hagstrom, who was 
rushed back into the game after a, 
few seconds of rest, again camel 
through with a spectacular shot to 
tie the score at 32-all.
Providence took the ensuing tap- 
off, and Gallagher started to dribble 
his way towards the Brown basket. 
Kennedy, in attempting to break 
Gallagher’s dribble, bumped into the 
latter, sendirig him to the floor. Ref­
eree George Feldman called a foul 
on Kennedy. Gallagher, who seconds 
previously had missed two foul shots, 
was successful this time with the all- 
important point.
The Bears played their best game 
of the season while putting up their 
most courageous fight in years
■ against the Friars. -They employed
• new offensive tactics, changing from
■ a fast breaking offensive to a slow, 
deliberate attack that proved highly 
successful against a team that em­
ployed similar methods.
It was the plan or ootn leaua u 
prevent giving the opposition’s at­
tack added impetus by any speedy 
attack of its own, tactics which have 
proved costly to both in the past.
As a result of their cautious play 
j only 25 points were scored in the first 
' half, Providence leading, 14 to 11. 
’ This is the lowest number of points 
that each has scored during the first 
half of any of their games this season, 
i Morcom, who scored 14 points, and 
' was instrumental in the Bears’ clos­
ing drive, was high scorer. Hagstrom 
led Providence’s attack with 12 
points, most of which were scored on 
i long shots.
| The victory marked the 10 th 
straight year that the Friars have 
won the city college championship. 
The Bears scored their last victory 
over the Friars in 1922. There were 
no games from 1923 to ’28. The tri- 
. umph also enabled the Friars to tie 
Rhode Island State for the State 
championship.
The preliminary contest was won 
by the Providence College Fresh­
men, who scored a 47 to 39 victory 
over the Brown yearlings.
Games played: March 13,1937
The summaries:
PROV. COLL. (33) BROWN (32)
G. F. P. <3. F. P.
Hagstrom, If 6 0 12 Morcom, If. . 6 2 14
Murphy, If. 0 0 0 Burbank, If. 0 0 0
Gal’gher, rf 0 2 2 Kennedy, rf. 2 3 7
Ploski, rf... 0 0 0 Petrone, rf.. 0 0 0
smith c... 4 0 8 Lark’wich, c 2 2 6
Harvey, c... 0 0 0 Chichester, c. 0 0 0
Davin, lg... 2 3 7 Clements, lg. Oil'
Spinnler, lg. 0 0 0 Truman, lg.. 2 0 4
Collins, lg.. 0 0 0 Sharkey, rg. 0 0 0,
Angelica, rg. 2 0 4 Burkhart, rg. 0 0 0
Total........ 14 5 33 Total........ 12 8 32





G. F. P. G. F. P.
Barnini. If. . 7 1 15 Kelly, If.... 7 3 17
Paparella, If 1 0 2 Riley. If---- - * ° 2
Shattuck. If. 0 0 0 Mullen, rf... 4 2 10
K’niewskl, rf 3 6 12 Staff, rf.... 0 0 0
MezeJ’ski, rf 0 0 0 Blount, c. ... 2 2 6
Leo c...... 5 3 13 Poole, c....... 0 0 0
Speckman. lg 0 0 0 Glatfelter, lg 0 0 0
Galpert, lg. 0 1 1 Vaughn lg.. 0 0 0
Sweeney, rg. 2 0 4 Hines, lg.... 0 0 0
Scavatto, rg 0 0 0 Kaczowka,, rg 0 0 0
Prodgers, rg. 2 0 4
1 Totals .. 18 11 47 Total ... 16 7 39.
; Referees—Schurman and McKay. Time— , 
j 10-minute periods. I
Gus Hagstrom, Providehce Colle ge forward, shown taking nail on 
the run during last night’s game at the Brown Gym. The Brown 
players are Paul Clements, No. 16; Adolph Sharkey, No. 17; 
George Larkowich, No. 21, and Captain Ken Kennedy, No. 19. The 
Friars won the game 33 to 32.
Friar Grabs Ball Away From Bruins
Nine Friar Basketball
Stars Finish Careers
Group Completes Three-Year 
Record of 43 Victories 
and 22 Defeats.
Tile 1933-37 basketball “genera­
tion'’ at Providence College turned 
over its duties to a group, of promis­
ing Freshmen at the termination _ of! 
a successful reign last week. Nine 
Seniors, who made Friar athletic his- 
tory when they went through a 19- 
game Freshman schedule undefeat­
ed, turned in their uniforms after! 
compiling a three-year record of 43' 
victories and 22 defeats.
This year’s Freshman squad made 
a record that indicates its members 
are fully capable of shouldering the 
’Varsity burden next season. The 
young Friars won 12 of the 15 con- 
i tests they played and captured the 
State and city college Freshman ti­
tles with triumphs over the Brown 
Freshmen and the Rhode Island State , 
Freshmen.
The Friar Varsity finished its sea­
son with triumphs over Springfield 
College, Rhode Island State and 
: Brown to brighten a season that 
lacked color during the early stages. 
A 57-51 overtime victory over Dart­
mouth was the highlight of the first 
half of the schedule.
While graduation this June will 
take a heavy toll of the court squad 
the Friars will have Big Ed Bobin­
ski, centre, Leo Polski, forward, and 
Bill Spinnler, guard, available for 
next season along with Elton Deuse, 
centre, Bill Murphy, forward, and 
Charles McElroy, guard. The first 
three were Juniors this year and the 
second trio, Sophomores.
Making their final bow last week 
as Friar basketbill performers were 
Joe Carew, Ray Belliveau, John 
“Ben” Smith, the 1935-36 captain; 
Leo Davin, the 1936-37 leader; 
Charlie Gallagher, Fred Collins, 
Gus Hagstrom, Carlo Angelica, and 
Mike Harvey, who joined the squad 
during the late schedule. Carew, Bel­
liveau and Bobinski were out of ac- 
■ tion with injuries late in the season, 
depriving the Friars of needed man- 
| power in several important clashes. 
■ Alfred Hagstrom of Gloucester, 
Mass, was high scorer on the Provi­
dence Varsity quintet during the past 
season, with 154 points. Hagstrom has 
been among the leading scorers dur­
ing each of the four years he has 
competed for the Friars and held the 
captaincy of the unbeaten 1933-34 
Freshman team. Capt. Leo Davin, Ed 
Bobinski and Joe Carew were the 
other Friars who scored over 100 
points apiece.
On the Freshman squad, Jimmy 
Leo of Fitchburg, Mass.', made 134 | 
points to lead his team mates in scor­
ing. Joseph Kwasniewski, Paul 
Sweeney and John Barnini were the 
other Freshmen with 100 or more 
points.
The Friar Varsity scoring: p pts.
Alfred Hagstrom ’37 ........ 22 68 18 154
Capt. Feo Davin ’37 ........ 22 53 32 138
Edward Bobinski >38.......... 14 ol 31 133
Joseph Carew ’37 .............. 14 39 27 10a
John Smith ’37 ................... 22 34 16 84
Leo Ploski ’38 .................... 19 28 27 83
Carlo Angelica ’37 .........   19 21 11 53
Charles Gallagher ’37 .... 20 19 13 46
Fred Collins ’37   W 13 6 32
Ray Belliveau ’37 .............. 12 12 4 -8
William Spinnler ’38 ........ 15 9 6 24
Elton Deuse ’39 .............. W 5 0 >]
William Murphy ’39 .......... 12 4 1 ’
Michael Harvey >37 ............ 5 3 0 6
John Crowley ’38................ 4 1 ® "
Paul Farley ’38 ................ 3 0 > 1
Charles McElroy *39...........   3 0 0 0
The Friar Freshman scoring: F pts
Joseph Kwasniewski ...... 1» 30 44 124
Paul Sweeney .................... 15 49 5 10o
John Barnini ................ 15 38 26 10-
Nicholas Alexander ............ 13 34 22
Harrv Speckman ................ 13 1- ?
Ralph Paparclia ................ 13 7 «
Herbert Galpert................ 7 5 3 13
James Begley ...................... « - v
Anthonv Scovatto ................ 7 - <’ ‘
Lawrence Shattuck............... 8 9 1 J
Richard Meaejewski .......... 5 0 - -
William Malley .................. « « « »
Salvatore Guglielmo............. 2 » » 0
Ellworth Sullivan ..............  1 0 0
The P. C. ’Varsity record:
PROVIDENCE | PROVIDENCE 
19—Stroudsburg. . 331-50—LowellTextile. 26 
59_ Assumption.. 26 50—Pratt Institute 3
>a_ -City College.. 44 34—Army .......... *
39—Villanova ... 40 50—St. Anselm... * 
18—Assumption.. 18 33—Springfield .. 
57—Dartmouth... 51 37-Yaie . ®5
. (overtime) 39—Springfield ■ • *• ’
I as—Lowell Textile 25 37—St. John sV •. 44 
54—R. I. State... 63 3o—Seton Hall. • ■ • 
i ->7_—villanova .... 33 4*2 —R. I. State... •
36—La Salle Col.. 47 33—Brown ..........
49—St. Anselm... 45
Won 12 games. Lost 10.
The P. C. Freshman record:p. C. FRESHMEN I P. C. FRESHMEb , 
36—Olneyville B.C. 30134—Springfield Fn 
49—Becker College 26b8—Durfee Tex i
43— Bryant College 37 45—Springfield J 27
44— R. I- Freshmen 43133—Newport Nava) 
57—Bridgewater T. 23137—R. I. Freshmei
45— Becker College 50 47—Brown Fresh-' gg 
29—Bryant College 31|32—Gen. Electric 
13—Newport Naval 24|
Won 12 games. Lost *.
COACH DISCUSSES
BASKETBALL BULES
McClellan, P. C. Mentor, 
Speaks to Officials at Ban­
quet Held in Portland.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Portland, Me., March 20.—“Gen­
eral” Al McClellan, coach of basket­
ball at Providence College, was chief 
speaker here early tonight at A din­
ner given to the officials handling 
the 13th annual New England inter­
scholastic tournament by the Maine 
Central Board of Approved Basket­
ball Officials. The P. C. mentor dis­
cussed at length the recent rules 
meeting in Chicago, from which he 
; just has returned. Other speakers 
were Henry Swazey, athletic direc­
tor at New Hampshire State; Emery 
B. Danzell of Providence, referee-in- 
chief of the tournament; Paul Fla­
herty of Portland and Percy Rogers 
of Exeter, N. H., and Rhode Island 
Scholastic Officials Commissioner 
John E. Martin. President A. S. 
Taylor of Auburn was toastmaster.
Pawtucket high’s squad, under the 
wing of Coach Bob Morris, spent 
this morning on a- tour of the his­
toric points in and around Portland. 
| The tournament teams all took the 
trip, which was arranged as a part 
' of their entertainment. This after­
noon some of the boys attended the 
movies while a few others went to 
i Brunswick to watch the inter- 
, scholastic track meet there, which 
I was won by Nott Terrace high school 
of Schenectady, a frequent Rhode 
Island competitor.
The Rhode Island party will leave 
here at 9:15 o’clock tomorrow morn­
ing, to arrive home soon after noon. 
Tonight they were all at the cham­
pionship basketball game.
By his thoroughly outstanding per­
formance in stopping the hitherto 
unstoppable Mai Eldrich, Hillhouse’s 
giant centre, Bill Moulton, Burling­
ton’s pivot man, became the out­
standing performer of the evening, 
although he was ably supported, par­
ticularly by Hal Deneault. New 
Haven’s best players in this cham­
pionship game were Jack Weiss 
solidly put together guard and an­
chorman of Hillhouse’s plays, and 
Capt. Louis Mocco.
History repeated itself ,at
WarsHv quintet. Both players came 
to the Dominican college from Hi 
house high, where Bobinski fol­
lowed Davin as basketball captain.
Bobinski won honorable mention 
on the All-New England team last 
vear and also the centre post on the 
t l’o All Star New England i“™.» Frl.r e.nW *
E l« & -Pt»W 
by the U lettermen at their meet 
ing yesterday. _ ;
The new Friar captain is rated by , hj eoa“ . A, "Gen” J
one of the best all-round cent e 
that a P C. court squad has ever had, 
Next year Bobinski will have only 
four-other lettermen back with him, 
as nine members of this seas 
squad will be graduated m June. _ 
In 1933 Bobinski succeeded Davin 
as captain of the Hillhousei basket- 
finalsteofmthe Vale tournament and 1 
land scholastic tourney at Newport . 
Bia Ed won all-Connecticut honors, 
as^a centre in basketball, an end in 
football and an outfielder in baseball. 
At present Bobinski is a leadl"§ 
candidate for a starting outfield post 
on Jack Egan’s nine. Last spring he 
was a substitute outfielder with the 
’Varsity nine.
Fifteen ’Varsity letters and 14 se s 
of Freshman numerals were awarded 
to the Friar basketball squads yester­




Marvpv Chicago; Charles Gallagher.William Murlh’y, Danbury, Conn.: 
■william Spinnler. Paterson, N. Leo
Ploski Albany: John Smith, Brockton, and. 
Manager Edward T. Gill of this city.
Freshman Numerals
Cant John Barnini. D. Paul Sweeney and 
Richard Mezejewski. Pittsfield. Mass yame. j 
Bagley, Newton; erbert Galpeit, Hevete, 
Joseph Kwasniewski, New “’V^k pitch-, 
lames Leo and Lawrence Shattuck, Fitch-, 
burg; Edward Malley and Anthony Seavotto, i 
Thompsonville, Conn.; Ralph i
East Providence: Harry Speckman, Newport j 
Nicholas Alexander, Amsterdam, N. Y.. and I 
Manager Thomas Melia, 38, Fall Rivei.
BOBINSKI TO HEADFRIARS COURT TEAM
Friar Freshmen Defeated
By Becker In Rough Tilt
43 Fouls Called in 50-45 
Game; Providence Guard 
Strikes Referee.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Worcester, Mass., Feb, 11—Provi­
dence College’s freshmen basketball 
team was upset, 50-45, by a sharp­
shooting Becker College quintet in 
an exciting and roughly played game 
here tonight.
. Forty-three fouls were called dur- j 
m£ milling and the final
p i «e h^dly had sounded when 
■t^aul Sweeney Providence guard, 
who had been ejected from the game 
tor four personals, struck Referee
Ted Hardy at the entrance of the 
dressing quarters.
Players and spectators interferred 
and qiclkly quieted the affair.
Becker led, 32-21, at the end of the ' 
first half, but Providence forged out 
front late in the fourth period only 
to have the locals rally and win in 
the last three minutes.
Alexander scored 19 points for the 
losers, whoie Blais, Alex and Good­
kin starred for the winners.
BECKER 1501 IP. C. FRESHMEN <451 
G. F. P. G. F. P.
Murphs’,f .. 4 0 8iLeo,f ........... 3 1 7
Blais.f.......... 3 5 11 iPaperella.f .000
Vangel,f.... 2 3 7|Barnini.c ... 1 2 4
Madaiv.i ... 1 1 3 Kwas’ski.c .. 4 0 8
Mazeika.c ..0 0 O'Alex’der.c ..7 5 19
Rosi.c ........ 0 1 1'Sweeney.g ... 3 1 7
Alex.g ........ 5 0 lOJSpeckman.g .000
Goodkin,g ,.2 6 10'Scavotto.g ,. 0 0 0
Totals . . 17 16 50! Totals .. 18 9 45 
Referees—Kane Hardy.
-ame played: February 11,1957




Freshmen 31 to 29 After
Tough Battle.
The Bryant College basketball 
team won the objective game of its 
home schedule last night w e" 
topped the Providence Colleg 
Freshmen, 31-29, m the Stratton 
Gym. A last-second point on a fou 
tnqc bv Allyn Jackson gave the In 
Xs a lh“ "vals
at half time.
The teams battled through the first 
half only a point or two apart. John 
McGoff led the Bryant team m a 
rally during the first 10 minutes of 
?he second half but the Freshmen 
drew up even two minutes later, 2P 
22 largely through the accurate, 
shooting of Joe Kwasniewski.
Three points on fouls and a basket 
on a spectacular break-away by Bob 
Barrett again gave Bryant the 
vantage. The rugged play that en 
sued as the players struggled , 
possession of the ballI workedI in the 
Freshmen’s favor and they took the 
lead, 29-27, gaming five points
fouls.
McGoff added a foul point for Bry­
ant and then followed with a field , 
goal on the run to put the Indians 
‘“front one. more. Barretts tool 
bi slallS 
S. SS « CO seooods to 
chalk up their 12th victory 
starts.
The summary:
BRYANT I P. C. FRESHMEN
COLLEGE (31) " G. F. P.tx. r. c., — n o
coadv- li... 0 0 OLeo, «...••••• J “ SSozek’lf ■ 1 1 3;Barmm, rf. ■ 1 0 2Janson,If. 0 1 I 96
Barrett, rf.. 1 3 5 Atexana . g ,x 2 4
: 2 1 I'splSn.rgO 0 0
3 4 10
Kubelle, rg.. 1 1 3 ________
) ^periods. |
Game played: February 26, 1937
FRIAR FRESHMEN
DEFEAT DURFEE
The Providence College Freshman 
basketball team won its eighth game 
in 10 starts last night by defeating 
Bradford Durfee Textile 58-21 at the 
Fail River Boys' Club. The defeat 
was the 13th of the year for the Fall 
River team.
PROV. COLLEGE ’ DURFEE
FRESHMEN (58) TEXTILE (21)
) G. F. P. G. F. P.
Kw’snieSki.If 4 2 10 Lynch, If... 1 0 2
Begley, If.. 2 0 4 Stevens, rf.. 0 0 0
Bornini, rf.. 0 1 1 Kiteck, rf... 0 0 0
Paperelli, rf. 1 2 4 DHar’gton, c 0 0 0
Leo, c ........ 2 0 4 Malone. Ig. . 4 0 8
Malley, c... 0 0 0 Greenwood.Ig 2 0 4 
Alexander, lg 2 0 4 J.Har’gton.rg 3 17
Galpert, lg.. 2 2 6 Cushman, rg. 0 0 0
Speckman,rg 2 3 7
P.Sweeney,rg 9 0 18
Total ....24 10 58 Total .... .10 ~ 21 
Referee—Sullivan. Time—Four 10-min- 
ute periods.
Game played: March 1, 1937
FRIAR FRESHMEN
RALLY TO TRIUMPH
Trailing 16 to 13 at half-time, the 
Providence College Freshman bas­
ketball team rallied to defeat New­
port Naval Training Station 33 to 27 
at the Training Station court last 
night. Leo and Alexander of the 
Friars were high scorers with 10 , 
PpROV.eCOLLEGB NAVAL TRAINING j
FRESHMEN (331 ? (27) G p p. I
Barnini, If. 2 6 Mercier, if.. 0 0 0 
Tan rf 4 2 10 BriSllm, It.. 2 6 -
Kwasn’ski, cO 3 ^Balasz rf... 0 0
Alexander, Ig 3. 4 10 Murphy, rf.. 1 0 2
GalDert lg. 0 0 0 Bowes, c.,.. 0 0 u
Speckm’n, rg 1 0 2 Ferraro, c.. 3 2 8
Sweeney, rg.l 0 2CaWlomg...2 2 6
Totals 11 11 33 Totals ...10 7 27
Refere—Nevins. Time lG-minute periods.
 
Berkshire EAGLE (Pittsfield, Mass.)
Providence College Freshman Squad
Capable combine that will oppose General Electric quintet in F. M. T. A. tomorrow night. 
Front row, left to right: John Guglielmo, guard, of Providence;. Nick Alexander, 
guard, of Amsterdam, N. Y.; James Leo, center, of Fitchburg; Captain John Barmni, 
of Pittsfield; D. Paul Sweeney, guard, of Pittsfield; Joseph Kwasniewski, 
forward, of New Milford, Conn.; Harry Speckman, guard, of Newport, R. I. Back row: 
Lawrence Shattuck, guard, of Fitchburg; Ralph Paparella, forward, of East Provi­
dence; John Sullivan, forward, of Providence; Edward Malley, center,, of Enfield, 
Conn.; Coach McClellan; Anthony Scavotto, forward, of Enfield, Conn.; Herbert 
Galpert, guard, of Revere; James Begley, forward, of Newton; Richard Mezejewski,
 forward, of Pittsfield.




The Providence College fresh­
man basketball team, which will. 
face the General Electrics m the. 
F. M. T. A. at 8.30 tomorrow night,| 
is an all-captain aggregation, and 
as a result of its impressive work 
this winter, is being hailed as one' 
of the best first year outfits m New 
England college circles.
Numbering three Pittsfield boys 
on the squad in Captain John Bar­
nini Paul Sweeney and Vick 
; Mezeiewski, the Friar yearlings 
! scored 12 'wins in 14 starts, and, 
won the.Rhode Island state title' 
by victories over the State College 
and Brown freshmen teams.
Paced by Barnini, 
field leader, the Providence start­
tag array numbers Joe Kwasniew­
ski six foot two inch, 190.pound lad 
from Milford, Conn., who captained 
the high school there last winter, 
Jimmie Leo, Fitchburg high cap- 
SL«i - °‘ 
centers of New England a year 
ago; Sweeney, former Taft Sc^ 
leader, and Nick Alexander, who 
captained three sports while star 
ring at Amsterdam high.
As reserves the Friars have such 
clever players as Harry Speckman, 
captain of last f 
team of Newport; Ralph Papa^i^, 
East Providence high leader,-- H^h; 
Galpert, Revere captain, and Ed 
Malley, six foot four inch center 
from Enfield, Conn.
High Scoring Team
In compiling their impressive 
record this winter the Dominican 
yearlings set a great scoring pace 
and collected a season total of 600 
points, an average of 43 points per 
game. Although the team will be 
under some handicap m its Pitts­
field invasion in that Nick Alexan­
der, husky guard, is unable to play, 
it should be quite capable of giving 
the Electric team a real_ tussle. 
Alexander dislocated his rignt el­
bow in the game with State fresh­
men a week ago.
A preliminary contest between 
the General Electric girls’ team 
and the Polish Falcons of Housa­




Friarettes To Test Works
Five On F.M.T.A. Floor
Three Pittsfield Boys On 
Friars’ Champion First 
Year Aggregation
The Providence College freshman 
“point a minute” basketball team will 
make the first basketball invasion of the 
Berkshire district ever made by a Prov­
idence outfit tonight when it meets the 
Works quintet on the F. M. T. A. floor. 
The game will commence at 8.30 p. m.
The Friars have long dominated the 
Aew England basketball realm, and 
annually their teams have been stand- 
? 1 ^’is year’s varsity, after a slow' 
ai , whipped its major rivals in the 
Pas three weeks to regain the promi-; 
nT1C? °t Predecessors. Springfield, 
o e sland State, and Brown bowed 
,°. ® Providence team in ithe final
nve o.t New England honors.
11 with most of the varsity moving 
r ,nex^ dune much interest has been 
frp«KSe °n *'^le Present high scoring 
unnr n?U1 ^Kani which will be counted 
na io-1 ° a mai°r role in the cam- 
tacklln^Xt " inter when Providence will 
the Po P'adinS college quintets of. 
man oi tfi+ Outstanding on the fresh- j 
Sweeno u ai'e Joh” Barnini and Paul 
Playin y’ b°th Pittsfield b°ys- Barnini, 
at a forward berth , was third Ihio-K wr r be;
elected i’f61' °f team’ and also was 
a guard + Captain- Sweeney starred as 
h^kysouth?inrrith Nick Alexander’ 
y southpaw from Amsterdam, N.Y.
Coach Al “Gen” McClellan, master 
mind—of the Dominican basketball 
forces will make the trip to Pittsfield 
with the Friar cubs if he'returns from 
the national coaches convention in 
Chicago in time. The veteran Mc­
Clellan is ranked as the foremost cage 
mentor of New England, and his teams 
have always been noted for their per­
fection of play, and thoroughness in, 
fundamentals.
In compiling its point a minute ■ 
record this winter the Providence team 
has scored 600 points in 14 games, and 
has won all but two of its contests. 
Jimmie Leo, former Fitchburg high 
captain and center, led the team in scor­
ing with a season total of 125, while 
Joe Kwasniewski, powerful New Mil­
ford, Conn, product was second with 
114.-
A preliminary contest between the 
Works girls’ team and the Polish Fal­
cons of Housatonic will start at 7.30.
i
"e“M1 £le^ic HEWS (Pittsfielcii>asf 
I Vi ?nass *)
FRIAR FRESHMEN
DEFEATED 33-32
General Electric Team of Pitts­
field Scores Winning Points 
Late in Game.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Pittsfield, Mass., March 19. In 
strong Providence College Freshman 
basketball team lost a one-pom^de­
cision to the Genera) Electric team. 
Berkshire County amateur cham­
pions, here tonight, 33 to 32 m one 
of the most exciting games of he 
local season. The victory was the 
lithe straight for the locals.and was 
but the third setback the Friars have 
received this season. ....
Trailing 21 to 11 at the halftime, 
the Friars staged a strong rally m 
the third period and tled
score at 28 points with but seven 
minutes of play remaining. Leo.and- 
Kwasniewski led the Providence out­
fit in its comeback.
Falkenbush put the General Elec­
tric team ahead three minutes later 
•with a toss from mid floor, and then 
Kwasniewski tied the score again 
with a mid court shot. Knappe scored 
from the foul line on a switch play, 
and drew a foul try, which he con­
verted. Barnini put the friars m 
contention again with a well execut­
ed shot but the Friars were unable 
to score again in the final minutes of 
play.
The summary:
GENERAL PRAVa£?L,14?GEELECTRIC <331 FROSH <321
G F. P. G. r. r-
Knappe, If.. 9 0 18 Barnlnl, If.. 1 2 «
Cancella rf. 0 1 1 Paparella. rf. 0 0 0
PoUdoro,’c.. 0 0 0 Mezej’wski. rf 0 1 1
Falk’bush. c 4 2 10 Speckman, c. 2 1 5
Cassella rg. 0 1 1 Shattuck lg. 0 0 0cassena, is Kwas’wski, rg 4 0 8
rnntnl 14 5 33 Total.... .13 6 32
Referee - Coakley. Time - Ten-minute 
periods. >
Game played: March 19, 1937
Game played: March 19, 1957 Boston GLOBE
G.E. WINNER OVERFRIAR FROSH FIVE
Pittsfield, March 19 — The General 
Electric basketball team defeated the 
Providence college freshmen, 33 to 32, 
before a large crowd in the F. M. T. A. 
gymnasium tonight. The home club 
led, 21 to 11, at half time but the 
students tied the count in the final 
period. Falkenbush had a floor goal 
and free try that gave the General 
Electrics a three-point lead. John 
Barnini of this city. Providence cap­
tain, sank a double-counter with 50 
seconds to go but there was no fur­
ther scoring. Knappe had 18 points 
for the winners. Leo did the best 
work for the losers.
In the preliminary the Polish Fal­
cons of Housatonic defeated the Gen­
eral Electric girls, 19 to 18. The 
score:—
General Electrics Providence Freshmen
B F Pt B F Pt
Cancilla, rf Oil Kwasifski, ig 4 0 8 
Polidoro, rf 0 0 0 Scavotto, lg 0 0 0
Cassella. rf 0 1 I Sweeney, rg 3 1 7
Knappe, If 9 0 18 Shattuck, rg 0 0 0
Falkenbush c 4 2 10 Leo, c 3 17
Cassella. c 0 0 0|Barnini, If 1 2 4
Steele, rg 0 1 1-J.Meze’ski, - rf 0'1 1
Ramsey, rg. 0 0 01.Speckman, rf 2 1 5
Ramsey, lg 10 2Paparella, rf 0 0 0
Goodrich, lg 0 0 0|
Totals .14 331 Totals 13 6 32
Referee, Ned. Coakley. Time, 10-minute 
quarters.
Knappe Makes 18 Points
In Interesting Battle
Visitors Trail 21-11 at End of First Half Before Big
Crowd in F. Jf. T. A. Gymnasiumbut Stage Uphill
Fight To Tie Connt in Fourth Quarter—Falken- 
hush Gets Three Points That Help Much—Leo 
Features for Losers—Three PittMd Boys on | 
Freshman Team-Falcon Girls of Housatonic Beat 
G. E. Girls 19 to 18
By JOHN M. FLYNN
(Sports Editor of The Eagle)
Francis Knappe, lormer St. Joseph’s ffigh School ete 
crave a beautiful exhibition of scoring, getting 18 points on 
g flnnr onaiPfor the General Electric team against the 
Providence College Freshmen in the F. M. T. A. gymnasium 
? and the home club needed all those baskets as
last night and the nom singie noint. The final score |
Providence was defeated by as g P - ipadX 33 to 32.
the second quarter the winners had seven points and the the second qua cut the lead down some m the
SpSod and before the fourth quarter was three min­
utes old the count was knotted at 28. ___ ______
Exciting Finish
With less than three minutes to 
play the score was tied at 30. The; 
visitors outplaying the home team 
in the second half were seriously 
threatening at this stage. Gus 
Falkenbush, however, sank a ilooi 
goal and the General Electrics 
went ahead to stay. A free try by 
Falkenbush proved to be. the mar­
gin of victory. John Barnini of 
this city, Providence captain, reg­
istered a doublecounter, high and 
clean. Providence took time out 
with 43 seconds to go. Knappe 
missed a free try and on two hur­
ried shots the visitors came mighty 
close to getting a floor goal but 
the ball hit the hoop and rolled j 
away. n iContest Draws Well j
Alumni of Providence College: 
and the General Electric, em- j 
nloyees took much interest in the 
game. Other fans also considered, 
the attraction worth seeing and 
consequently the attendance was, 
surprisingly large. The match hadi 
an exciting fihlsh-
Paul Sweeney of this city play­
ing guard for the visitors made 
seven points. ' Dick Mezejewski, 
another Pittsfield boy in the Prov­
idence lineup for a few minutes 
made good on a free.
James Leo, center, was the best 
playeron the visiting combine. He 
was at center for Fitchburg High; 
in the New . England championship 
tournament at Burlington, Vt., last 
winter. Leo had seven points and 
figured prominently m the floor 
work. Kwasniewski made four 
floor goals, three in the second 
half. Falkenbush had nine points 
for the winners. Ramsey put up a 
good floor game and made one 
neat shot.
Berkshire EAGLE (Pittsfield, Mass)
Game played: March 19, 1957
Home Team Gets Jump
Knappe took a pass from Fai- 
kenbush and scored the first floor 
goal of the game. Soon Knappe 
followed Steeler’s shot and made a 
doublecounter. Mezerjewski’s free 
try was the first point for the vi­
sitors. Falkenbush . added a floor 
goal and a free try. Cancilla also 
turned in a point. Kwasniewski 
made Providence’s first floor goal 
but Knappe came back with a bas­
ket after dribbling. Again Knappe 
dribbled beautifully and scored. 
Francis soon sank a long shot, his 
fifth doublecounter of the engage­
ment. Speckman, Leo and Swee­
ney each made a basket, the Gen­
eral Electrics leading 14 to 9 at 
the end of the opening period.
Early in the second quarter Fal­
kenbush took a pass from Can­
cilia and counted. Leo turned in 
a beautiful one-hand shot. Ramsey 
dribbled cleverly and made a neat 
basket from the corner of the 
court. Steele sank a free try and 
the score was 21 to 11 at half time.
In the. third period the Domini- , 
cans proceeded to cut down the i 
lead. Sweeney sank a free try and i 
Leo a basket. Barnini caged two 
tries. Then the General Electrics 
did some scoring, Falkenbush tak­
ing a pass from Knappe and mak­
ing a basket. Cassella sank a free 
try. Sweeney caged a long toss 
but Knappe matched it with a 
pretty shot from the side of the 
court. Kwasniewski turned in a 
basket but again Knappe scored 
trom the side of the court. Swee­
ney made a doublecounter just 
before the period ended with the 
score 28 to 22.
Score Tied Twice
Providence tied the score in the 
first few minutes of the fourth 
quarter. Kwasniewski caged a 
: floor, Speckman and Leo a free try 
each. Kwasniewski turned in a 
long shot and the count was knot­
ted at 28 all with 7 minutes 40: 
seconds to play. There was no 
scoring for the next three minutes. 
Knappe took a pass from Steele 
and scored. Speckman made a 
floor goal, again tying the score, 
Barnini having the assist.’ Falken- 
bush with a doublecounter and free 
try gave the G. E. a three-point 
lead. Barnini sank a shot, high 
and clean with 50 seconds to go.
(There was no further scoring al-; 
I though the visitors made some 
' tosses that hit the hoop and bounc­
ed away in the last few seconds.
Falcon Girls Win
In the preliminary game the 
General Electric Girls lost to the 
Polish Falcon Girls of Housatonic 
19 to 18, a game that was close 
throughout. Miss Wool had eight 
points and Miss Poploski seven for 
the winners. Miss Whitney and 
Miss Kirby each made five points 
for the losers.
The scores:
General Electric. ! Providence Fr.
B. F. P. B. F. P.
Cancilia, rf 0 1 1 Kwasn’ski. lg 4 0 8
Polidoro. rf 0 0 0 Scavotto, lg 0 0 0
Cassella, rf 0 1 1 Sweeney, rg 3 17
Knappe, If 9 0 18 Shattuck, rg 0 0 0
‘ F'alk’bush. c ‘ 4 2 lOiLeo. c 3 17
Cassella, c 0 0 O'Barnini. If 12 4
I Steele, rg 0 1 1'Me’jewski, rf 0 1 1
: Ramsey, rg 0 0 .OiSpeckman. rf 2 1 5
Ramsey, lg 1 0 2iPaparella, rf 0 0 0
Goodrich, lg 0 0 0!
14 5 331 13 6 32
Referee, Ned Coakley. Time, 10-minute 
quarters. ______
Hous. Falcons. I G. E. Girls. 
B. F. P.l B. F. P.
Poploski. rf 3 1 7IY. Solera, lg 0 1 1
Wool If 4 0 81F. Solera, lg 0 O 0
Bubzycki, c 1 0 2iSplewak. rg 12 4
Krzyno’ski.lg 1 0 2|Whitney. rg 0 0 0
Diezyck. rg 0 0 OiNaprava. c .1.1 3
Ptak. rf 0 0 01 Kirby, If 2 15 
'Whitney; rf 2 15
9 1 191 6 6 18




14 Weeks’ Basketball, with
Two Games Nightly,
Starts on Wednesday.
The Providence College Intra­
Mural Basketball League will play a 
14-week schedule starting on Wed­
nesday night and continuing until 
April 20. Two games will be played 
each night. The league has eight 
teams this season, and each team will 
play seven games.
At the conclusion of the schedule 
the first and second teams will play 
a three-game series to determine the 
intra-mural champion. On Wednes­
day night Guzman I, defending 
champions, will meet the Seniors 
and the Cowl Staff will meet the. 
“Friars.”
The schedule: ,
Feb. 3—Cowl Staff vs. Friars. Guzman I 
vs. Seniors; 8—Guzman II vs. Seniors, Jun­
iors vs. Freshmen: 16—Friars vs. Guzman 
I, Cowl Staff vs Guzman II: 18—Seniors 
v’s. Juniors. Sophomores vs. Freshmen; 25 
Cowl Staff vs. Guzman I. Friars vs. Sopho-
. March 4—Juniors vs. Guzman II, Fresh­
men vs. Seniors; 9—Friars vs. Guzman II, 
Cowl Staff vs Sophomores. 11—Guzman I 
vs. Juniors. Cowl Staff vs. Freshmen; 16— 
Friars vs. Seniors. Guzman II vs. Sopho­
mores; 18—Gusman I vs. Freshmen. Cowl 
Staff vs. Juniors;
April " 6—Gunman I vs. Sophomores. 
Friars vs. Junto's; 13—Cowl Staff vs. Sen­
iors. Guzman I vs. Guzman II; 16— Seniors 
vs Sophomores. Friars vs. Freshmen; 20— 




The annual Providence College 
boxing tournament, sponsored by 
the Junior Class, will be held at 
Harkins Hall, Providence College, on 
March 2. The committee in charge 
of the event is headed by I. S. Siper- 
stein, sports editor of “The Cowl.” 
weekly student publication. Others 
on the committee are William Spinn­
ler, Paul Ryan, Victor Lynch and 
Timothy Crawley.
Medals will be awarded to the par­
ticipants. The winners will receive 
gold medals and the losers silver 
medals. It is planned to have a 12- 
bout card with nine boxing bouts 
and three wrestling matches. The 
full card will be announced within 
a few days.
The latest development to take 
place within the past few days has 
been the conversion of Bruiser Casey 
Moher from a wrestler to a boxer. 
A few weeks ago Casey challenged 
any two wrestlers in the college at 
150 pounds or under to a battle royal. 
When his challenge was unanswered, 
he became a boxer. John “Slip” 
Barnini, outstanding.Freshman bas­
ketball player, has been signed as 
Casey’s opponent.
Friar College Classmates
Offer Blood for Student
Athletic Squads Lead Response to Trans­
fusion Call to Save Brooklyn Youth, 
Stricken with Acute Leukemia
Providence College students, led by 
members of the football and basket­
ball squads, stood ready today to do­
nate their blood to prolong the life 
of a fellow-student who is stricken 
with an incurable fprm of leukemia 
m St. Joseph’s Hospital.
The youth is Francis Moriarty. 23, 
a Sophomore, whose home is at 1421 
Mfty-seventh street. Brooklyn, N. Y. 
He is suffering from acute my- 
elogenousv leukemia, a disease in 
which the white corpuscles of the 
mood arelargcly increased. The dis­
ease is said to be incurable and in its 
acute form, nearly always fatal.
Rallied Slightly
,,.P'v?n ^^le chance , for recovery 
when he was admitted to the hospital 
on™ i6 5 and a haIf ag0’ Moriarty, 
L1?," ar among his fellow students 
tran=fSn-terta’ner' was §'ven a blood 
lied slightly A SaUlrday and has ral- 
attendinS Moriarty said 
usuallv i dl„sease in its acute form 
hope that hvtal‘ /T exPressed the 
they couldby rGutlple transfusions; 
stale Tn u LGdure U to a chronic' 
g • njts chronic stage, they said, 
severalUydeabIPr010nged f°r perhapS 
foAXTTT transfusion is planned 
on al tn/ t?day with others to follow 
When A" days’ if necessary.
tv’s 1A thS seriousness of Moriar- 
ino'nhvsi/ Was dlaSnosed by attend- 
to^the roll3”3’ word was transmitted raftus/ SS faculty that blood! 
bave be given 
balTam/TAA ,™embers of the foot­
ed to the canketua11 squads respond- 
tests as phvsin nd submitted to blood 
type of bX flnLsought the desired 
classmen offerJAn’ • Second year 
the entire sinriedAbeir aid and soon 
Were ready toTtbody declared they 
unteered tL° be examined and vol- 
As nh/ ® assistance.
lransfusiOnAT/ p!anned the first 
DeFeo a Saturday night, Nicholas 
,Conn., whose hi°T at New Haven, 
t° that of Moria/ tyPe Was similar 
t° the hospital TA’ Was summ°«ed 
!ot his blood d §ave a qua«tity 
amined return/ri A'° bad been ex­
bed, .to the college yes- Francis Moriarty, Providence Col­lege student for whom classmates 
have offered selves for transfu­
sions,
Youth Fights for Life
< terday and remained on call if phy­
sicians decided upon another trans-
i fusion during the day.
Popular Entertainer
Some of the students have made 
arrangements to keep in touch with 
the college faculty or remain in this 
city over Thanksgiving, if necessa­
ry, so that they can go to the hospi­
tal immediately if called. However, 
it was said at the college today, that 
students who live out of the State 
and plan to join their families over 
the holiday would not be required to 
remain in Providence as enough vol­
unteers among the resident stu­
dents are available.
The youth’s mother, .Mrs. Joseph 
Moriarity, has been at his bedside for 
the past week and planned to remain 
here for the present.
Moriarity is known among his 
fellow classmates as an entertainer 
and a member of the faculty today 
said that he had unusual talent., He 
should have been on the stage, the 
faculty-member said. —
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